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B-1 30- INCII

(Article Unclassified)

by

Paul F. Peterson
Rockwell International

B-1 Division
Inter•ational A wort

1.0$ Aigeles, Cal i fornia 900019

A.SPIAUI'. (U) A new!, lightweight, high-perforaince, 30-inch
ejector has been developed for the B-1. W1hile its prii i.i'y use is for
nuclear weapon carriage on rotary launchers, it is also useid to carry
conventional stores. "To large Navy-developed cartridges provide high

energy over a long period of time without imposing severe pe'.ak forces
on the eject•d store. A gravity backup release system is provided, to-
gether with nuclear safety and ground safety locking systems.

High peak gas pressures such as 10,000 to 15,000 psi are L.:ed in
the new. ejector. This promotes unusually clean burning and, therefore,
tire ejector requires little maintenance. the Use of the ejector on the
B-1 is briefly described and the constraints driving the desip are out-
l indi.. LkVeiopeent status of the IIw ejector and S.-hdules for future
teot, are described.

Approved for public release; distributionk ulimited.
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TIlE 13-1 30-INtI IJECTOR

A nei% long-stroke, lightweight, high-performance ejector has been
designed for suspension of large weapons aboard the B-1. First, a look
at some of the constraints surrounding the design of the ejector. The
13-1 (figure 1) shows AGM?-69 missiles in the forward bay, nuclear bombs
in the center bay, and decoy or other type missiles in the aft weapons
bay. W~hile these stores are all of nuclear configuration, the ejector
is also designed to carry large conventional weapons such as MK84 and
other weapons using 30-inch suspension. The ejector has been designed
essentially around the requirements for the AGM-69 missile, which weighs
2,245 pounds and is 168 inches long. The weapon mounts to a rotary
launcher as shown in figure 2, and consists of a cluster of eight
weapons mounted to a tubular structure. Sway bracing is done on the
launcher, rather than the ejector. The launcher is of a clip-in type
with rotational loads taken at the forward end, and fore and aft loads
taken at the aft end. An electrohydraulic drive mechanism rotates the
launcher so that weapons may be launched at short intervals. In order
to create an efficient structure for the rotary launcher, the ejector
pistons and cylinders are built into gas manifold housings. These
housings are then inserted into the launcher through holes, as shown in
figure 3. The mechanism for the ejector then is of very short height,
which allows the maximum tube diameter and greatest efficiency in
tubular structure.

Figure 4 is a photograph of one ejector shown complete and one with
the side plate and both pistons removed showing the linkage. The in-
ternal details of the ejector are shown in figure 5. The hooks are
attached to load-reducing toggles which reduce the load sufficiently so
that two long rods connected to a central bellcrank carry the load into
the inner mechanism of the trigger box. The pistons are spring loaded
against the store, but are not retractable after ejection. The safety
latches and the releases for the trigger are all contained in a dust-
free box. A nuclear safety solenoid is provided and, of course, is
locked out when conventional weapons are carried. Gravity drop sole-
noid is provided as a backup mode of operation to the normally gas-
operated system, which employs two MKI107 cartridges to eject weapons.
The MK107 is a new Navy cartridge already in fleet usage on other air-
craft. Also shown in figure 5 are the removable cylinder, piston, and
probe which comprise the basic ejection system.

Figure 6 outlines the requirements for rise time and peak thrust,
and shows a typical performance curve generated by the B-1 ejector.
The ejector thrust is limited by 5-millisecond minimum rise time to a
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8 NR EJECTORS,.,

FOWAD END AF TOBNKDA

*CLIP-IN 1O BULKHEAD TAKES FORE t AFT LOAD

*GEARBOX POWERED BY *LC N OIN I

DUAL YDRAUIC SYTFJ* MEC14 SAFETY INTERLOCK

Figure Z. AVI469 Rotary launchetr

0 PISTONS INSIDE TUBE FOR M1AX TUBE DIA
* ALLWXS11GIOER TUBE DES IGN
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IHRUST iLBS) A5M69 MISSILE STRUCTURAL

25, • _ CAPABILITY LIMIT 23,400 LBS

20, 000 ACCEPTANCE TEST

SHOT ON PRODUCTION
EJECTOR AT 60 F

15,000

10o000

5,000

0.02 .04 .06 .08 .10
TIME• 'SECONDS)

*STORE WEIGHT 2,245 LBS

*ACCELERATION APPLIED 9.5 G'S
*SEPARATION VElOCITY 20.9 FPS

Figure 6. 30- Inch Ljector Rcquirenents and T'Iypical I'erfonnance

peak of 23,400 pounds, which is the IIUximin structural capability of tihe
5kWI missile. Tlhe curve showl in figure b was fired at approximately 600 F
and was one of thte acceptance test shots on a I)roduction ejeetor. 1-e1
acceleration applied was 9.5 g, and a separation velocity of 2).9 feet
per second was prodiuced. It Imly be seen from this perfonrmace curve that
;n unusual condition is created in the ejector 0here a relatively long-
peak flat-topped thrust time curve has been developed. iT.is is probably
the mnost unique feature of the It-I ejector. Ilow this is dolce is shotwl
in figure 7, where at the beginning of the stroke, gas enters the inlet
and is ducted through a stepped probe. 'Tis probe is cvnfigured so that
it very. small amonlt of clearance is availab~le between the probe and the
interior of the piston at the beginning of the stroke. Therefore, high-
pressureas (from the gas inlet fills the cavity in the )iSton auId allows
a vry srmil 1 leakage m occur between the prolb and the piston. 'This
creates a low-pressum .gus area oo top of the piston heol, t.A the piston
cont inues to stroke during ejection, small additioal areas are incovered
onl the probe in a series .-f steps Which allows more and Mrite gas to leak
to the top side of the piston. As the piston leaves the probe, the
ejector then functions like most other ejectors, where adiabatic ex-
Infusion of the gases -ontinues to push the store a•-ay. Figure $ shows
hott, the rust time cu•ve c•uvares with the pressure tIm curve. It can
he sen that 84) jcrece of th~e peaak pro :sure is, mailitained for Only 12

a-,l t isucouds, lto)wver, because of the meClchaical orificing of gas
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THRUST (LBS)
PRESTSU RE PSI)1'

25,000O
PEAK FORCE 21,000 LBS

20, 00080 
PEKFREMIT ND

TIR.0E SECONDSS

51'H H~JT MAXIMAINOT AIE F1HSOTRMNMMFRC
IQ00.5 SECOND94S 9FTSE

0 .0 .02 .3 .0 4 .5 .07 6 0 .09 8.1
AMBIETIM VDISECOND

Figurgur 8. localTi 11witio s t Vel3-Inh Breech 0Pr 2ss-Sh
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around the probe, 80 percent of the peak force is maintained for 38
milliseconds. Therefore, high ejection velocity can be provided with
relatively small peak forces. A computer program was used to develop
the ejector and probe configuration before testing to determine final
step shaping.

A series of no-cleaning shots was run over a period of about 3
weeks. (See figure 9.) The maximum force occurred on the fifth shot,
and the minimum force occurred on the 11th shot. All of the other shots
in the 25-shot cycle were within these two limits. It is apparent from
figure 9 that very clean burning exists in the B-1 ejector. It is felt
that this clean burning is promoted by the high breech pressures of over
13,000 psi, and by the use of a propellant screen just downstream of the
ejector cartridges. Figure 10 shows variations of the ejector'is per-
formance relative to temperature changes. Only a very few firings were
done at varying temperatures, and the sample shown is representative of
only these few firings. It can be seen, however, that there is little
change in peak loads and also little change in velocity produced. The
most pronounced effect appears to be rise time, which changes signifi-
cantly with temperature variations.

+165 OF +70 OF -65 OF
21,212 LB 20,309 LB 18,608 LB
18.9 FTISEC 19.4 FT/SEC 19.0 FTISEC

0 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

Figure 10. 30-Inch Ejector Performance With Temperature Variations
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Another feature of the. 1-I ejector is the low peak force generated
by ai lock<ed upl shot . ITl is phenomenon i s shouwn i n figure I I, where thle
curve s,?iows mnax i niu force of only about hia f that genera lted dur 1inrg the
c ' ect ion cycle. This, is aceonipi i shed byý thle Ilse of Small bypass grooves,
at the top of the cylinder and arotuid thle bottom of, the' pis;ton. flliis
a Illows tie hii(Iv-!nressuro gas to bleed around tile p~robe, over the top of'
the piston, through the byp)ass grooves, downi through the main port ion
of tile cylinider), anld out the byp~ass grooves at thle bottom of thle Cy-
I inder. In the normlal ejection cycle these grooves quickly' seal up
with piston motion and have no effect on nonnal ejection of the store.

The thrust wnd velocity' capabilities of the B-1I ejector are shomi
-in figure 12 relative to store weight. As store weight dlecreases, peak

thirust also decreases and, of' course, velocity increases. These Curves
were taken from Rockwell's comiputer program and have been validated by'
ejection of the 1B61 store, which weighis 700 pounds and achieved a
velocity of 37 feet per second.

M1ethodls to create p~itch on thle store have been evaluated in the
form of on ficing, *and also in tho formn of destroking the pistons. T[he
or iftice technique unfortunately increased] breech pres sure to uninanage -
ab~le levels for tile PIK107 cartridge. Therefore, a spool technique was
applied as shotwn in figure 13, where a siaple aluminum tubular member is
instal led beneath Ithe head of the piston. The perionnance of the st roke-
limiting technique is sliawn in figure 14, twhere the pitch rate in de'-
grees per second is p lot ted againist piston stroke in inches. TIhis ill-
fonnat ion was created reclative to tile 'AGIM-9 lliiissi le, which lias a pitch
moment of inertia of $70- slug ft. 2. kA;sociated with any- pitching of the
store, there is ani attendant loss in store ejection velocity, which is
plotted inl figure 15.

The MIK107 MOD) 5 ejector cartridge is shoun in figure lb. I t was
selected basically because of the proplvlant quantity, the INI s, 'le
br idge wiric configuration, the expected c lean burninlg characterist ics,
and thle sylI~pathetic ignitionl features. A significan* f 'Cattirc, of the
cartridgo is shouii at the dowiistre;ua end, where an altiminum closulre is
bonded to a simple propellan~t trap wnd contains one grami of bul Iseye
powder. Eixperienlce in sYqI)athetiC ignition tests, has Sh1014 that as the
bullseye ignit"es, a flash is carriod across to thle other chawber, igniting
the bullseye in tile iecond car'tridge and thus producing. syntpat11eri igni-
synipathetic ignition dhiaracteristices where the ejector perforwnanco curves
appear identical to those whent both cartridges are- igniited. 1IQ MKI07 is
also used for lflhenix and fuel Mal ejection onl the F14. 1000l thle ?k10.
is coonsidered an excellent porforming Cartridge, it has bad its Carly
proble~ii. Figure, 17 shows a cutaway of the cartridge as, it should
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PISTON STROKE - IN.
DATA IS FOR 2. 245 LB STORE

- - ---- -- - 810 SLUG7FI 2 PITCH MOMENT Or INERTIA
10

8 MAX STROKE Q10.8 IN.)

6 PITCH1 RATE DEVELOPED
/BY US ING SPOOL IN

ONLY ONE CYLINDER
4

0

0 4 8 12 16. 20 24 28 32' 36
P1T(ýM RATE -DEG ISEC

-i gu re, 14. Piston Stroke Versus Pitch Rate

VELOCITY -FPS

DATA, IS FOR 2.245 LB STORE
810 SLUG. F.2 .PITCH XOMENT OF INERTIA

ii 4 8 112' 16 0 24 28 32 36
MItCK RATE: - DEG t SEC
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appear after firing. Also shown , is another cartridge in which igniter
debris escapes occasiorally during the firing. It can be seen that
several plastic and metal rings arc expellled from the cartridge and
coI1ld ,go doas:t reanm through the ejector. For this ecason , a debris
screen was developed, also shown on figure 17, which doXs not restrict
gas flow, bu4 does contain all of the debris. It is felt that this
screen aids in the burning process.

Tlhe controls for tile 30-inch ejector are all on the exterior of the
rack, and the basic manual capability is shomi in figure 18. 'ltis figure
shows the ejector configuration for carriage with nuclear stores. A
lucite pla,. is used to cover the two controls necessary to he fulic-
t ioned for ground release. liis lucite plate is safety' wired in place
so that several conscious actions must he takei to mnually release tile
store. The plate is reversible and, as .sltol ill fi;gure 19, is conl-
figuredJ for conventional stores. In this rode, a sm)all tab oil the lucite
"late holds the nuclear safety lock in the uhlocked condition. ,hhen a

stmoc is to be released on the ground, the s~afoty wire must be removed.
The plat e P; then s¢wung out away from the controls, whi :h then allo ws
the nuclear safety lock to go back into the locked pesition. 1o release
the store, the xw.,cear safety lock must be moved to the unlock posit ion
and held there whiile theic rack lock is moved to the rele~Lse position.

Some of the details of the trigger mechamism are sho6v in figure
20. The gravity release solenoid is .what schetaticalty and can be used
to drive the release linkage. Nomrally, the gas-operated powr piston
is used to drive the linkage, froa the begimning of rmot ionl, all the Way
through to full opening of thle lwoks. The heart of the r•nchanism is the
trigger, which keeps the fiuialýstage toggle roller in plwe. The full-
t ravel positionl of thle m.eClmism is shloxm in fig-ure Z1. whcre it can 11v
wevn that as the trigger is pulled up, the linkage conraaiting the roller
is all owe, to collapse, wbilXe coin auwed force on tile jOter pi sin' pro-
vide, force to open tho l wkage throughout is full trawl, notrl..
featw-'e of the trigger rnchasism is whoto in figure 22, i % here the f-i sv

of ttOw solenoid slugs are coimter'balmced by Uwights to trccltrdvc) t tel
of thit, solenoid slugs during vib-ratio) and shock. A linkage countcr-
weright is also provided so that the rm-ailing ieCtWcntsof the linka go,
which could possibly causo release of the store4. are fu!l.lyta~ cem.

.e of tOW invorrunt features of the V-tkindv ejecto.r . s thfe hoo1k
coofiguration show ill figure 23. A basic probkrm -xi-ed iii J"
sign of OW hook dueo to tlt. extrei- hardness of the 4--.c+. .
levis. iThe tidemrsi of the clevis is - t

natelv SAOO00 psi iardness. The challngne hJ was t" dvft al rne
air°dev hooA. Several matoriais tnre ij kvetighte;i1 ind th finl dton1e

6 f - .
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BELLCRANIK .JO', IEI.T
"RACK LOCK" PIVOT BLOCKED BY IRIC,G( R

0 
o

" .GRAVITY DROP
SOLENOI0

I COUNTERWEI GHTLINKAGE/

COUNTERWEI GHT NUCLEAR SAFETY SOLENOID
COUNTERWEIGHI

Figure 22. 30-Inch Fjector-Trigger Mechanism - Couiterbalanced

"* PROBLEM - AGM-69 CLEVIS IS SHOT PEENED
PH13-8Mo AT RC5O 250, 000 PSI)

* HARDER HOOK SURFACE IS NEEDED FOR POSITIVE
RELEASE

o MATERIALS INVESTIGATED

- 9310 CARBURIZED & CHROMED

- PH13-8Mo WITH 0.050 STELLITE SURFACE/

- H-I1 AT RC 52-55 & CHROMED IRC 640

- PH13-SMo NITRIDED

* TESTS WERE RUN TO DETERMINE COEFFICIENT
OF FR!CTION & CHOOSE MATERIAL AGM-69

* FINAL CHOICE - H-I1 CHROMED & GROUND CLEVIS/ HOOK

TO 16 MICRO INCHES INTERFACE

Figure 23. 30 Inch lijoctor Iook
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was l111 alloy steel, chromed and ground. This configuration survived
aIll of the vibration and shock tests under load with no visible deforma-
t i oil.

Maintenance of the B-i ejcctor is very simple. While the ejector
is not easy to assemble, complete disassembly is basically unnecessary.
For normal maintenance, the piston, probe, and-cylinder can be removed
as a unit for cleaning without other disassembly or removal of the
ejector from the air vehicle. All of the trigger parts are housed in
a dust-free box, and since the propellant screen eliminates downstream
debris, infrequent cleaning will be all that is necessary. There are no
O-rings or other AGE sensitive parts in the B-I ejector. All prequalifi-
cation and a significant part of formal qualification tests are complete.
Rockwell's ejector test facility is shown in figure 24, where a B61 bomb
is mounted to the ejector. The test stand is fully instrumented for
several pressure, thrust, and motion parameters. The development summary
of tests is shown in table I, and includes sympathetic, locked shut, and
hot and cold firings. The ejector is shown in figure 25 in outline
configuration for those who might be interested in its usage.

Suggestions for ejector designers - based on the development
discussed - include the following practical factors:

• Do use high pressures to promote clean burning.

* Don't use O-rings or odher AGE-sensitive items.

* Get as much area under work curve as possible.

* Use superhard hook faces.

* Design for high hook opening moments.

" Use counterweights with solenoids.

* Use propellant screens.

Store designers should show a little compassion for ejector
designers by using softer materials in their special lugs, or at least
not harder materials than those shown in MIL-A-8591. After all, the
store is the throwaway item, not the rack. The rack hook must be built
so that it does not deform; otherwise, the rack cannot function
properly.

52.0
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Table I

DWEhLOI'I1'NI TEST SUNNARY (30-INCI I IOJECTOR)

Test Ntunber

Ambient firing tests with 2,245 lb store- -13o

Normal (two-cartridge ignition) 136
"Sympathetic (one-cartridge ignition) •6
"*Locked shut--- 2

+165' F firing tests .. -. .. 3

-650 F cold-warm-cold tests ...... . 12

Ambient gravity drops - --- 5

+1650 F gravity drops ... 1

-65* F cold-warm-cold drops .4

Ambient firing tests with 700 lb store

Total 172

.4.600,- . 20.00 .. . . . . .7

9. 23 h-t -... 24.320- . .

K I TOP OFA .
STORE0 ~ 4.44  0A

30.00 ,1 t .j.. . .

ii ~L-Gi
11h4 STROKE t-

Figure 25. 30-Inchl Ejector, Dimensionzal Schtwtic
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EVALUATION OF A GN2 POWERED, MECHANICALLY LINKED
DUAL EJECTOR SYSTEM

(U)
(Article UNCLASSIFIED)

by

Clayton E. Panlaqui
&

Lloyd J. Holt
Aircraft Armament Integration Branch

U.S. Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, Cal. 93555

ABSTRACT. This report contains a description and evaluation of a Naval
Weapons Center (NWC) designed dual ejector system that is cold gas (GN2 )
powered and uses hydraulic fluid as a media for ejection stroke extension.
The report describes the construction of the system, tests performed and
data obtained. The system has two identical ejector housing assemblies,
each containing hydraulic fluid, a fluid displacing piston and telescoping
pistons for ejection stroke. The GN2 pressure housing assembly has a
piston for power output. The fluid displacing pistons and the GN2 power
piston are mechanically linked to provide positive dependency in movement.
For parallel ejection, ejector extension is equal with the ejection force
proportionally equilibrating the reacting forces encountered by the
individual ejector assemblies. This proportional force distribution
between ejector assemblies during parallel or pitch angle ejection requires
no sensors or regulators. Using hydraulic fluid as a media for ejector
extension allows control of the individual telescoping piston length of
travel it other than positive parallel ejection is desired. By manually
controlling the amount of fluid available for extension in either ejector
assembly, variations in stroke length of the two ejector assemblies
telescoping pistons can Lreate stores pitch angle change or angular rate
inducement. The ejection force is all on one of the two ejector assemblies
for the angular rate ejection mode.

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE; DISTRIBUTION UNLIMITED
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INTRODUCTION

This report provides descriptive and initial test data for a dual
ejector systemnwhich is cold gas (GN2) powered and enables selected pitch
attitude or pitch rate of aircraft store ejection, regardless of external
perturbances during the ejection sequence. This design will consistently
eject a store into a safe and predictable trajectory.

Ejector systems presently in use cannot react to unknown infinite
variations in forces and moments acting upon the store during the ejection
cycle, particularly at supersonic speeds. As the requirements for aircraft
and store delivery speeds increase, the nonuniform forces acting upon the
store become more critical to predictable safe store separation. Without
consistently predictable launch of the store with minimal perturbances, a
large amount of delivery error is inevitable. There is evidence that
these forces and moments acting. upon the store during the launch cycle
constitute the largest single source of bomb dispersion. These launch
dispersions are referred to as mal-launch dispersion and. are defined as
the variation in forces acting upon the store during the entire ejection
cycle until the bomb is clear of the nonuniform flow field surrounding
the launch platform.

It is estimated that mal-launch dispersion contributes more delivery
error than the combined effects of aim error and in-flight, ballistic
dispersion error (caused by imperfections introduced in the manufacturing
and handling of a'st~ore, such as bent fins, etc.) during a typical super-
sonic &' ,800 ktg) store ejection from an aircraft1 .. Under this launch
condition, it is estimated the aim error f or computer aided delivery
systems contributes .an average of .10 mils CER.(circular~probable error)
of dispersion, in-fl -ight ballistic dispersion (.ontributes 4 mnils CEP and
mal-lauach c~utributes up to 20 mils CEP. If rnal-launch dispersion error
can be reduced to a figure comparable to the 10 mil aim error, the single
homb hit probability can be improved from approximately 0.311 to 0.59,
with a real effectiveness (hit probabili-ty), im~provement o.f 907.

The dual, ejector system described herein, Jby einabling a ý,ele~cted
parallel, -ýpitch attitude change or pitch angul~ar rvt~ of ejection, will
*guarantee cons~istently safe store separation from the aircraft with nio

1u.henvelope li4mitations. Improved aiming devices being irigorporated
in c.urretitly operational aircraft will tiand -to reduce- aim error, toward
the 4 mil CEV magnitude of in-flight dispersion. If, both ~aim error and
nial-lafl~cdlhdi~persxoun can be reduced to this4 magnitude., reial. effective-
oest; (ýiiugle.4iit probability) improves to O0 9 'a. 'w-0oppin-g. overall
accuracy improvement of 187Z.

maestri, Raym.and Rt., andI Schindel, Leon It. (U) Self-CoMLpcnsatin& Sor
~~ t~~0LTR 74-3, Naval Ordnance taboratory, Wie0IS~o

-Spring,' Marylan4-, 5 Pebruary 1974.
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The capability to vary the ejection force is a highly desirable
feature of a stores ejection system. Variance of ejection force, relative
to stores weight, enables achievement of desired end of stroke velocity
which is important due to inertial loads that are imposed by the delivery
aircraft. Variable ejection force is possible with an ejection system
powered by a cold gas pressure source. The use of a noncontaminating power
source for ejection reduces cleaning maintenance to a bare minimum. As an
example, there has been no maintenance required on the dual ejector system
used for the tests described in this report after 325 ejection cycles. The
use of hydraulics in a closed system (i.e. no lines, pumps, fittings,
reservoirs or restrictions), pressurized only during ejection stroke
duration, and with designed sealing capability, should eliminate the objec-
tionable leakage characteristics of most present hydraulic systems.
Experience has shown that the use of the Greene Tweed (GT) T-seals in the
hydraulic and pneumatic systems should reduce the maintenance to almost
zero. The use of standard O-ring seals is not recommended for this applica-
tion. A list of current aircraft which presently use the GT seals is shown
in appendix A. There have been literally no failures of this type of seal
in the applications since their introduction.

This is a modular system and positive parallel ejection is the systems
primary function. The pitch attitude control, pitch rate control, and
variable power control with pressurized GN2 are additional features that
can be incorporated into an ejector system design, if requirements dictate.
The use of a pyrotechnic cartridge activated device (CAD) in place of the
cold gas source is optional with this system, but is not recommended due to
maintenance requirements.

Cold gas pressure settings ranging from 1000 to 3000 psig were tested
to determine efficiencies at the selected pressures. Input pressure,
accelerations, applied force and distribution of pressure were measured and
recorded. A Mk 82 bomb (actual weight - 489 lb) with a conical tail fin
was used for these tests. The nose cone was grooved to allow a steel cable
to apply external force, simulating induced moments of 16,000 or 32,000
in.-lbs on the store. Parallel ejection with, and without, ertertially
applied force was tested. Store pitch angle and pitch rate establishment,
with and without loads, was tested.
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DESCRIPTION

TECHNIQUE COMPARISON

Current bomb rack ejector systems are powered by hot gas with single
or dual ejector piston systems. Propellant cartridges or CADs generate
expanding hot gasses which extend the pistons, and provide ejector force.
Two ejector pistons provide for better distribution of the available
ejection forces on the weapon body. Since the stores to be suspended and
released vary considerably in geometric shape and weight, their respective
center of gravities may vary along a longitudinal axis relative to the
ejector pistons. While suspended on the aircraft during flight, the
aerodynamic flow field about the aircraft and store induce external
forces and moments an the weapon which may cause pitch, yaw and rotation
of the weapon during ejection. A brief comparison of a gas linked and
mechanically linked dual ejection system is provided in the following,
together with the advantages and disadvantages of each system, respectively.
For discussion purposes, it is assumed that both systems are CAD powered.

GAS LINKED SYSTEM

A gas linked ejector eystem typical of those currently in service,
is shown in Figure 1. A breech assembly with 2 cartridges is connected
to each telescoping piston ejector assembly by a conduit. Since there is
no physical connection between the telescoping pistons, each piston
"functions independently of the other. In order to compensate for CG
tolerance and aerodynamic forces and moments (if known), orifices can be
inserted ii'to the conduits to meter or change the flow of gases causing
an increase or decrease in the forces required to overcome these external
resistances. The variability of the external resistances is likely to
create an inconsistent, nonparallel ejection stroke due to the force
application at the point of least resistance.

U*LSCO$N PIS=
LUM &eccr SSESLY

P 1. .w Unked jf.t Satan.
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MECHANICALLY LINKED SYSTEM

A mechanically linked ejector system schematic is shown in Figure 2.
The breech assembly contains tw, cartridges and a power piston which is
mechanically linked to the two ejector assemblies. This linking results
in dependent ejector strokes in that one piston assembly cannot extend
without the other. The force aptiAication occurs at the point of greatest
resistance, and both pistons extending together give repeatedly parallel
consistent stores ejection. No a>:dstments are required to overcome
changes in CG and aerodynamic force3.

TELESCOPING
PISTON ASSEMBLY

POWER PITO N} ERODYNAMIC

TELESCOPING 
REECH FORCES

PISTON ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLYo '

Figure 2. zechbau~aly Liakad Ejector Syteu.
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Mechanically linked systems are unaffected by changes in weapon CG
and aerodynamic f low field forces. Mechanical dependency automatically
applies the ejection forces to the point of greatest resistance, while
gas independent systems apply forces to the point of least resistance,
thereby compounding a possible undesirable separation condition. Mlechan-
ically linked ejectors can maintain store pitch control automatically
over the range of the release envelope, while gas systems require an
adjustible orifice or metering system which is usually set prior to
launch for a specific set of release conditions.

Gas ejector systems have the advantage over mechanicaly systems inl
that they are usually smaller and lighter in weight. This brief com-
parison of the two ejector systems, show that the mechianically link-ed
dependent ejector systems have several advantages over the gas linked
systems.

INC DESIGNED DUAL E-JECTOR SYSTEM

The YNC designed dual ejector system assembly (Figurke 3) consists of
two ejector assemblies (Figure 3. Item 1). a gas pressurized power
system (Item 2). connecting linkages (Item 3'r, pressure sensors and
control valves and a release unit (Item 4). The connecting linkage
mechanically connects the gas power system output pistaon and both input
pistons of the ejector as-sembli-es, so that eachi of the three pistons
become movement (ejection stroke) depeudea%- of the others.

'Ejecor 4sscubi

Each ejector assetmbly (Figure 4) consisqts of a hous~ing (Figreý 4.
Item 1), anl input piston (Item 2), a hydraulic oil cha~mbe-r (Itm 3), a
floating piston, and spring (Item 4), an adjustable stop (Itom 5), 43
telescoping pistol% (Item 6) anid a return !spring 3nd vealvm Contact
adjustr~ent assembly (Item 7). Vie floating piston, spring and adjuast4blc
stop is part of an adjustmeýnt device (ur varying the stroke length. Vtt*
unit is aluo equipped w.ith a pressure transducor (Itam 8) for tecordiug
the ptestsure during the ejection stroke.

E*.%tur._Stroc Adjustment Device

Itadt eject-or asse~mbly is equippe-d with, ar adjust-ment devoice- for
reducing the tlspigpig-ton ejector stroke leuogth. The utrekv
length control feAture ig wade piosilble by A stparato pisteon IM sprinaz
(Figure 4, IRev 4)ý 44d an ladjuwtable. stop (Itcnm 5) "hich can be Posirtioned
to seffect in *thniwi in the voltm*e of the hydraultic oil chamber (Item 3).
Wuring Qjectilon, oil i9- displacedI withlin the cltsober And Athed adjustable
otop controls the %voluoc, of oil which, is 4iv ' int A csose asi

the housing. The pfeselec ted -mount of oil diverte notebps
detracts froc the toptal Voluwd ot oil Avail-able to e~xtend tlw ejCEtor
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pistons, thereby shortening the ejector foot stroke to the slccttd lený'th.
This results in one ejector piston ejecting the nose (or tail) of the store
downward during the initial ejection sequence while the other tejector

piston pushes the opposite end of the store downward after a delay, with
both pistons reaching their selected stroke limit at the same timC. l'he

adjustment device for either (or both) of the ejector assemblies can he
adjusted for any ejection stroke limit between zero and 6.0 in•ches on
the test model, as required.

Figure 4. Ejector Assembly.

The cold gas power system (FIgure 5) consists of a housing (Figure
5, Item 1), a power output piston (Item 2), a pressure chamber (Item 3),
a filler valve (Item 4) and a pressure sensor (Item 5). The gas chamber
was pressurized from a pre-pressurized bottle system during this
evalt,t ion.

S 4

Figure 5. Us Power System.
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TEST ING

TEST OBJECTIVES

Testing of the dual ejector system is to evaluate the following:

a) Efficiency of Ejection - The effect on system perfor~iiance
with variations in GN 2 ejection pressures.

b) Ejection Force Distribution - The inherent design character-
istics of dependeut dual ejection which dictate the ejection forces to be
applied proportionally to the points of encountered resistance. The
effect on force distribution with variations in ejection stroke length.

c) Attitude Change - The ability to induce or correct store
pitch attitude by variations in ejector stroke length.

d) Externally Applied Force - The ability of the dual ejector
system to balance externally applied forces and CC placements.

TEST SET-UP

The. dual ejector system test set-up consisted of a 10,000 psi GN2
psi cart attached tr a pneumatic'control panel for control of release and
ejection-pressures. The release pressure was set and then held constant
for every test while the ejection pressure was incremented as required to
meet t he test plan. Release-of the weapon was controlled through a basic
fire control panel used for foutctioning standard bomb ejevetor cartridge
systems.

A cable arrangement was provided which applied a downward force on
the ncse of a weapoti to simulate an externally applied force, inducing a
nose down rotation of the weapon during release (See Figure 6). The
amount of cable force was eoatrolled by means of a piston rod in a pneumatic
cylinder- 8 feet in length, attached to the ends of the cable. The
pounds- f irce/ pressure (psi) is shwn. graphically in Appendix A an Figure
A-1. ~the cylinder was attached to a load cell to melasure the applied
load duri~g :-jectiov.

.Tedual ejector system was mount~ed to a steiel frome over an ejection
pit. IThe ejector systw had 3 pressure tzansducers,~ ope for thO GN2
chaimber and tr.e on each hydraulic ejector assembly. The M~k 82 b)Omb had1
accelerometers mounted on'tho bomb, forward and aft of the bjectors, anti
an equal dtnance from the center of the two -ejectors. Tht store. susp-enaion-
mechanisr. anid the power detent wore made frcm a MOAC lock-mi coupling
deviýe f1Vigura 7)., For cost purpoases the availability of the -AWt
coupler precluded the need to design * nev hoodllug device, or Inteatate
40' exlatit*~ hook system. -A Uninkae iaa built. ta ape-rate the P-owar
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detent and weapon release couplers simultaneously. A small piston assembly
was attached to the linkage and GN2 pressure was used to actuate the
mechanism. The release pressure was contained in a small pressure bottle,
independent of the ejection pressure chamber, and was routed to the
release piston via a solenoid valve. The firing pulse from the fire
control panel actuated the solenoid valve.

TEST DATA

A 14 channel magnetic tape recorder was used to record the timing,

hydraulic and GN2 pressures, accelerations and load cell signals. The
recorded data was later computer processed and reproduced. Examples of
these data and results presented herein illustrate the functional capabili-
ties of the dual ejector system.

Ejection Tests With No Applied External Force

fable I lists tests conducted without externally applied forces
which are discussed in this report. Appendix A contains a complete
listing ot the tests performed. Data from 2 or 3 pressure ranges will be
presented for comparison of performance parameters.

TABLE I. Ejection Test Conditions With No Externally Applied Force.

EJECTOR GN2

SERIES TEST STROKE (in.) PRESSURE EXTERNAL
NO. NO. FWD AFT (psig) FORCE (lbs)

1 9 6.0 6.0 3000 0
2 9 6.0 4.5 3000 0
3 3 6.0 3.0 3000 0

A graph of the approximate time of ejection vs variations in the

operating GN2 pressures, using the Mk 82 bomb, is shown in Figure 8. A
family of curves could be generated for various weight stores. Figure 9
shows characteristic pressure curves of the pressurized gas (GN2 ) within
the power system during ejection for various pressures. These pressure
curves are typical regardless of the stroke settings and the applied
external loads. As the power piston displaces within the housing, the

pressure varies by the relationship PIVI=P 2 V2 . No flow of GN2 through
conduits is required for functioning of the ejector pistons. Simple
volumetric expansion from 65 to 75 in3 is all that occurs.
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Figure 8. Six-Inch Ejection Stroke Time vs Ejection
Pressure - No External Force.
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The slope of the curve is a function of the initial volume of the
GN2 chamber. A larger initial volume would give a better performance
curve, since the pressure would decrease very little throughout the
ejection stroke. This indicates the availability of nearly as much
pressure at the end of the ejection stroke as at the beginning of the
stroke. The losses within the ejector system were estimated to be a
function of the hydraulic and pneumatic seals and the ejector piston
return springs. Prior to ejection, the seals in the hydraulic units are
at zero pressure until the load is applied. The static friction of the
seals and the spring loads of the return sleeve assemblies must be overcome
before the ejectors can move. The initial static load of the pneumatic
seals is a significant variable which increases as the pressure increases.
Since the pneumatic system is under pressure prior to ejection, this
static force could be several hundred pounds. Once the system begins to
function, this force is reduced to approximately one-third the initial
value. In general, the static friction (under pressure) is greater than
the running friction afLer the system begins the ejection sequence by a
factor of 3. An indication of the losses was determined by measuring the
pressures within the hydraulic assemblies and comparing these with the
gas (GN2 ) pressure. The operating efficiency of the ejector system was
then calculated from the formula:

EFF = (PSI ol PSIGN2) x I00

This efficiency curve is graphically presented in Figure 10 and appears
to approach an upper limit of 85 to 90%. This curve is for ambient
conditions; additional testing will be required to determine the efficiency
as a function of temperature.

Parallel Ejection

To obtain parallel ejection, the pressure forces must be distributed,
as required, to maintain a stable store attitude during the ejection
stroke. The total force available for ejection is the sum of the forces
at each ejector piston. The ability to accomplish this function auto-
matically, without sensors or regulators, is inherent in the design of
positive displacement. Figure 11 shows the distribution of pressure
between each ejector piston assembly during ejection and the total pressure
summation curve. This total (sum of) pressure curve for this ejector
system is represented by the formula:

(Pf + P) Pressure (GN2) x Z Efficiency

Where:

Pf M Forward ejector pressure

- Aft ejector pressure
5a4j
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The curves reflect what is taking place internally during ejection. This
distribution of pressure indicates the actual distribution of ejector
forces on the store during the ejection cycle. The actual force applica-
tion on the store is shown on Figure 12 and takes into account the area
of the ejector pistons as a function of stroke length. The curve is the
total force being applied by the ejector system to the store. Figure 12
shows the force is largest during the first piston extension, or the one
with the largest area. At the time the smaller piston starts to extend,
thE area has been reduced approximately 50% and the force applied to the
store is proportionately reduced. During the last 0.5 in.of travel of
the input piston (Figure 4, Item 2) this piston impacts a snubbing device
:'rd the 'jection force drops to zero which is reflected in the force
application curve of Figure 12. A small adjustment of this snubber can
extend the power stroke further, but the additional amount of force being
applied at this point is relatively small.

Non-Parallel Ejection

For test simplicity, only two adjustments were used for non-parallel
ejection tests. The second (smaller) piston extension of 3.0 inches was
divided into two increments enabling the stroke of the aft piston assembly
to be reduced by 1.5 or 3.0 inches. With this arrangement, the full 6.0
inch ejection stroke of the aft piston could be reduced allowing the
forward piston to reach its fully (6.0 inch) extended position while
allowing the aft piston to extend only to 4.5 or 3.0 inches. (Both the
forward and aft pistons, on test model, were fully adjustable for any
stroke length of zero to 6.0 in.).

A series of tests were performed to evaluate the functions with one
of the piston stroke lengths extending to only 4.5 or 2.0 inches. Figure
13 shows pressures within the ejector assemblies with 1.5 inches of
stroke reduction induced in the aft piston (limiting the aft piston to a
4.5 inch stroke). It is noted that all of the pressure Is being applied
to the forward piston during the initial stroke (while the enlarged aft
piston chamber is filling with oil). A short time later, the pressure in
the aft assembly rapidly increases whilc the forward piston pressure is
decreasing. iPt one point, the pressures are equal; eventually, the
system is snubbed with both pressures dropping to zero at the end of the
strokes. This induced stroke change causes an initial downward ejection
of the nose of the store by the first piston, inducing a pitch angular
rate until the second piston begins to apply force. The force of the
second piston dampens the pitch rate, stabNli?.ing the store at the
sielected pitch angle, and contintios to matntain this attitude throughout
the remainder of the stroke. This is a sure method of maintaining a
fixed angle in the store attitude as a means of meeting a prescribed
launch requirement. regardless of nonuniform external forco acvting upon
the store.
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A 3.0 inch aft piston stroke reduction was induced and evaluated to
determine the effect on store ejection. Figure 14 shows the pressure
curves of the hydraulic assemblies with this induced ejection stroke
change. It should be noted that Lite aft piston does not receive any
pressure throughout the ejection cycle. Only the forward piston was
applying ejection force inducing a pitch angular rate throughoust the
ejection cycle. The actual pressure curve of Figure 14 (6 in./3 In.
stroke) Is the same as the sum of pressures for a 6 in./6 in. or a 6
in./4.5 in. stroke (as shown on Figures 11 and 13, respectively) except
all the pressure is applied to one piston.

Acceleration and Velocity During Ejection

The acceleration and velocity curves of the Mk 82 bomb at v.-rious
ejection pressures are shown on Figures 15 and 16, respectively. These
curves represent a 6 in./6 in. parallel ejection stroke. The velocity
curves are integrations of the recorded acceleration of the forward and
aft accelerometers on tite bomb. Additional acceleration and velocity
data for .the 3000 psi ejection tests (without externally applied -loads)
are contained irn Appendix B, Figures B-1, B-2 and B-3,

Ejection Tests With Applied External Force

Table II is a list of the tests in this report with force applied
"externally to the Hk 82 bomb:

TABLE II. Ejectiot Test Conditions With Externally Applied Force.

EJECTOR
S F 11 S VIMV STROKE (in.) PIW$ tORE EXTERNAL
No. No. FI) AFT A t  ?RKi)

4 3 6.0 6.0 30W 427
3 6.0 6S0 3000 8SAS

7 3 4.5 60 30100 427
3 3 4.5 6.0 30W0 53

PAVral 1l Ej ect 1t

Th ~r~ tst ith Cxtmrstally applied, forcet wert- e~owtcted t-40l
*W&! stroke UM4th of vh I ,i~otetor QNecmb11eg e44l Figwcýr 6 u rt
the C6 tccadton 'And thle palwsit of fo rew applieationl an d~e Hk 64

UOV41nýerl Of forci0t4veo 4PPlied to _s,$ateAt a ;%"-4 4r-wp m ut tt '1167,00O
and,100I-ls h~ uýDokt±' Vtaw wa saimwlnre4~ Vichtlhe pMka
a 421 T1b lio for u,00it-bs andý Wl lb for 3241"1 in-W6rt. It v~a
predkto& 0hia ejector iOwutd be ablie to maiktain. i prAlltl stten arritsýIJ
-up to 3200iwbmoccttt tto~ d"'vo otn Ste v¶wu. A p*h of tOr
diwcibu! lt of tol ejctor eh2&nwr 0wrowrtjut5 fisr -16.000CC itt/ibis rtOtV"to'

iculin s~hdnh tfl rlstr 1"? And for 32.4)0 in./ibs on ?igure 11, Th1v
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total (sum of) pressure curves are the same for all ejections at 3000
psi. The pressure curves of the forward and aft piston assemblies (on
Figure 17 and 18) show the automatic distribution of pressure to balance
the external force. As more and more force is applied, the pressure is
distributed to the aft piston until all the pressure is at the aft
assembly with the 853 lb load applied.

Non-Parallel Ejection

The remainder of the tests were performed with stroke changes induced.
The aft piston stroke was held constant at 6.0 inches while the forward
piston assembly was reduced to 4.5 inches. The same external force was
applied, as in the parallel ejection tests, to determine the effect on
ejection performance. Figures 19 and 20 contain graphs of the pressure
curves for 16,000 and 32,000 in./lbs applied xiose down moment, respectively,
showing the change in the forward and aft piston pressures while the
total (sum of) pressure curves of each remain the same. The ejector
system automatically compensates for the external load by balancing the
pressures required for controlled ejection. Test data showed an attitude
control capability of the test hardware of up to 32,000 in./lbs nose down
moment at a GN2 pressure of 3000 psi.

Acceleration and Velocity During Ejection

Acceleration and velocity data for the 3000 psi tests (with externally
applied loads) are contained in Appendix C, Figures C-i through C-4. The
acceleration and velocity data were obtained from the recorded acceleration
of the forward and aft accelerometers on the bomb.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of these first tests indicate the ejector system has the
capability to provide parallel dependent ejection and to control the store
in the pitch plane during the ejection cycle. With increased aircraft
speeds, and the possible requirement for supersonic release of stores, it
becomes apparent that pitch control of stores must be maintained throughout
the ejection cycle. An ejector system with pitch control will expand the
current release envelopes and still ensure safe separation of the weapon
systems providing better compatibility with the performance of existing
aircraft and the future generation of advanced aircraft. The use of
hydraulics allows for flexibility in design of the ejector stroke length
without significant increases in width, height or weight of the bomb rack.
Current designs allow an ejector piston stroke extension of up to 11 incihes.
The capability of increased ejection stroke lengths and cold gas power
systems will give more uniform store accelerations and will result in
higher end of stroke velocities. The dependency characteristics will
assure pitch control of the store throughout the ejection stroke. Given
the requirement for ejection with changes in the pitch plane of the store,
the ejector controls allow for pitch attitude change at end of stroke
without pitch rate, or ejection of the store with induced pitch angular
rate.

Ejector systems of this type will control the store pitch attitude
independent of flow field forces and moments. Therefore, during the
ejection stroke, the flow field forces are ineffective in perturbing the
store in the pitch plane. The determination of the magnitudes and direc-
tions of these flow field forces throughout the aircraft flight envelopes
is of major importance in enabling an adequate design of the ejector power
system to balance these forces.

An added potential for this ejector system is the capability to
measure ejector pressures (and thus, force/time) in each ejector assembly
during ejection of the store. To date, the ability to determine what
force, or forces are required to maintain the store parallel during ejec-
tion has not been demonstrated. This capability to measure the pressures
as a function of time should be a useful tool to the aerodynamicist in
analyzing flow field phenomena for a better understanding of the forces
acting on the store during ejection.

By use of a cold gas power system the capability exists to control
store ejection velocities by varying the ejection pressures as required for
safe separation. This could be an automatic feature built into the air-
craft fire control system. A pressure sensor and control valve could be
used to reduce the ejection pressure so safe separation of the store could
be maintained. For example, a fully loaded NER would be ejected with
maximum ejector pressure. As stores are released, the primary ejection
pressure would be adlusted to match the existing load on the HER until such
time as the HER is empty, The adjusted pressure would be the correct
ejection pressure for an empty HER rack. This automatic capability would
allow ejection of various stores from the same ejector with the same
ejector with the correct pressure for better ballistic separatlon.
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Ultimately, a complete set of release parameters for each store could
be stored within the aircraft computer. With the integration of the
aircraft sensors to indicate status at any timp during flight, the ejector
stroke and ejection controls could be set automatically to match the re-
lease environment present at that instant.

The use of a cold gas power system is highly recommended and should
reduce the overall maintenance requirements to depot level only. A cold
gas system will eliminate or reduce the following problem areas of ejection
systems currently in use:

1. Aeroelastic problems during ejection through the capability
to adjust the ejection forces to match the store.

2. CAD radiation hazards in the aircraft/store environment.

3. Removal, replacement, cleaning requirements and performance
variability of CADs.

Current and projected FY76/77 activities are to design flight weight
hardware for environmental and operational testing. Future considerations
are for self-contained cold gas power systems which utilize the aircraft
hydraulic/pneumatic systems to recycle the ejector system to the pres-
surized condition after store release. A complete system design integrates
other advanced armament elements sut.h as stores management system, data and
power interface system, automated sway bracing, and automated stores and
station idtentification system.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A contains a graphic presentation of simulated air loads
(Figure A-1), showing applied moment and force, on a typical Mk 82 bomb
which were exte~rnally induced for these tests. Also contained herein
is a list of aircraft currently using Greene Tweed seals (TASLE A-1) and
a complete listing of the dual ejector system test conditions (TABLE A-It).
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Aircraft currently uLilizing Greene Tweed Seals In landing gear shock

strut systems are listed In Table A-I.

TABLE A-I. Aircraft Utilizing Croene Tweed Seals.

Civil,

(Delivered by the manufacturer with Greene Tweed Seals.)

Boeing 727 Douglas DC-8 Lockheed L-lOll
Boeing 737 Douglas DC-9 Concorde
Boeing 747 Douglas DC-1O -A-300

Hercure

HILITARY

A-7 C-5A CH-1 F-4 T-2
A-1O C-TA Ct-53 F-8 T-38
A-37 C-123 CH-46 F-5 B-66

C-130 V-14 S-3A
KC-135 F-15
C-141 F-102
C-118 F-105

F-Ill

Oevel4ment Stage MSlitary Aircraft

R- 1
YF-167

Mk QW HUI• holico ,tara-

66



IABLE A-II. Dual Ejector Test Conditions

EJECTION PRESSURE EJECTION
SERIES TEST INCRP- STROKE

NO. NO. INITIAL MENT FINAL FWD AFT FORCE MOMENT

I 1-9 1000 250 3000 6.00 6.00 0 0

II 1-9 1000 250 3000 6.00 4.54 0 0

III 1-3 2000 500 3006 6.00 3.07 0 0

IV 1-3 2000 500 3000 6.00 6.00 427 -16K

V 1-3 2000 500 3000 6.00 6.00 853 -32K

VI 1-2 2500 500 3000 6.00 6.00 1280 -48K

VII 1-3 2000 500 3000 4.54 6.00 427 -16K

VIII 1-3 2000 500 3000 4.54 6.00 853 -32K

IX 1-2 2500 500 3000 4.54 6.00 1280 -48K

X 1-2 2500 500 3000 3.06 6.00 853 -32K

XI 1-2 2500 500 3000 3.06 6.00 1280 -48K
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APPENDIX B

Appendix B contains acceleration and velocity curves
(Figures B-1, B-2 and B-3) for 3000 psi ejection pressures with
no external forces applied to the Mk 82 bomb. Acceleration and
velocity data for ejector stroke lengths of 6.0 in. forward/
6.0 in. aft, 6.0 in,. forward/4.5 in. aft, and 6.0 in. forward/
3.0 in. aft, respectively, are contained in these figures.
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APPENDIX C

Appendix C contains acceleration and velocity curves
(Figures C-i thru C-4) for 3000 psi ejection pressures with
external simulated air loads applied to the Mk 82 bomb.
Acceleration and velocity data for ejector stroke lengths of
6.0 in. forward/6.0 in. aft and 4.5 in. forward/6.0 in. aft,
respectively, with externally applied nose down moment of
16,000 and 32,000 in./lbs are contained in these figures.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPACT HIGH STRENGTH

EJECTOR RELEASE UNIT FOR MRCA

(Article UNCLASSIFIED)

by

B. Hiscock
Director and Technical Manager

Frazer-Nash Limited
Kingston-upon-Thames

Surrey, U.K.

ABSTRACT, (U) This paper describes the new high strength
Ejector Release Unit, inappropriately named the Light Duty
Ejector Release Unit, which has been designed and developed
by Frazer-Nash Limited for use on the three nation Multi-Role
Combat Aircraft (MRCA). The equipment is to be produced in
quantity for the three nations by Sandall Precision Company
Limited a subsidiary of Westland Aircraft Limited.

The new release equipment is a twin euspension, twin
ram, cartridge operated ejector unit designed to suit stores
having 14* pitch suspension lug pockets. I- has a number of
unique features born of the roquiramer, to achieve carriage
strength normally associated with Ejector Release Units of
30" pitch suspension,

The design features a crutchless system of store
suspension derived from the Minimum Area Crutchless Ejector
(MACE) developed by the Royal Aircraft Establishment at
Farnborough over the last two yei:',. The suspension is
designed to suit saddle lugs to , new Stanag 3727 and
embodies a twin lobed hook wiL> a system of directly
coupled sprung wedges which results in a very rigid store
location,

In order to contain production costs and to achieve the
required carriage strength a now cavtbl' maraging steel of
extremely high strength was utilised for the ram cases and
breeches.

Approved for Public Release, Distribution Unlimited
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The properties of this cast material are very close to its
wrought equivalent in terms of proof strength, elongation
and reduction of area. These properties have made possible
a compact design of 14" ERU capable of supporting a twin
store carrier loaded with two 1000 lb stores attached to
similar ERU's, and also to withstand the very high moments
of load resulting from ejection of stores from this
configuration.

Other distinctive features of this new ejector are it.
gas operated retracting rams and the fully isolated and
filtered firing circuits.

The retracting rams combined with the slim profile
of the ERU engender minimum drag in pylon installations
whilst the performance of the ERU is developed to impart
better than 10' per sec. velocity to a store of 1200 lbs.
mass from either U.K. or U.S.A. cartridges to Stanag 3556
under static conditions.

The paper describes the suspension system of the ERU-
and the benefits attributable to it.
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INTRODUCTION

The Light Duty Ejector Release Unit was designed
and developed in response to the requirement of Panavia
Aircraft for the carriage of stores on the Multi Role
Combat Aircraft (MRCA) being built by the United Kingdom,
West Germany and Italy.

The aim was to produce a 14" ERU capable of carrying
a wide range of stores up to 1200 lb in weight and
including a twin store carrier fitted with similar release
units each loaded with 1000 lb bombs, approximately
2500 lbs in total. The carriage and release capability
of the unit was to be such that no limitations were to be
imposed on the flight envelope of the aircraft due to any
limitations of the release unit itself.

Good reliability, minimum maintenance ano an ejection
performance marginally better than other conventional 14"
release -nits were also required by the Panavia specification.

In conjunction with the high strength zapability.a
philosophy of minimum drat was to be pursued. The latter
requirement led to the choice of an Ejector Relrase Unit
based on the principle of the Minimum Area Crutchless
Eiector (MACE) developed in the U.K. by the Royal Aircraft
Establishment.

The principle of the MACE system of store suspension
is described in detail in this paper. The decisicn to
adopt this principle gave impetus to the design Ond
dOeveloprrwent o0 a new StanO4 saddle lug 5(tane; 372?) capable
of withstanding the very hiýh Inods produced due to the
compoctness of the MACE suspclsion system.

Thet u.r-ent naed -for the uevelopment of this. new
sad•le lug was boirn of the :'equiretm•nt to carry a twin store

carrievr loaded with two 1000 lb stores on a 14" sutpersionejector re'lease unit. A copabillity which had not been

-pvuaub.e. beforo due to the 1imitationo of thu stndar•d NATO
badl lug4rj norn•,.aiy hltted t(e satores with 140 Vitch lug
p.cket.. ana alo 6tha liritatluns of tha crutch artns ou
cc.nvonti>~nat 1I, ejictur release Units.

Thi* high strength capability of the M!WA '4" unit,

w h'ch Is unrfrtchad by any other 14' unit either in Europe
or te I.5... ake- the tah..n *Light Duty' Ejector fluloase

Unit seer inapprpriate. The tct-m was givývn by Ptnavia to
diffe••ntiata between t-.u. 14" anci the heavier 30" unit

also being dsvsloj;e•for Mk A-.
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Development of both the new saddle lug and the ejector
release unit is still continuing rut sufficient work has
been carripd out to date to establish confidence that all
the aims of the new weaoon carriage system are going to be
fully rediised. The 14" variant of the saddle lug has now
!)nde3rgone a series of ultim3te load tests and has been
given flight c":aranca.

The Ejector Release Unit has now completed all its
qualification tests and the start c' flight testing is now
imminenL. A similar unit, designateu the ERU 123,
developed forthe United Kingdom Ministry of Defence has
already been extensively flown to study the carriage and
release characteristics of the MACE principle. The results
of these tests confirm bo+h the reduction of drag with
consequent increase in range and reduced turn round time
by elimination of crutr", pad adjustments.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Light Duty Ejector Release Unit is a twin ram,
twin cartridge ejector release unit capable of carrying
most stores with 14 inch pitch standard NATO lug pockets
and conforming to the general reqOirements of MIL STO
8591E.

Tho unit utilises a conventional overcentre geometric
locking system to operate the hooks and maintain them in
either the open or closed attitude by means of a spring
plunger reacting on the central toggle lever arm (see Fig. 2).

The gas system comprises thq breech, which is situated
centrally within the ERU, two gas pipes leading to forward
and aft ram cases which house the throttle facilities and
the retracting rain3.

The breech, designed to accept cartridges conforming
to Stanag 3556, e.g. the U.K. 201 Mk I or the U.S.A.F.
ARD863/1, also embodies an actuator piston which, on firing,
reacts on the central toggle lever to open the hooks.

The gas circuit includes end bursting cartridges and
coarse filtration at the cartridge holder to limit the
possibility of blocking a throttle due to cartridge debris
(see Fig. 3).

The throttles are simple cylindrical components with
a drilled crosshole embodying a molybdenurm insert to
resist erosion. These assemblies are inserted into a
transverse hole in the ram case which intercepts the drill-
way forming the gas path to the ram cylinder. The throttles
are retained in angular alignment by a key and keyway and
locked in by means of a ball detent. The throttles can
thus be inserted or removed by one motion using a special
bayonetted tool which automatically releases the ball
detent.

The throttles do not have seals. The close fit of the
throttle body in the ram case provide sufficient sealing
and makes for minimum maintenance.

Three standard sizes of throttle orifice cover the
full range of stores proposed. Orifice size is selected
for fore and aft throttles to suit store mass, c .g. polar
inertia and aerodynamics and to give clean ejection at
maximum velocity consistent with limiting the reaction to
suit aircraft structural constraints. A single variable
throttle, preset before take off, is currently being
designed and developed.
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Mounted above the breech is a cast box embodying the
firing circuits. The circuits include the usual rad.
haz.filters and also as an option a relay isolation circuit
designed to give absolute protection from imported induced
electrical transients. The arrangement of the relays also
provides additional safety such that firing pulses must
occur on two lines simultaneously to ignite either
cartridge. Each cartridge has an entirely separated electrical
firing circuit bu4 in the event of only one cartridge being
electrically initiated, sympathetic ignition of the other
cartridge occurs due to the breech chambers being inter-
connected.

Three microswitches operated by the hook overcentre
mechanism serve as fusing supply breaks, store on station
indication arid firing circuit breaks. These switches will
eventually be replaced by a new slide switch being
developed for the U.K. Ministry of Defence to improve the
reliability of the switched circuits and provide a fail
safe feature.

The ram case assemblies embody the major load carrying.
components associated with the MACE principle of store
"suspension which comprise a forked hook, a pair of wedges
mechanically linked to the hook and a spigot for reacting
axial, sidq and yaw loads.

Although the overall space envelope is similar to
other 14" ERU's (see Fig. 4) it is worth re-mentioning
here that this unusually strong 14" unit is capable of
carrying 2500 lbs in the form of a loaded twin store
carrier (T.S.C.) and also capable of reacting the
resultant 17000 lbs ft moment on the suspension system during
the ejection of one store from the T.S.C. This high
strength capability is met within an envelope of only 50mm
(1.96 inches) wide except for the hook and the ram case
wedge housings- which are only 80mm (3.15 inches) wide.
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THE MACE SUSPENSION SYSTEM

PHILOSOPHY

For many years studies have been made to examine what
improvements can be made to reduce the drag and other
deleterious effects of weapon carriage and release systems.

Aircraft designers, who above all are conscious of
the need tr' maintain low drag profiles to optimise range
and perfor.i ,e as well as to reduce operating costs, are
very familiar with the drag penalty attributable to the
crutch arm protubarances of conventional weapon release
units.

With this in mind, and also the ever present need to
reduce operational turn round time and ground crew team
size, the principle of MACE (Minimum Area Crutchless
Ejector) was developed by the Royal Aircraft Establishment
at Farnborough, U.K.

The MACE principle recognises the fact that there are
in existence large quentities of aircraft munitions
designed to be carried by conventional crutched ERU's, and
that these are not likely to be replaced for many years.
The MACE concept therefore was designed to be applied to
existing stores through the substitution of the conventional
bale lug for a Saddle Adaptor lug.
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ULSCRIPTION OF OPERATION

SAODLE LUG

To suit the MACE philosophy of -usptrinon it was
necessary to design and deý2lop the nGW saddle adaptor
lug shown on Figure 5. The special saddle iug which has
r .enLly received recognition as a NATO STANAG (STANAG
3722) is iitted to stores by meapn of a secUring ring.

The underside of the saddle is shaped to §-it a
variety of store diameters or profiles and is pre-tensioned
to it by towrque Lightening of the securing ring into the
existing threaded lug pocket. The innermost facec of the
saddle lugs have two profiled r&cesses to accept the
ejector hoeo• which have corresponding twin tapered
projectinoea (nibs). Neap-I,, all exlsting stores to NATO
agreed standards ri, be ad~pted in this simple manner for
operation wlih MACE type ejectors.

EJECTOR SUSPENSION SYSTEM

The compcnents of the ejector release unit which are
specifically designed for the MACE carriage system are
shown in Figure 6 and comprise a very Ulgh strength h60k,
a pair of sliding wedges to react vearical upward for~ns
due to pitching and rolling moments and a spigot which
engages with a central rec~ss within th6 saddle lug screwed
ring to reeot the side and yaw loads. All these components
are assembled to the ram case wh3oh also embhdies the
mounting holes for the pylon attachment bolts,

The hook is designed with twin protuberances which 4re
a close fit within the saddle lug recesse6, The hook is
pivoted from the rain case by a hollow fulcrum slacve which
also provides one of the attachment bolt holes to the pylon.
Hook loads are thus transferred as directly as possible in-
to the pylon making for maximum load transmitsabiiity and
stiffness.

The wedges are loosely contained within inclined slide-
ways machined into buttresses on either side of the ram
case. They are also mechanically attached to the hooks by
means of connecting rods which have limited axial movement
through holes machined into lugs projecting from the sides
of the hooks. A compressioo spring, coaxial with the rod
between the hook lug and th0 wedge, provides the means
of automatically driving the wedge forward into contact
with the top surface of saddle lug on cocking.
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The spigots are deeply recessed into the undersice of
the ram case into which they are screwed and locked by
means cf a grub screw.

In cperation the movement and locking of the hooks is
by means of the over-centre toggle mechanism (see Fig. 7).
The wedges, being mechanically linked to the jaw are constrained
to move with it when uncocked but free to slide sufficiently
to obviate clearance between the saddle lug and wedge
lower profile when cocked. This arrangement is designed
to guarantee that under icing or other conditions likely
tc inhibit movement, the wedges are forcibly withdrawn as
the hooks open to ensure the necessary overtravel clearance
for subsequent bombing up operations. It will be apparent
from Figure 7 that on loading the st-re the act of closing
the jaws produces a spring load on thq wedges which causes
them to move in and take up all available clearance between
the ram case and the saddle. This feature gives good
rigidity during carriage and obviates the -eeo for cr-utch
arms with the four crutching screws. Store loading time
is therefore minimiseo as with one motion the ejector is
both cocked and crutched.

The lower surface of the wedge is pruiled with a
slight curve to ensure that th• point of cnntact with the
sadoie lug is predictable anu compensate for any angular
mis-alignment of the lug that migh. otharwise upset 'the
operatiun of the wedge,

During flight it fs irportant that tý,e wedge does
not move out of engaernent witn the saddl• lg an the
compressive load in~creases. Cvrveraely Ut is also .m2gortant
that thi unloaded wedge during, 6 roliin load E•hould not
become so deeply engaged that the !'ubgeqýint manruel un-
cocking to remove a non-rclsaa,;d ntbio'e 16 difflcult. These
criteria are satisfied by tho careful cfhoicz of' wedge
angle, surface finishes and spyirng ioed ad muLch
experimentation has buon carried, out at 'RAE Farnboi'ough +o
this purpose.

LOAD PATH

The difference in load path between a crutche4 and
crutchless ejector is illuwtrated in iig. 8.

In the case of a conventional crutched unit o direct
side load generated by aerodynamic aiýd inertia load5 on a
store is reacted on projections from the ram case forging
which abut the side of the bale lug. The moment dcu tn
the offset of this load producos a downward load on th8
hook and an upward load on the crutch arm pad on the relovant
side of the unit.
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In the case of the MACE unit the direct side load is
reacted by the spigot engaging within the saddle lug
securing ring (see Fig. 9). The downward component due to
the resultant moment is reacted through one of the hook
nibs and the upward load through the opposite wedge. It
will be seen that the distance between the reaction points
on the crutched and crutchless ejectors are not very dis-
similar, so that reaction loads are not significantly
higher on the MACE unit for a given applied moment. It is
apparent, therefore, that the overall strength and stiffness
as well as the frontal area effect of the crutchless
system are superior to the more conventional unit. In
fact the maximum width of the MACE unit at the wedge housings
is no more than the width of a typical pylon into which it
may be fitted.

The significance of the load carrying capability of
the MRCA light duty ejector unit has already been mentioned
and is amply demonstrated by the fact that it is proposed
to carry a twin store carrier loaded with two 1000 lb
bombs mounted on identical ERU's. (See Fig. 10). The ERU
is to sustain not only the full carriage loads due to this
configuration but also, more significantly, the severe
moments that derive from the ejection of one of the two
bombs (see Fig. 11).

The maximum thrust of the ejector units is 10,000 lbs
and it will therefore be appreciated that the moments to be
reacted by the jaws and wedges of the unit supporting the
twin store carrier are extremely high and are in the order
of 17,000 lbs ft. This moment results in reactions on
one hook nib and a wedge in the order of 45,000 lbs.

To the knowledge of the author, no other 14" ejector
release unit either in Europe or USA has this strength
capability. It has always been previous practice to support
such carriers from 30" suspension units. Certainly no
other crutched type 14" ERU can approach this strength with-
out there being a spigot between the T.S.C. and the pylon
to react the high moment loads. The strength of conventional
ERU's is also limited due to the strength of the standard
NATO bale lug which is designed for 1000 lb class stores
only i.e. for stores up to 1,450 lbs weight, whereas the
load carrying capability of the MRCA crutchless unit is due
to the development by the RAE in UK of the new saddle type
suspension lug for 14" centres which is cadable of carrying
stores up to 2500 lbs.

RETRACTING RAMS

In keeping with the minimum drag philosophy it was
logical that automatic retracting rams (see Fig. 12 should
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be specified for this ERU and of the two alternative modes
of retracting ram, i.e. spring return or gas return, gas
was chosen because:-

a. It avoids the difficulty of having to hook up the
spring to the top of the ram case bore, a problem
which is extremely difficult to overcome when
removing pistons for cleaning from an ERU situated
in the aircraft pylon.

b. It avoids the need to provide elaborate erosion
protection for the spring.

C. It enables a piston to be designed with a solid head
thus minimising the internal volume of the ERU and
reducing adiabatic and other conducted losses.

d. It provides, when properly valved, a significantly
larger retracting force than a spring.

The retracting ram illustrated comprises a hollow
piston with an axial pintle valve which is free to slide
through bores at the head and base of the piston.

The piston is fitted with two conventional piston
rings and just under the piston head a small hole is
drilled radially to connect the annular area under the head
with the hollow centre of the piston.

The pintle valve consists of a tube open at both ends
which has a small hole drilled radially through the tube
wall near the bottom and an enlarged diameter near the top
forming a valve seat.

When assembled the pintle valve is retained by a
screwed ring which locates in the bottom of the piston and
the pintle then has a limitea axial travel. At the top of
this travel the valve is so arranged as to seal the hole
under the piston head, and at the bottom of its travel
the radial hole at the bottom of the pintle tube is sealed
off by the bore of the screwed retaining ring.

The principle of operation is as follows;-

When the cartridges are ignited, gasses pass through
the throttle into the ram case and the piston and pintle
valve are forced hard down onto the surface of the store.
Contact with the store effectively closes off the pintle
valve to atmosphere so that gases passing down the centre
of the valve from over the piston head are diverted, through
the drillwayo into the hollow centre of the piston which
serves as an accumulator.
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The accumulator charges up continuously throughout the
stroke of the ram until on reaching the end of stroke
the ram is arrested. The pintle continues until it
reaches the end of its travel and separates from the
store. At this point the residual gas above the piston
is vented to atmosphere through the pintle valve, the
drillway into the accumulator is sealed off by the bore of
the screwed retaining ring, and the drillway under the
piston head is exposed so that the accumulated gas in the
body of the piston is vented to the annular area under
the piston head.

As the residual gas vents to atmosphere the piston
retracts sharply when the ratio of pressures under and
above the piston head exceeds the ratio of areas.

Retraction forces of 200 lbs are consistently achieved
by this means which it is calculated should be
sufficient to overcome possible stiction caused by the
aerodynamic drag on the extended piston.
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MARAGING CASTINGS

The need to keep weight to a minimum and yet maintain
production costs to an acceptable level led to the adoption
of a cast maraging material for the more complex and highly
stressed components in preference to a forging.

This cast maraging material could easily be the subject
of a separate paper but is worthy of mention here because
of the benefits derived from its use.

The material is a Normalair Garrett proprietary
specification designated NGMS800. It has been approved by
the U.K. Quality Assurance Authorities as an aircraft steel
and is currently being indexed in the U.K. D.T.0. aircraft
standards.

The chemical composition is based largely on the
specifications for wrought maraging materials where Nickel,
Cobalt, Molybdenum are the primary alloying constituents.
However, modifications to the composition are made to improve
the retention of properties on casting through the double
vacuum prooess.

This material was used for the ram cases, the breeches
and the toggle lever with success and after heat treatment
typical physical properties of the material are:

Tensile Strength 113 Tons/sq. ins.
0.2% Proof Strength 104 Tons/sq. ins.
Elongation 8%
Reduction of Area 40%

No adverse offects from gas erosion or corrosion caused
by cartridge ignition and the products of combustion have
beRn observed througgh 600 firings, 315 of which were carried
out on ono ERU.

The material has been amply demonstrated as a suitable
material for this application where very high strength
combined with, resistance to corrosion and erosion are of
paramount imfportance.

To date there is no reason to doubt that-the fatigue
capabilities of the material wil'l,not be comparable with
its wrought equivalent though work is still continuing on
this aspect.
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Ths overall savinZ in machinirg of these components
compared with machini;,7 a forging is very significant as
the lost wax process by which these castings are produced
can achieve minimum material conditions and very close
tolerances in the as cast condition.

So successful is this material and process in containing
costs that there is a current investigation into the
possibility of producing saddle lugs by the same means.
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PERFORMANCE

This ERU has consistently achieved 11 ft/sec ejection
velocity for a store mass of 1200 lbs from a test rig
under static ambidnt conditions and within a reaction
limitation of 10,000 lbs. Within the same reaction
limitation and under similar test circumstances a plot of
ejection velocity against store mass with variation
due to temperature is shown in Fig. 13.

SERVICING

During the 600 firing test carried out on firing rigs
it has been proven that using the U.K. cartridges No. 201
Mk I the unit will withstand a total of 50 firings at all
temperatures without being removed from the pylon for
cleaning.

Removal from the pylon for routine servicing is
recommended after 30 days following any one firing or 6
months if the ERU has not been fired.

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

* Although no flight tests have yet been carried out on
ThE MRCA. R.A.E. have flight tested a MACE type ERU on a
Buccaneer and have date indicating a very significant
reduction in drag compared with a crutchod &RU. From this
data has been calculated the increase in range that would
derive from the fitment of this ERU to other U.K. aircrat
as well as the MRCA.

From the wind tunnel tests by R.A.L. it has becn shown
that the removal of crutth arms produces a change in drag
co-officient equal to 0.06 which cumpnx-as with the zero lift
drag coefficient of a bomb in isolation af 0.09 at Mach
0.8. These experimontu were conducted on a pylon/bomb
combination only.

The flight tests conducted by U.A.E. have further shown
that stores carried on MACE units experience less vibration,
and flutter than is experienced with corvonitional carriae.
Some provisional figures inoicate 50t reduction in vibration
levels measured on an instrumented store.
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MArNPOWER SAVING

With MACE units there are less manhours expended when
loading stores to carriers and carriers to aircraft due
to the elimination of the need to slacken-off, torque
tighten, and lock crutching screws.

An assessment by the RAF Central Servicing Development
Establishment indicates that there is an 11% manhcur saving
when loading stores to twin carriers and a 22% manhour
saving wher loading stores or twin ca:'riers to Lhe aircraft.
This saving should result in an overall reduction of
first line armourers.
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DEVELOPMENT TESTING

Ouring evaluatior and qualification over 600 firIngs
have benn per formed on the purpose designed test rig at
the Frazer-Nash facility at Kingston upon Thames.

These monitored fir-ings have been gerformed at
temperatures ranninP from -40°C to +120 C at the breech
and with simulated stores ranging from 106 lbs to 1210 lbs.

The test rig is illustr~ted in FIg. 14 and comprises
a portal framre mounted to a :'einforced concrete foundation.

Two mounting stations are provided each with a dummy
pylon attached to a sub-fra~ie which is suspended from the
rig portal frrame by fuur !ad cells. Thc electrical outputs
From the load cells are integrnated to give reaction
indication durirz ejection.

One rnounding station is equipped with thermal facilities
to direct hot or cold air at the pylon area by electrical
resistance heaters anu sublimation of liquid carbon dioxide.

The stores uted on this test facility are slab
weights which can be adJtstud to represent differing mass.
centre U4 gravity and pitch r-omemt of $nprtia. in this way
a variety of sto:eas can be represented with ease.

Thu instrumentation ossoci:ated with thu ri4 includeo
uress uro tran-sd-ucirs to mcuasuz-e the presuzr a t th br0ch
ram Coa• above and below the oisten. load cells to Measure
re~action, timing devices to d~ivu th-0 velociy at sach end
ef theo stcer -aitd the rwniouplaI-§ to rtcasurc broafch ar4%* antiant

Hydraulic rar are' provided to react between thu Mein
DortC* framu andi the -atoru to provide &limul-ation of flicht

A foam lined pit Is providud tt airru*st the storu after
ejection.

Thu firing putes aro pr-avidad hrough a purpose made
puke genegrtor sairnulating thg -;irr-aft ZiectriCs with
variable pulse width end OafVlitudu.

All the- instrur"Qntation is cnonnectqid to at non line
cwtw~utgr which, vn demand, Initiatas thc firing secsuene
and stores all data parteining to ptsSureS, reactirns end
velocities as well as ovent marking such as times foer hooks
to Open..
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The computer gives an immediate digital readout picking
of peaks of pressures and reactions as well as computing
store velocity at c.g. and pitch rate. On demand the
computer will also produce X-Y plots of pressures and reactions.



CONCLUSIONS

The concept of the Min'imum Area Cr'utchless Ejector
has wide application for the external carriage of stores on
high performance aircraft. Its slimness and high tensile
strength offers considerable improvements in aircraft
range or per'formance while permitting stores to be carried
through an extended flight envelope when compared with
conventional crutched ERU's.

The MRCA Light Duty ERU has a strength capability up
to 3 times better than existing crutched ERU's anid also
rac~uces the amount of vibration ar~d flutter due to its
superior stiffness.

The,:e are -Furth~r significant advantages in redured
turn round time and the manciower requiremeat to load stores
or carriers to the aircraft.

iThe ERU has now completed its development testing with
considerable euccess and further develoipment wcrk is being
considered for other installation on L~ther aircraft.

For the future it is envisaged that new 5torEs may be
dq~igned with the MACE concept in mnind and would' iincludc
integral lugs for minimum dreg. though no difierernce in dr'ag
has been recorded when comparing sadcie lugs wvith
conventional, bale lugs on test.

The ERU itself may be further en~hanced by the adoption
of automatic latchin~g. whiich should reduce the turn round
time even further, and variatior~s on inmuunting hole pos~itions
may be considered for specific ret-ro-fit. applications.
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JEAN H. MSWEMIMI

X. Mlan arnd cacmn

ABSflMr (u)
A new systm for smVs~icm ard restraint of airbors storehas existed for seymera year. The system replaces tie stxndad)ug with a pieoe calle a asaddien Nwercm Pcat~ia&.2 applikt±cfOr this Wsys hwwaw hmben d~~
W& will diSCssg here the a2dmntag of the systemn, Same of thecurrent applicatlcm,g, wix futurde lopmynt pxmsibiljtim forejector Msing this t~ip of MV"miw,

*AmI a for pwbut releiase



LIST aF Fp3JMS

Figure 1 . Sackle Suspeimk A~aratus
Figure 2 . Tranadnimsa of Ruaction porces
Figure 3 - sdvmtic of System with Lawq Tavel Choadnrg Wadges
Figure 4 - schepatjc of System with Choddirg~s ndAbai

Latdw ' dg ndnmg
Figure 5 - Sdimmtic Of System with Chocking Ubdges,, Auftaztlc

Latching and Integrated Hoisting tDvku
Figure 6 - SchIemat~ic of System with Seale Chocking Walges
Figure 7 - sdiuutic of Sy9stem with anersibl3 Hooks
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PRIICJPM ADDIh1WM OF SAUM SUSMMCH

Figure 1 gvaphicali~y illustrates hew the saddle is afflixed to the
stam~e in place of the standard lM, Saddle cang, of corse,, 'be used
with either 140 or 306 stores.

The sadles contain:

- pockets fm~ aompting the hoak nibs
- a flat SEsurface for applicatien of the restraint

maduisnm~ (chddrqn wudges, saw~s, etc.)
-a witar1"*sunk hole for the attafteft sore,

The attachnent secr contains a rees for accepting the centering
pini built into the ERI &-d standard thvemb for mating wtith existing
I" wells.

Figure 2 indicates the Priwiple for tranletsa1aft 'Of foram
between the sgtare and -the eJector.

2b efforts,, that is thve P= e rtical cc the volling TMe.nts
MX MA the pitdibi 1wfts M(y# are tva tisitedby the hoc* nibs and
the supporting surfame of the saMIe Iehng ageimt the ucrev
dKwddng Wafto etc.., foomin a solid , u~~ein it.

The lateral efforts -Y and I rsitkzlinal Xv either diMect or
resulting frau the yaw =zmt IMz are trnmnitfted by the dwimrl
%dft pin engaging in the saft~ eats, aerbi~re,

"M~ tradwlsicai Of ftres is ire" ratioul. with the sa~ld systou.e
N~otably# the yaw onu '4: &ss nmt overload the h=os Parmttz
Mowie ys. uin-iitz to be absoabd tii dhte tnadW

Predsims of the state bracin IsthMrtrta in owe clM~IC
systri27 the ~miqm jxvition of the zetaining sfacesm of the hoak nibs
andI the aauvpoting surfaces'crepn PCIM sJ~ P ttWot the, -I slimil ais
of the sateoe "ae ve PositiopIs. 'wry z*~disw edo n ~afa eed 11arbitraxy same tiU etu* asi hec si ytoen. 4tis is of
vri'tlcuie l guac~ for smiacl storms ard fbv helioopteis,

""~cIM u fardnsc&go~r becaase tho "dal~aat
u~dllr ptofile and is vittizally umwioed intothe Wyloi.'.

Thee re ~tw OMWtIM4i4a of inowtan Cfuture dwlu

VI boadAJtn# *,itive edatita"e Is an ,ixecitmtble ne&ctlsm i z~
*~ tbzz=WA-1tia dm to r d ~ .~ma~i ~Iwli ~ *



Figuro a. SamU S ~isim I,1 Iaab1
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EE3CTCI AND 1RIEAS M4OMNLSMS WIrh MWT(NE aHI-o'; A MMG

Figure 3 shoas a schmatic and typical fwrtkimi mm,.

In this type of systa the r'wtraint of the store is obtained by
the chockinq wes5s Presing against the uper surface• f the saddle.
These wedges are controlled by the hooks with the aid of a cinmatic
deice which provides for a log travl almn a shallm incline.

Each %wek is driven longitt4inil•y by the hooks (1) thrvug
levers (2), rods (3) and double action smri devices tA).

Figure 3a shms the system with the hooks open and the wedes
retracted. The store has not yet contacted the ejector.

After the store has been hoisted into position, as in figure 3b*
the hooks have been mamualy closed - the hook nils are engaged in the
saddle pockets, but play exists bebosen the saddle and the hook nibs
(3). The wedges are still retracted because the sadIe is physically
'olding them in this positim. The spring action (4) wii force them
mm in the next sequam.

Figure c shos the final sequene. The stme is relzred by the
descent of the 1oaing device - the hooks ame no in ctact with the
saddles, elJd.nattim the play. The wes are positimzA by th sWping
action to tace up a.l sli*.

The store is nw restraired in Z, Mx and My by the dwdig tmdcpes
and in X& Y and 14z by the centering pin guide.

An a4vaitage of the system is that it cm aompt sthwm with
surface itregulaities and/or cormet tfo &witi in Pcth

axvlMed by the sidle mmeont of the oe al Iatdh lee.- the loadin; dev cw es the lodrng sequm.

in this svstaq% a Urqicml -omiwwet amre the pasoaimn .**,p a
devi~ c etai the action of Owe we-ms Odk the ho*s are not in
tw latbhed pOtritti and a "A* acts in a w that pemits the
autnatie latching by the szqle action of retinuq the stme ir the
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Figure 4 shoe the arraz-eret and fwutimt ng of this unit. It
omprises a reij= lever (5), a rod (6), an atuatinM lever (7) and a
I i (8). In figure 4a, the hooks are open - the locking lever (9)
is held in position by its hoex in ontact with the knee plate (10). A
solid piece (11) of the latching lever retains the drive rmchanim (2)
through the mechanical linkag (5), (6) and (7). The wall push-rox
(12) is the ac:iator which will cause lat *ii to oaw.

Fiqure 4b shew the store at its raziun height. The hmks have
been closed an the saddle actuated the push-rod and trie the kree
plate raipnically.

"- As the knee plate trimed, it was locked in the new position
bI the lever (9)g actuated thunh the miait of (5), (6) and (7).

- The mdn of the lever (7) freed the drive mdawia of ttw
ockiniq wedges (2) * but the wdges canno moe into the lock position

unttl the store is relamL

Figure 4c capletes the sequos.

The adyvnaw of this system is that it i. sufficient to raise the
store until contact vith the ps ttI of the ejector to obtain,
aitbmticalUy and squP1,eftiall~y, the labln and brwinm by do e
without any other mnal action.

The b *imund, ie is frieredu c mid, in addition, this
system m •as possible the 1oaduq and restra o stores on a

o~ty tpe wea s cariWe.

-•IW WMzz1 AtRm, tATCM AMZ CtIMKWZ

If the room in the saddle atudvt • is sliqhtqy powsid
it is pmsible to inteqmte a )hoixtinq xvstim whicd pwform the
hCWHO Of %VlOed )AdWi~ lLoddmp~3 dodduza ad caWl deev1ing
all atatic•al..

Piqutai 5 pmoidee a schm&ic a suc a systmo.

-A *Mini-CiUA~r uSIM is n~imduzl ir4O the xtut~mt scre

Th ¶t jectcw, fitted with a ho1stifq aystem 00'sits 01W

- - a wr (6) dAi hwv w tbo cM (71) & (4)
i he.. cables pms awxt tmo pAW*ey Ot( (10) and

.. n hel in ball (11) at the m ar ths OAXI
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Flgure 4 -So~hemtic of system witi-. ~clkicj~ 4dges and Autautic Latchij
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- - The hooks hw been modified with the addition of a
small upp~er pzojectlxn which is actuated by the push-rod (12).

The etrn lews (13) are omnected to a linkage (14) and a rod
(4).* The spring (15) pushes the linkage actuating the dmocking wedges.
The furwtming semenoe is the same as in the previoum es le.

The cable is lowered and the cable ends ane engaged in the saddl
screw hy inserting in place and pashing. Engagement is automatic. The
stxre is hoisted by the winch until the saddles contact the ejector,

Daring and simultweos 'Aith the final part of this action:

- the hooks are closed by the wah-rods
- the knee plate is triqpd and looked
- the cable ends are still engaged in the saddle screw and

the uner vortion of these ends contact the lever (13), causing the
wedges to retract, Figure Sb shws.-the position at the end of the

lP.gure Sc represents the final seuaeze:

- "t winch is relaxed a fraction of a turn, relaxing the
store tnto the hook nibs

- the smring (15) pulls the linIage (14) causing the chocking
wedges to leek thru movement of (4), (2) and (3), while the cable
ends are simultaneously released by the activating lever (13).

How the store is fully loaded, latcIe, dxocked ard the cables are
free of the store.

With this tyme of ".stem, espcially in the ease of helicopter
overations, it is ex nly simple for one man to handle the entire
loading operation. The application for he F t tv in formru
ceratlnq areas in obim ,.

HFlV.CALL IMME OHCKI(G I'EIE SYST94S

A variant of th diokingS wed, e svsetm vomits design of ejectors
or reles&" madianimm "mein the entire dtocking and restmint device
is enclosed in a her1meti1v sealed unit, giviMn total wm~ection
aqaint am, •,liUc enviraenut.

This type symta is shown in figure 6 anl is awlicabI to all the
ejectors already diwscsed6

'The dKwckdn %%dj (1) .is no lowg In'dizmc* ox*taft vith the
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Figure 6 - Sahmtic of. System with Sealed Ck~king Walges
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saddle; it moves inside a closed housing and the transmission of reatio
forces is aoomplished thtrough a vertical push-rcd (2) fitted with a
ball and socket foot (3). The he ti•t seal (4), of aty suppwle nt al,
rents part on the foot and part on the ejector,

Another, indirect advantage , is the presence of the ball-and-
socket foot pad, which assures better transmission of forces. The
foot ,ad has more surface-to-surface contact with the saddle than the
diockimn wdge, since the loer surface of the wedge mrt be slightly
conve to oorrect for store irregularities.

FJBETO WIM OMEMIM HOW2 CiAPAN
CF HWNILJ STORS WMTM EI1R

SADMES OR STANM W3S

The m:st frequent objection to the saddle system comes fran the
logistician - - *%hat do we do with all these standard lugs already
in the inven.or?" The answer requires an lvaginativ attack on the
problem - some Pmos of pLoviding a period of transition fran lug to

Figure 7 is our solution to the p!c*blln.

The hooks are reversible, with m tools required for the dchage,
providing an ejector which can be instantly convrted frcu saddle to
lug or vice-versa. This operation does not require the ejector to be
rmoved from the pylon. Figure 7d shws the hook configuration.

The upper portion of the hook terminates in b notdws which
engage vertically at the ends of an axis attached to the ejector
linkage, and this axis z P sins in place during tha hook revesring.

To achieve the 140 spacing in both vodes, the axis of the hooks
has been placied at the 140 interval, assuring that spaing remains
the vw in either configuration. Figure 7a indicates that the cKmjing
wedge -sytem fw•ction identically to that of pivevims sale system
configuration,.

SThe angeover is a~om lished bv,

- revring the hooks
M- liding the lateral my brazc into position

In the case Illustrated in figure 7b and 7o, the umy-braos are
detachable and miy be wapped into poition with a simply push-pull pin.
(If the smy-bracing is pylon mmntej, this last stop is umneusmzy).
It is possible, though mrM oqil to imxtell ftUHIP .Myb #,
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which coll into the ejector when not in use,

NOTE When changing to the standard lug, a slight longitudinal
3!ipIacniq t in store Oenter of Gravity will oomw relative to the
(E of the saddle cnfiguration.

CCNSION

This briefing has showm you various developmnts possible with
ejectors using the saddle suspension owept - including a means of
carrying stores in both the saddle and lug configuration.

For the sake of clarity. mwcus mechanical details have been
emitted - in particular, the auxiliary mechanism uhich provide the
required redundant safety featiues.

Iet us briefly recap the advntages of the saddle system:

- precise store restraint with more ratioal transmission of
the reaction forces involved.

- redwd ,m- tio in man lad systms, and even
greater gains in turr tine with autwatic latching systems.

"- integral hoisting devices provide a om-man load/~mlos
c ility.

- hern catlmly sealed acaImsn eIvwaental

- reversible hooks offer a muma of transition from lug tosaddle
- precise, repeatable shre aLignnet is possible without

tive consizing adjusbatmet
- red n in drag results frau the el imnation

of MsWa 4ci.

The sale ccept, leans itself readily to direct integration tn
the st1ze. Specialized stoes such as M4 pods, fuel tanks, rorket
lae mers, qi pods, etc. could be tRwexd by having the saddle Wuilt
directly into the store strq-back# resulting in better storage
dharacteristiw, easier handling and redced logistics problem. Ift-
attactnent of a metallic hrad to th saUle, circling the clxtz fezen-
of the store, ' ia t a new f.aly of liuhteigt poid and

""a sadile roew iwe *Iors to inkignative innantion teIonj t
the field of store mmis• n, x .e and ejectiou mits.
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ADVANCED FUZE FUNCTION CONTROL SET (AFYCS)
(U)

(Article UNCLASSIFIE~D)

by

Allan E. Fertman
Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

ABSTRACT. (U) This document describes the concept and
implementation of the Advanced Fuze Function Control Set (AFFCS) developed
by the Naval Surface. Weapons Center, White Oak- Laborat"ory (formerly
Naval Ordnance Laborat ory).

The basic shortcoming of the existing fuze function control sets
(e.g., AN/AWW-U) is their inflexibility in controlling electric fuzes not
depicted explicitly on the face panel of the set's cockpi~t:control unit.
The AFFOS overcomes this limitation by means of a modular design with
replaceable modules in the cockpit and power supply un:its.. All appropriate
fuzing options are depicted by an LED display matrix on the front panel

*of the cockpit control unit. Installation of the AFFCS requires no
modifications of aircraft wiring or mechanical layout.

The AFFOS gives pil.ots the capability of selecting all of the required
fuze options in flight. It is compatible with-inventory ftzes, -fuzes
currently in development, and provides the capacity to accomw4ate new
fuzes without replaciug the control set.*

An exploratory development phase was completed FY'74 vhereupon the
AFECS was But-cess fully Plight tested at the -Naval Weapons' Center- CWC),
China Lake, California. The AFFCS concepts, technology as-.well as the
set itself can be readily integrated into an aircraft stores management
system, such as outlined in the IDigite~l Integra~ted Multiplexed ArmAment
Manaaement System (DIKWAM) program.

Approved. for pUj release; distribution unlimited-.'
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INTRODUCTION

Since the inception of electrical fuzing in the 1950's, a seýries of
Fuze Function Control Sets (FFCS) for aircraft have been developed to
accommodate the various electrical fuze types. The FFCS generally comprises
a high (or low) voltage power supply, a cockpit control unit (situated in
the cockpit and controlled by the pilot) and interconnecting cables (see
Figure 1). The fundamental limitation of the existing FFCS's (e.g.,
AN/AWW/4) is their inflexibility; each is committed to operate in conjunc-
tion with and control a particular family of fuzes. Due to its four high
voltage signals, the present AN/AWW/4 system is incapable of controlling
low input voltage solid state fuzes, or fuzes requiring more than four
input signals.

The Joint Services Operational Requirements (JSOR) for fuzes require
fuzes to "have sufficient arming time selections to allow safe escape of
delivery aircraft in the event that the weapon detonates at the end of
selected arming time." To provide this capabilitya the pilot (or computer)
must have the capability for selecting the release condition or proper arm-
ing time for every release condition. This requires a means of communi•-
cation between the aircraft and the weapon. In addition to the selection
of release conditions or arming times, there is a need for the in-flight
selection of fuze function modes. This capability is valuable when
missions are diverted to secondary targets during flight or on patrol
missions where a variety of target types may be encountered. The Naval
Surface Weapons Center, White Oak Laboratory has conceived and developed
the Advanced Fuze Function Control Set (AFFCS)I which can give Air Force
and Navy pilots the capability for selecting all the required fuze options
in-flight. It is ccmpatible with inventory fuzes, fuzes currently in
development, and provides the capacity to accommodate new, low or high
voltage fuzes. The modular design of the AFFCS accommodates:

a. High voltage direct-wire systems,

b. Digital direct-wire systems, or

"e. Remotely activated systems.

. he AFFCS is configured so that it can replace the present FFCS without
requiring structural, or wiring changes to the aircraft.

PRESI OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTIES

The attack and fighter aircraft of the Haval Forces are currently
equipped-vith a variety of PFCS tyes. The ANJAW-1 and AN/AW42 FFCS,

1 A. E. PerttM, et alp, Design and n•ab•iction of the Advanced ftze uMictiou
C-ontrol Set (AP )' 0LTR 14-8, 30 4prVi 19•4...
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due to their limitations, are now obsolescent. Some models hc.ave limited
fuze charging capacity and all do, not display the fuze options available
to the pilot.

The latest FFCS is the AN/AWw-4 (Figure 2). This set is being installed
in all new Naval aircraft and is pleunned for retrofit into inventory aircraft
as funding permits. This set is co ' J?.tely acceptable to the current D.C.
electric fuzes, f.k 344 and Nk 376. it is also compatible with the F',4U-ll2/B
fuze. However, the display panel is rit acceptable for the FMU-112/B or
FMJ-1U7/B fuzes as the available fuze 4:tions are not properly depicted.

The Air Force's aircraft are currently not equipped with FFCS and
must utilize the solenoid-lanyard system to obtain in-flight options.
Using this system, the number of options is severely limited and the fuze
options obtained by activation of the solenoid(s) are not displayed.

AFFCS CAPABILITY

The next generation of fuzes, probably for the modular weapons, should
provide a choice of three arming times and four functioning modes. To
acconodate these fuzes, the AFFCS provides 12 unique electrical signals.
These signals and the options they can provide are shown in Table I. Fhe
polarity of the signal determines fuze arming time and the voltage level
determines fuze functioning mode. Such a system, high voltage direct-link,
is compatible with inventory fuzes and fuzes currently in development.
In addition to providing this capability, the AFFCS is designed to provide
coded digital signals that can be used in digital direct-link systems or
to program a signal transmitter in a remotely activated system.

The AFFCS is also capable of being integrated into a total stores
management system that utilizes digital technology. Such systeos are
currently in the exploratory development pros•rai of the Air Force and
Navy.

The benefits of the APF are sumarized below:

a. A comoon FFMS for Air Force and Navy aircraft can provide a basis

for standardization of fuzes

b. Full operating flexibility increased by inr-flight Oelection of
available taze options

c. Waety to delivery aircraft increased by providing a.visible meaw
of selecting and •tipltying .proper aeadng times in-flight

d. •ffeetiveness increased *y providing capability of selecting foVW
fuze ntionin moes in-flight

e. Modular design compatible or capable of being integrated vith current
and pwop•sed fuze control aid- storeas na ftetc systems

r.f Compatible vith supersonic carriage and release of weapons.

L -828
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TABLE I AFFCS HiIGH VOLTAGE SIGNALS AkD
THEIR POSSIBLE USAGE

RELEASE MODE FUZE FUNCTION DELAYS rC CtMMT
POLARITY (AIMirmG Tfl_) 300V 250V 200V 15.0 v VOLuTA,,E

+ LEVEL VT INST Di D2
(10 sec)

DIVE VT INST Di D2
(565 sec)

÷* HIGH DRAG. VT IIIST D1 D2
- (RETRD)

(2.6 sec)

*Ccmmutated signal, 1O00 Hz
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TECHNICAL APPROACH

The purpose of the Advanced Fuze Function Control Set (AFFCS) is to
provide a system with programmable functions for updating capabilities
when new weapon systems are introduced without having to replace the set
itself. As depicted in Figures 3, 4 and 5 the AFFCS consists of the cockpit
control unit and a modular power supply unit (also referred to as the
mainframe) whose outputs are programmed responses to the cockpit control
settings for a variety of air launnhed weapon systems, both present and
planned. Also, the cockpit control unit displays are programmed by a
replaceable module which can be updated as new weapon systems are added

to the inventory.

COCKPIT CONTROL UNIT (CCU)

While nost avionic control units consist of labeled switches to control
various functions, this system's CCU has five push-button windows
(Figures 4 and 5), each displaying up to five alphanumeric characters

generated by light emitting diode (LED) arrays. When a window is depressed,
the display changes accordingly. At any given time the CCU display depicts
specific fuzes and congruent arming and functional options, thus automat-
ically cueing the pilot through a typical programming sequence. The display
functions and commensurate push-button controls are governed by a
"replaceable code plug module within the CCU housing.

The incorporation of the LED alph&.xmeric dispiay is the repson for
the versatility of the display. Each LED matrix (consisting of seven r• •s
and five colwnns) has 64 possible character displays resulting in an
adaptive front panel. The quantity of information needed to be displayed
on the front panel by the LED's dictates the amount of supplemental circuitry
required. With the advent of hybrid MSI and LSI technologies, however,
all supplemental circuitry can easily be packaged witiin the space allocated
for the present AN/AWW/4 housing.

All circuitry in the cockpit control unit,with the exception of the
code plug module and LED's consists of digital complementary symmetry
metal-oxide semiconductor (COS-MOS) chips and a limited number of discrete

components. Utilization of COS-MOS technology provides considerable noise

immunity in an electrically noisy avionic environment.

The mhin function of the display circuitry is to take a series of cormands
from the master control section so as to display the appropriate characters

in the 5 x 7 LED array. A 2560-bit Read-Only-Memory (ROM) is utilized as

a character generator. This ROM has a three-bit row select input, a six-bit
ASC II code input (standard code for alphanumeric character generation)
an,! five outputs. The output code will determine which diodes in the LED
matrix will be energized.

To form an alphanumeric character with an addressable diode array,
a scanning technique is utilized. By this method information is addressed
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to one row of diodes at a time, energizing the appropriate diodes in the
row and then proceeding to the next row. After all the rows have been
selected, the process is repeated. A flicker-free character is obtained
by scanning all the rows of the LED matrix at a rate of 100 times a second.
Depending upon the vibration levels the cockpit panel is subjected to,
faster scan rates may be necessary to eliminate possible stroboscopic
effects.

The program module (also referred to as the code plug) is basically
a programmable ROM. It consists of six 1024 pROMs which are interconnected
with the master control section via COS-MOS logic. It is the presence of
this replaceable and reprogrammable module which allows for updating the
display and control capabilities of the Advanced FFCS to suit present and
future air launched weapon systems without replacing the function control
set itself.

MAINFRAME UNIT

The various compartments of the mainframe unit (Figure 4) illustrate
the modular design of the power supply. The typical compartments (high
voltage, low voltage, RASS, etc.) are communicated with and controlled by
the master control (Figure 3) via the appropriate function generator
module. The power supply circuit itself consists of a programmable digital
to analog converter (to control the output voltage) followed by an
appropriate power amplifier (to supply the necessary current). This
technique for generation of power supply voltages allows for commonality
of circuits between the various compartments resulting in hardware reduction
and package size that is comparable to the present AN/AWW/4 power supply
housing. The output selection circuitry determines whether as a consequence
of a pilot-generated command (via master control and the function generator
module), an analog voltage (high or low) is generated (to be sent to the
bomb racks) or a digital code is presented to other avionics (such as to
the X-ray generator in the Remotely Activated Stores System).

Provisions are made for system self-checking whereby the signal
generated by the power supply unit is compared with the original command
(programmed by the pilot) and a verification signal is presented to the
pilot in form of a "READY" message on the front panel of the cockpit
control box. In case of lack of verification, or if the cockpit control
unit is not set to AIN, the READY message is not displayed.

Each of the compartments in the power supply unit is replaceable
allowing for mechanical and electrical compatibility with any present or
future air launched weapon systems.

SOPATION

Table 1I depicts a typical "menu" of fuze types, their respective
delivery mode and fmction delay options. The control and display of the
entire fuze "rtenu" presented in Table I1 are within the capacity of a
single prograu module (code plug) in the cockpit control box. The AFFCS
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TABLE II "MENU" OF FUZE OPTIONS PROGRAMMABLE VIA
TYPICAL AFFCS CODE PLUG

MODE DELAY
FJUZE (ARMING DELAY) (FUNCTION DELAY)

NIK 344 DIVE VT/43
INST
S-DLY
L-DLY

MK 376 LV/RT VT/43
INST
S-DLY
"LL-DLY

M990E PRSET PRSET

MK 328 DIVE INST
S-DLY

FMU94 DIVE INST
S-DLY

ME 312 DIVE VT
INST
S-DLY
L-DLY

AMW-li LEVEL VT
INST
S-DLY
L-DLY

AMW-H DIVE VT
INST
S-DLY
L-DLY

REMR VT
INST
S-DLY
L-DLY

BASS LEVEL VT
INST
S-DLY
L-DLY
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TABLE I.- "MENiU" OF FUZE OPTIONS PROGRAIO4ALE VIA
TYPICAL AFFCS CODE PLUG (Cont'd)

MODE DELAY
FUJZE (ARMING DELAY) (F'UNCTION DELAY)

RASS DIVE VT
INST
S-DLY
L-DLY

REMR VT
INST
S-DLY
L-DLY
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programming cycle is executed by the pilot and consists of a successive
sequence of LED displays of available fuze, mode and delay options, as
indicated in Figures 6 through 9.

The ON/OFF and TEST/SAFE/ARM function switches operate as follows:

a. ON/OFF must be ON for the system to be operational. When OFF,
all controls and displays are turned off.

b. All programming functions (and respective displays) can be
accomplished when the function switch is either in SAFE or ARM position.
This switch must be in the ARM position, however, to enable the fuze
activation signal at the end of a programming sequence. The spring-loaded
TEST position allows a system ground test upon activation of master armament
power and activation of the armament safety disable switch. Upon turning
the switch to the ON position, the fuze selection is first displayed
(Figure 6a). The field indicator shows that FUZE options are being displayed,
while the ADD light implies that additional fuze options can be displayed
by depressing the ADD push button (Figures 6a and b). To select a given
fuze, the pilot depresses the window displaying the desired selection.
(Note that the plastic overlay for each LED display serves as a light
filter as well as a push button.) Upon selecting the AMW-R (Advanced
Modular Weapon-RASS) fuze (Figure 6d), the delivery options (i.e., arming
delays) which correspond to that particular fuze are next displayed as
shown in Figure 7e. Accordingly, the field indicator changes from FUZE
to MODE. The absence of ADD light in Figure 7e indicatec that only the
three delivery options displayed are possible with the A14W-R fuze.

Upon selecting the delivery mode DIVE (Figure 7f), the function DELAY
options commensurate with the selected fuze and mode are next displayed
(Figure 7g). As shown in Figure 7h, the pilot selects the Long-Delay
(by depressing the L-DLY push button), whereupon the summary of all options
selected is displayed on the front panel by the LED matrix, as illustrated
in Figure 7i. This is the last step in the AFFCS programming sequence.
An appropriate digital message is sent at this point by the master control
section to the power supply unit in response to which a congruent voltage
signal is generated by the power supply (but not sent to the bomb racks).

In order to energize the fuze, the function switch must first be
switched into the ARM position (as shown in Figure Tj) and the bomb release
signal sent to the powr nupply circuit. With the switch in ARM position)
the self-checking network (correlation check, shown in Figure 3) genermtes
the control signal which displays the READY message, as indicated in
Figure Tj. Note that the absence of the READY message when the function
switch is in the ARM position indicates an unsatisfactory correlati(in
check which results in automatic disabling of the fuze activation signal.
In case of such a malfunction, the RESET button can be depressed, returnsig
the display and all controls to the initial conditions (shown in Figure W9,
whereupon a new programming sequence can commence.
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With the programming sequence properly completed (as shown in
Figure 7j) the pilot can do one of two things:

a. Release the weapon at the appropriate time by depressing the bomb
release button without changing the AFFC settings, or

b. Effect a change in the AFFCS program by simply depressing that
selection in the choice summary which he wishes to change, as shown in
Figure 8a. Accordingly, the appropriate field will be displayed anew and
the pilot selects the new -)DE and DELAY options in the manner described
above and depicted in Figures 8 and 9. Any one of the three fields
(FUZE, MODE, DELAY) can be changed independently of the preceding fields

Sin a similar manner. Changes can be implemented with the functin.' witch
left in ARM position without any safety hazards.
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PRESEIT STATUS

AFFCS

An exploratory developeent phase during FY 19Th led to fabrication
of a developmental model of AFFCS which was flight tested China Lake
during October ý2 - November 9, 1973. The AFFCS was tested in conjunction
with the RASS system and a model for the Advanced Modular Weapon bomb.
Eight weapon drops and a total of approximately five hours of flight time
resulted in a highly successful test with the AFPCS functioning properly,
as per design, throughout the evaluation. A production version of the
design is currently in an advanced engineering development phase.

A Joint Development Plan (JDP) for incorporaticozi of the AFFCS into
Air Force and Navy aircraft has been submitted in response to the JSOR
for fuzes for Non-Propelled Conventional Weapons. In addition, the JDP
is a response to the draft JSOR for Modular Weapons and the TSOB for
Advanced General Purpose Bomb.

ADAPSAF

As a direct consequence of the AYFCS effort. a proposal has been
submitted in response to the need generated by the Service Life Extension
Progrm (SLEP) for the Navy's F4J aircraft, for an improved iuze function
control and stores display set which will be compatible Vith existing and
new fuzes during the life of the F-4 aircraft.

The proposal outlines the plan for obtaining an Adaptive Display sad
Prograrmer for Stores and Futet. (ADAPA) concluding iu a technical
evaluation of 15 units. The AIMPSAF system vill:

a. Display stores

b. Display fuze options

c. Continually verify, correct oyste= operation

d, flMiniate uanuu s olinoid coutols

e. Provide sai-aut=tic furt. prct=n•g

f 11",e the cap.bili.ty. to c nt... exiotti and future .ir ..u.cht"
wta~nors without, 4avinltn rerlaco* the ccntrCl syste=i~ ttelf,. vith two
excejtious (abseiue ofa storel- diapleuy capability antd lack *of toltenoid
cottriola),the AYVCS -refl"ectts the concerts t~r4.0 tech,90toa tu be ittf)wt'ttt-d
1:, the AWSPsystem tan can serve as a baseline &A&de I'for the latter.

UTh Itoiposed kUMMOF syrtc v6ii w i a into.'-eAtwion ttores, edctitral.l

ited display meehanictil, elitctric and Auttnr fus.,es It tail - ratt Voe vl
posit ion, cftrel sand 4splay gpeciAls ftis aa4 other related imfctatioc.
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It will also display information only on allowable delivery modes and ft-ze
functioning delays for the /store/tail fuze/nose fuze/fins/other combinations.
The pilot will automatically choose the proper fuze arming delay by choosing
the allowable delivery mode.

The Adaptive Display and Programmer for Stcres and Fuzes is shown
diagramatically in Figure 10 with the hardware concept depicted in
Figure 11. Operationally, it is quite similar to the AFFCS. The three
principal components of the system are:

a. Cockpit Controls, comprised of the Cockpit Control Unit (CCU)
and controls derived from the Weapon Control Panel. The CCU will display
details of the carried stores and fuzes as well as allow for simplified
control of retarding fins, and fuze arming and function delays. The CCU
will be similar in size and panel organization to the control unit of the
AFFCS.

b. The Mainframe Unit (MFU) situated in the avionics bay will contain
all power supplies and power control circuits (fvnction modules). The
MIJ outputs are programmed responses to commands received (via an
interconnectirg cable) from the CCU. The MP`U will deliver the proper
solenoid voltages when master ARM is selected and when the weapon release
button is depressed. Likewise, the MFU will deliver the fuze arming
voltages to the weapon racks. The various compartments of the N1FU (shown
in Figure 11) illustrate the modular design of the pcwer supply section.
Each compartment (module), in turn, is replaceable allowing for mechanical
and electrical compatibility with any present or future air launched fuzed
weapon system.

c. The Stores Information Unit (SiU),whose function is to allow the
ordnanceman to feed stores information to the aircraft by setting a series
of code switches on the SIU panel. The SIU panel, small in size and of
inconsequential weight can readily be sitni.ted in one of several locations
within the aircraft: the pilot's cockpit, the radar officer's cockpit,
the avionics bay or even become an integral part of the mainframe package.
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AIRCRAFr/STORES ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
cOnMATIBILITY CONFOMAWTION

(Article Unclassified)

by

Captain James F. Stuart, Jr.
Armament Development and Test Center
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 32542
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Monroe CT 06468

PMCEDD pAGE BLM-CNOT FiU4WD

ABSTRACT. (U) Aircraft/Stores compatibility is greatly effected by
Via electrical interface requirements of stores. A typical aircraft
weapon station is often required to accommodate several types of
electrically interfaced stores. Although these stores may be signif-
icantly different with/respect to their tactical usage, a high degree
of similarity can exist in their electrical interface requirements.
To date, a time consuming manual comparative analysis had to be per-
formed using hard copy aircraft stores management system design data
and store electrical interface data to determine if the aircraft and
store are electrically compatible. Because of the unwieldy nature
and magnitude of the manual analysis, many times wiring for new stores
has been added to the aircraft without trying to use available existing
wiring. The Air Force Armament Laboratory has recently developed a
computerized rmetld for performing the required comparative analysis.
'This method uses an aircraft data base consisting of the aircraft stores
mnagement system electrical characteristics coded in such a manner
that it can be used by the computer program. This data is compared
against the store data file proviously docum•nted under the Stores
Interface Definition and Analysis Program. This new computer program
is designed to disclose any electrical incompatibilities that may exist
between the aircraft and store selected for comparison. The conmputer
printouts provide detail pin to pin and general interface compatibility
information. Diagnostic message printouts are also provided to define
each specific incowpatibility condition that is detected. This new
analysis system may be used to evaluate or verify the adequacy of an
aircraft to control its existing store co.jlewnt. The new coniuter
analysis system described in this paper will great.ly educe the time
and cost associated with analyzing aircrait and stores from an electrical
coqatibility standpoint.

Approved for public release; distribution. unlimited.
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INTRODUIMON

The improvements provided by this Phase 2 effort to Hi-Shear
Corporation, Contract 108635-73-C-0094, significantly increased the
analytical capability of the Stores Interface Data Handling Analysis
System. It is now possible to perform complex aircraft/store electrical
compatibility analyses without referring to numerous aircraft technical
order manuals, wiring diagrams, and other related documents. The
improved system will now facilitate the storage and processing of all
relevant aircraft and store technical data. The Phase 2 effort also
expanded the existing AFATL Store Data File Data Base to include addi-
tional characteristics that more precisely define the electrical compo-
sition and sequence of store interface signals. Thesr new improvements,
coupled with the existing Phase 1 stores interface data processing
capability offer the user a valuable analytical tool that will aid in
the following areas.

(1) Aircraft/Store Standard Interface Connector Development.
T1h- existing Phase 1 Store Data Files and cowputer programs enables the
system user to determine standard aircraft/store electrical interface
connectors and their pin function assignments for any combination of
stores required to use the interface connection.

(2) Aircraft/Store Electrical Compatibility. The new Phase 2
aircraft data files and computer programs enables the system user to
detect incompatibilities and/or verify the overall electrical compatibility
between any existing or future aircraft (that are added to the data file)
and any store documented in the AFATL Store Data File.

(3) New Store llkwlopmcnt. The Phase 1 and 2 data files and
computer programs will provide detail aircraft and store electrical data
in a format that can be readily used (either manually or by computer
means) by weapon system designers to develop new stores that have an
electrical interface that will be conam to a uximua of different type
aircraft.

(4) Stores ýtnagemnit System !velopment. The existing 1haso
1 cotptuter programs, coupled with the expamln store data base, will
enable the system user (with nanor Phase 1 cofputer program modifications)
to accurately determine the types and mininm quantities of interface
circuits required (or the wAuversal (nalti-store) m gment of stores
from inividual airciraft weapon stations.

(5) Tedchical lDta LUplate and %aintenwace. 1h1 natur of the-
cotVuteriwzd aimcraft aid store ýata files permits the efficient tqudate
of data, File uWdating (file card replacement) can be acco*plished with
very little effort, thus cnabling the system to be maintained in a
current status with a miniiua oxpwdituro of tis and e•pse,

8544 -.-



(6) Technical Data Dissemination. The new aircraft and modified
store data files, with their respective data retrieval computer programs
provides a rapid and low cost method to disseminate hickerface data in
the form of computer printouts.



DATA PROCESSING SYSTM IXtSCRIPTION

SYSTEM ARRANGEVONT: The new Aircraft Data lDocuentation formats and
CoMputer Programs System Arrangement is shown in Figure 1. This
arrangement was chosen because it provides a maximum of versatility
for documenting and retrieving aircraft data for a variety of existing
and future aircraft.

A.TIwRAF INTERI:ACE DATA DOLMINTATION: Aircraft interface data is docu-
mented separately TorFeach aircraft station. This approach compensates
for any differences in aircraft stores management system equipment that
may exist between the various aircraft stations.

Although one aircraft station may be equivalent to another with
respect to store loading capability, both stations may not always be
the same with regard to the type of interface circuit components used,
or circuit switching logic eyployed. The aircraft station data docu-
mentation formats shown in Figure 1 are shown divided in two basic card
sets. One card set is used to document the general (overall) station
connector and wiring configuration for the respective station. The other
card set is used to document detail aircraft electrical interface circuit
provisions for each specific store and/or suspension device that is
normally operated from the station. Consequently, thes card set will be
comprised of a multiple of individual card sub-sets.

DOIU0-NrATION R4FORMATS: A set of data documentation formats were devel-
oped aj are providE to document electrical interface data for both
existing and future aircraft. These formats are essentially computer
punch card transcripts, and are used to document all the aircraft
electrical characteristics required to facilitate a coaputerized aircraft/
store interface compatibility analysis of both hardwired and mltiplexed
aircraft stores managemant systems. The basic function of each aircraft
data doumntation foeut is described in Table I.

VILE STiWfIE: It is expected that a sot of data dowuntation foreats
0i1 i-eprpred for each different aircraft. These data will then be
keypunched on to coiWuter pnch cards. Once in card form, the individual
aircraft card de"k data my be used and stored in this form, or trans-
ferrad to tape or aW other stuitablo digital data storage and Undlinmg

'DI) SWTOUW DATA PUR SWPr.ION: 71w existing AMATL stow data file
-t7UIUZC-Q troi r"U, ioin to fuacilitate operation of the neW aircraft/

store interface comatibility. WPuuter program. Essentially, the originh
store data file was erpwidd to include aditional electrical interfate
dcracteristic data. These data were- requird to permit a cavlete and
accuraage woans to test aircraft/store w-aLibilitf ilT i tv'i
file structure, including a brief description of the suplieMtai and
,m store data & ataon forsts, is dascrib in Table iU.
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TABLE I. AIRCRAFT DATA DOCUMMITOM FORWTS AND FUNCTIONE

Documentation
Format Function

1. Aircraft Interface Configuration Used to define and record
Code Conversion Matrix applicability of stores to

aircraft station interface
connections.

2. Station Interface Connector Used to record connector type,
Characteristics Data function and pin utilization

details for all connectors
associated with the respective
aircraft station.

3. Station Interface Circuit Used to record the general
Viring Characteristics Data wiring configuration of all

aircraft station/store inter-
face wiring provisions.

4. Aircraft Circuit Signal Form Used to define and record
Characteristics Data the electrical composition

of all aircraft circuits
associated with the manage-
meat of a specific store type.

5. Aircraft Circuit Signal Logic Used to define and record
Characteristics Data the basic operational usage

an= aitching logic of all
aircraft circuits associated
vith the maR•e~ent of a
specific store ty-pe.

6. Aircraft Circuit Signal Used to define =1 record the
Siching Fom'iesuitch-ing method and timing

Characteristics Data aequence of each &alicable
aircraft circuit associated
with the naeete.nt of a
specific -stowe tn'e.

7. Aircrft Circuit Sli-w, Used to define a4 retcord the
Seo-nce Castacteristics aloudl *q4Nuco order aW
Data " urmjoOT reltionahip of all

aircraft eiuitx aswociated
Vith the saanaement of

- Z anic stam type.



TABLE II. MODIFIED AFATL STORE DATA DOCM0ENTATION FORMAT AND FUNCTIO= S

Documentation
Format Function

1. Equipment Introductory/ Unchanged, used to record
Coonector (Ebdsting Format) store interface connector

details for individual stores.

2. Supplemental Introductory/ Used to document additional
Connector (New Format) data for aircraft/store

connector matching purposes.

3. Equipment Signal Form Unchanged, used to define
(Bdsting Format) and record the electrical

composition of interface
circuits peculiar to an
individual store.

4. Supplemental Equipment Used to document additional
Signal Form (New Format) signal form characteristics

that further define the
coqmoitiaa and tolerance
values of interface circuits
peculiar to an indivi4ual store.

5. Equipment Signal Logic Unchanged, used to define
WE'dsting Format) and record store input

switching logic requirements
of interface circuits peculiar
to an individual store.

6. Suplemental Equipment Used do document additional
Signal Logic (NOW Fbrmat) signal logic, and define the

circuit operation function (use)
of interface circuits peculiar
to c' Individual store.

7.. rquipment Switching Form/ Used to define srd record the
Time Nsew VOmAt) svtbnw ehdad tt~sig

isequence required by each
interface Circuit Veculiar to
an I ~ividual stoem,

. rEulifmet sloua Seven" Used to defi-e =4 record the
(scot Flo.mt.) algnsl 044r~c ad on/ottS•rAtionahp re4uireint• of
Sa11 interace circuits

associated vitt, and peculiar
to, an individual *to&*.
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FILE STRUCTURE: The modified store data file structure was designed to
'faciitate operatiorn of both the new aircraft/store interface compatibility
prograns and those store electrical analysis computer programs described
in AFATL-TR-73-214, Phase I. The Phase I Store ElectrIcal Analysis
Computer Programs were modified only to the extent required to permit
reading of the modified store data file. New store characteristics
data is not used or processed by these existing programs.

ELECTRICAL INTERFACE ANALYSIS (Z{UTER PROGRAM: Three computer programs
are provided for aircraft/store electrical interface compatibility
analysis purposes. These new computer programs will test the aircraft
against any equipment that exists in, or may be added to the AFATL Store
Data File. The compatible Aircraft/Test Case Store Interface Connections
Computer Program provides a means to determine aircraft/store electrical
interface compatibility by comparing the mating ability of the aircraft
and test case store interface connectors. A test case store is defined
as the store or suspension device that is to be tested for compatibility
with the aircraft interface. The Aircraft/Test Case Store Interface
Compatibility Computer Program essentially performs a pin to pin circuit
compatibility analysis for all associated aircraft/store interface
connections. The program provides a diagnostic printout of any incom-
patibility that may exist that will preclude satisfactory electrical
compatibility between the aircraft and the store. The complementary
station interface circuit analysis computer program provides a means
to determine electrical interface compatibility independent of the
aircraft to store connector mating ability. Thus, this program will
facilitate the analysis and definition of all, complementary (matched)
circuits that exist between the test case store and any one (selected),
or all aircraft station interface connections. An Aircraft Station Data
Retrieval Computer Program is also provided to retrieve any part of, or
all data documented in the aircraft interface data file. All of the
aforementioned computer programs are written in the FORTRAN computer
language and are functional (without change) for any type of aircraft
that may be documented on the new universal aircraft data documentation
formats.

CO0MPATIBLE AIRCRAFt/TEST CASE SIORE INTERPACE ONECTIONS COMP(rER
P AM : This computer program is designed to search the aircraft data
file and determine what aircraft interfaces are conpatible with a
selected test case store with respect to physical conmecter(s) mating
ability. After these compatible aircraft interface connections are
identified, the user may then use this information to select the
appropriate airIcraft interface(s) for a detailed pin to pin, or circuit
electrical interface compatibility analysis. Other analytical computer
programs are provided by the data processing system for this purpose.
The general arrangement of the Compatible Aircraft/Test Case Store
Interface Connections Computer Program is depicted in Figure 2.

A computer control (input) card deck is used in conjunction with
the new Aircraft Interface Data File and modified AFA1h Store Data )File

660
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MODIFIED AFATL NEW AIRCRAFT INTERFACE
STORE DATA FILE DATA FILE

SCOMPATIBLE•AR~ i AIRCRAFT/TEST CASE

DECK--- STORE TNTERFACE
CONNECTIONS COMUER
PRO(URAM

COMPUTIER

STR INEFC
lCONNECTIONSLE~ r

PINSTOUTn•

Figure 2. Comatible Aircraft/Test Case Stores
Interface Ccmctions Comuter Pogwm
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to provide the following program control features.

a. Select the desired test case store and/or suspension device
for aircraft interface compatibility testing.

b. Select the aircraft station(s) and all aircraft interface
connections that are to be examined (any one, a combination, or all).

The computer program will produce a data printout (Figure 3) that
will identify all aircraft interface connections (that are compatible with
the test case store) by aircraft interface connection code number and
connector(s) part number. This printout will also specify all store
types and their connector(s) part numbers that are normally controlled
by .-Ie respective aircraft interface connection. The printout will
identify all selected aircraft interface connections that are not
physically compatible with the test case store by an appropriate diagnostic
Smessage. A record of the requested data will also be included on the
printout.

AIRCIAFT/TEST CASE STORE INTERFACE C(OMPATIBILITY )OMPUTER PROGRAM: This
computer program is designed to perform a detailed interface circuit
compatibility analysis between all selected (and physically compatible)
aircraft interface connections and the selected test case store. Essentially,
this program compares the corresponding aircraft and store circuit charac-
teristics of both sides of the interface. Each interface pin to pin
connection is evaluated in one or more electrical characteristic comparison
modes. Each mode determin~es compatibility based on different interface
function criteria. The function criteria of each characteristic comparison
mode is described in Table III. This method of circuit comparison adds
versatility to the system to allowing the user to analyze data for only
those interface compatibility functions (modes) applicable to his particular
needs. The general arrangement of the Aircraft/Test Case Store Interface
Corpatibility Program is depicted in Figure 4.

A computer control (input) card deck is used in conjunction withi the
new Aircraft Interface Data File and modified AFATL Store Data File to
provide the follouing projgram control features.

a. Select the desired test case store and/or suspension device
for aircraft interface ax'aptibility testing.

b. Select the aircraft station(s) =n all aircraft interface
.couiections that are to be examined (any one, a combiiation, or all).

c. Select the diaracteristic comparison modes to be used in
the analysis (any owe, a combination, or all).

d. Select the desired corputer printouts.

662
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TABLE III CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTIC COM(PARISON MODES

Compa~rison
Mode Function

1. Interface Wiring Determine if the aircraft
and test case store are
compatible with respect
to basic wiring installation
requirements.

2. Signal Category Determine if the signal
category assigned to each
aircraft interface connection
circuit is compatible with
the category assigned to the
mating test case store circuit.

3. Signal Form Determine if all circuits
available at the aircraft
interface connection can
suitably control the test
case store from an electrical
power standpoint.

4. Signal Logic Determine if all circuits
available at the aircraft
interf ace connection can
suitably control the test
case store from a switching
logic and qperatiox.J. usage
standpoint.

5. Swtching FoM/Time Determine if all circuits
available at the aircraft
Interface connection can
suitably control the test
case store from a switching
method and timing sequence
stanipoint.

6. signal sequence Determine It &1l circuits
available at the aircraft
interface connection can
suitably control the te~t
case store with respeez to
its sIg"nal switchns
seituence order and related

I 664



MODIFIED AFATL m AIRCRAFT INTERFACESTORE DATA FILE DATA FILE

AIRCRAFT/TEST CASECARD---.- ;STORE INTEIFACE

COMPATIBILITY
COMPUTER PROGRAM

INPUT

C OMPUERRITOUT

I°

DETAIL INMRACE
CIRCUIT CONNECTION
COMPATIBILITY REPORT
COMPUTER PRINTOUT

I

INCOMPATIBLE
INTXERFACE CIRCUIT
DIAGNOGTIC 6UMMWI

I

S. . .. .. . . . .. .[ I I I --ComPaTIBU4XTY SImmA
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The computer program will produce the following series of computer
printouts (Figures 5 through 8).

a. Summary of User Input. This computer printout provides a
record of all the data requested by the user.

b. Detail Interface Circuit Connection Compatibility Report.
This computer printout provides a listing of all interface connections
that exist between the aircraft and test case store. Each aircraft
circuit is identified by a circuit code nutber and its signal function
nomenclature. The corresponding store (pin mate) is identified by its
interface connector code number and pin letter. The store circuit is
also identified by its signal function nomenclature. The compatibility
of each connection is indicated separately for each circuit characteristic
comparison mode. A YES in an adjacent characteristic comparison mode
column indicates that the respective interface connection (aircraft and
store) are compatible. A NO indicates incompatibility of the interface
connection.

c. Incompatible Interface Circuit Diagnostic Printout. This
computer printout complements the detail interface circuit connection
compatibility report and provides a listing of all incompatible interface
connections. Each incompatible connection is identified by test case store
connector/pin number and corresponding aircraft circuit niuber. A
diagnostic message will be printed out separately for each incompatible
connection. The message will identify the data file (aircraft and store)
characteristics ntubers examined and describe the incompatible condition(s).

d. Interface Circuit Compatibility Summary, This conputer
printout provides a quick reference that summarizes the compatibility
of all selected aircraft station interface connections with the test case
store. The printout will list all interface connections by aircraft
..interface connection code number. Eachi aircraft connection is correlated
with each circuit characteristic comparison made. A YES in the respective
characteristic comparison nude colum. indicates that all interface circuits
examined for that particular aircraft interface connection are compatible
with the test case store. A NW indicates that one or more aircraft circuits
are not compatible dur to a circuit connector mating discrepancy, and/or
a circuit electrical cdaracteristic inco*atibility.

(X UM•lIMYI2Are STATION IWWRA(,Z CIRM T AMN IS PIVGRAw. This comtputer
prgrm sUesi gned to docwoarrt/trVlcrclcmatibility

by oxamii individual interface circuit electrical charactristics
indpendnt of the air-craft ;nd test case store connector type and pin
insert configurations. This feature will petit a &etailed and cuplotto
interface circuit couxnrison between any aircraft and store interface
stowrd in tde rospectivo-systes data files*'
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The New Complementary Station Interface Circuit Analysis Program will,
therefore, detect, compare, and facilitate the printout of all those
aircraft interface circuits that will compolement (are electrically
compatible with) the selected test case store. Ihis new computer
program will also be capable of selectively testing the interface(s)
in any one or all of the circuit comparison =odes described in Table III.
However, the signal sequence comparison rude will not be included in
the analysis. This mode requires that both the aircraft and store
interface connections (for all circuits) be arranged in a compatible
pin insert configuration.. The general arrangement of the Complementary
Station Interface Circuit Analysis Program is depicted in Figure 9.

A computer control (input) card deck is used in conjunction with
the new Aircraft Interface Data File and modified AFATL Store Data File
to provide the following program control f&atures.

a. Select the desirte test case store and/or suspension device
for aircraft interface compatibility testing.

b. Select the aircraft station(s) and all aircraft interface
connections that are to he examined Cany one, a combination, or all).

c. Select the circuit characteristic comparison modes to be
used in the analysis (any one, a combination, or all).

The computer program will produce the following computer printouts
(Figures 10 and 11).

a. Summary of User Input. This computer printout provides a
record of all the data requested by the user.

b. Complementary Station Interface Circuit Analysis Report.
This computer printout provides a listing of all aircraft circuits that
are compatible with each pin connection on the selected test case store.
The printout will identify the connector identification and pin reference
of each test case store circuit. The complementary aircraft circuits
detected by the program will be identified by interface connection
number, aircraft circuit function number, connector identification and
pin reference. These data will be listed adjacent to the respective
test case store circuit. A complementary aircraft circuit will be
specified only if all the detail aircraft circuit electrical character-
istics within each selected circuit characteristic comparison mode
complements the respective store circuit.

DATA RETRIEVAL PROGRAMv.
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MODIFIED AFATL NEW AIRCRAFT INTERFACE
STORE DATA FILE DATA FILE

AIRCRAFT/TEST CASE
CARD STORE COMPLEMENTARY
DECK INTERFACE CIRCUIT

COMPJTER PROGRAM

INPUT

COMPUJTER

INPUT QUESTION DATA

COMPUTER PRINTOUT

SIGNAL CATEGORY
DATA

INTERFACE WIRING
DATA

SIGNAL FORMDATA

SIGNAL LOGIC
DATA

SWTCHING FORK/
TIME DATA

COMPOSITE CIRCUIT
DATA

Figure 9. Aircraft/Test Case Store Complementary

Station Interface Circuit AnalySis Program
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AIRCRAF' STATION flATA IVrRIEVAL PEGIAM. This computer program is designed
to retrieve any part of, or all tEle interface data documented on the
formats listed in Table I. The general arrangement of the Aircraft Station
Data Retrieval Program is depicted in Figure 12.

A computer control (input) card deck is used in conjunction with the
new aircraft interface data file to provide the following program control
features.

a. Select applicable aircraft station.

b. Select data block printouts for station interface connector
and/or station interface circuit wiring data.

c. Select data printouts for any one, a combination, or all
aircraft interface co.:.mections peculiar to a specific store type.

d. Select electrical characteristic data block printouts (any
one, a combination, or all) for those selected aircraft interface connec-
tions.

The Aircraft Station Data Retrieval Program summarizes all character-
istics for each cunnector or circuit for each requested data section at
the requested aircraft station.

a. The output is headed by a page of printout which sumt'arizes
all user-input definitions of data sections to be reported.

b. If the aircraft station connector data section is reqested
for reporting, each connector characteristic of each connector of the
given station is reported.

c. If the aircraft station wiring data section is requested
for reporting, each wiring data characteristic for each electrical circuit
at the given station is reported.

d. For each signal form data section (for a given equipment
t-terface group) which is requested for reporting, each signal form

data characteristic for each electrical circuit within thi given equip-
ment interface group is reported.

e. For each logic data section (for a given equipment interface
group) which is requested for reporting, each logic data characteristic for
each electrical circuit within the given equipmant interface group is
reported.

f. For eacJh switching form/time data section (for a given
equipment interface group) which is requested for reporting, each
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PROPOSED
AIRCRAFT INTERFACE

DATA FILE

AIRCRAFT INTERFACE
CARD -- DATA RETRIEVAL

COMIPJTER PROGRAM

INPUT

COMPUJTER

I COMPUTER PRINTOUTS

STATION SIGNAL FORM SIGNAL FORM
INTERFACE DATA DATA

CONNECTOR DATA

I SIGNAL LOGIC SIGNAL LOGIC
DATA DATA

STATION 1
INTERFACE CKT. SWITCHING SWITCHING,

WIRING DATA FOR!/TiME FORM/TIrE
DATA DATA

SIGNAL SIGNAL
SEQUENCE SEQUENCE

DATA DATA

SPECIFXC STORE Tyw INTERFACE PRINTOUTS

Y'igure 12. Aircraft Interface Date 'etrieval Computer Program
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switching form/time data characteristic for each electrical circuit
within the given equipment interface group is reported.

g. For each sequence data section (for a given equipment
interface group) which is requested for reporting, each sequence data
characteristic for each electrical circuit within the giverk equipment
initerface group is reported.

Off-state or on-state matrix entries are shown as: A/C connector
identification number; dash; A/C circuit pin letter; asterisk if pin
lower case (else blank); equal sign; A/C sequence requirement
(A = active, I = inactive, 0 = optional); semi-colon, as in:

102-A * = A; or

106-BB I;

Sample printed output for this computer program is shown in Figure
13.

!vISmI) EiQUIPENTr DATA RETRIEVAL PROGRAM. Tlhe existing Phase I Equipment
Data 1•etrieval Program was revised to facilitate the retrieval and printout
of all new store electrical characteristic data.

"*The method used to select store data for printout is described in
AFATL-TR-73-214 Phase I. This procedure, however, was modified to pemit
retrieval of data associated with the new Switdcing Form/Time and Signal
Sequence data blocks.

Additional conmuter printouts are provided for the supplemental mid
new equipment clharacteristic data blocks. The fonmat of these printouts
aro essentially the same as the existing data block printouts (Figure 14).
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECCOM•ENDATIONS

CONCLUSIQNS: The Phase 2 Stores Interface Data Handling Analysis (STIIIA)
ha-ck-comprished its objective of augmenting the system with the capability
to test aircraft/store electrical interface compatibility by a completely
computerized means. This system improvement will greatly aid those
agencies concerned with performing aircraft/stores compatibility tests.
Although several other factors such as, mechanical fit, ground clearance,
flight dynamics, and store separation characteristics, must be tested to
determine the overall compatibility between the aircraft and store, the
electrical compatibility testing aspects present a unique problem. It
is not practical, or wise to mate a new store to an existing aircraft
station electrical disconnect unless a complete electrical compatibility
analysis has been accomplished. To do otherwise, may result in damage
to electrical components within the aircraft or store. More seriously,
an inadvertent release or firing may occur. The degree of testing provided
by the Stores Interface Data Handling and Analysis System is sufficient
to detect both electrical operation and/or safety incompatibilities.
By having a prior knowledge of compatibility facts, the system user can
readily evaluate the situation; and,if feasible, make the required aircraft
wiring and/or component changes accordingly. After all incompatible
conditions are corrected (and the aircraft data file is updated accordingly)
the SI11IA system electrical compatibility test should be repeated to
verify that all incompatible conditions have been corrected and no new
ones were introduced.

The F-111E Aircraft Stores Interface was documented in the formats
previously described as part of the Phase 2 development activity.

The F-4E Aircraft Stores Interface is currently being documnted
in the prescribed formats.

The system is available for use at AFATL now for the F-IIIE and
F-4E. We are presently using the Aircraft Wiring Analysis program
described at the 1973 symposium to define a hypothetical F-16 Aircraft
Stores Interface for inclusion in the Aircraft Store Interfacz Data File.

This system will be of benefit to both industry mad government in
that it will enable an aircraft electrical compatibility study to be
done early in the developmnent phase of any new weapon. Tle major problem
will be to get all the existing inventory of aircraft documented and
put into the data file.

Additional infonmation on this system is available in AFK'L-TR-75-3
Vol I aiul II.
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BRU 10 SIDE PLATE CORROSION STUDY

FOR

NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND

(U)

(ARTICLE UNCLASSIFIED)

by

Kenneth Trelewicz
Dayton T. Brown, Inc.

ABSTRACT. (U) Aircraft and associated equipment corrosion problems probably
date back as far as World War I. Since then, not only are millions of dollars
spent in the anti-corrosion battle, but a great number of man hours also go into
maintenance, repair and replacement of parts. Loss of life has been attributed
to corrosion induced failures of critical aircraft parts. Increases in down
time of aircraft and equipment may be traced, at least in part, to the need to
fight corrosion continually and efficiently. Conditions aboard a carrier
aggravate the corrosion problem by the nature of the carrier's environment. The
relative scarcity of pure water aboard ship prevents anything approaching an
industrial type of corrosion control operation. Corrosion removal methods are
often severe because of the short time available for such activities.

Problems of corrosion are already built into the older equipment and defy
practical correction, certainly by fleet level maintenance. NARF's and IMA's
can and do correct some of the problems, but even at such levels only so much
is possible. The Naval Air Systems Command has initiated anticorrosion efforts
which involve design changes, scientific and technological research and devel-
opment and improvement in overhaul and maintenance equipment and procedures.

One such program initiated at Dayton T. Brown, Inc. under the direction and
funding of the Naval Air System Command involved a study of the corrosion on
the BRU 10 Bomb Ejector Rack sideplates, in particular, around the hook pivot
pin holes.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the approach taken, the research that
was performed by Dayton T. Brown, Inc. and the programs that resulted. The
areas of research involved (1) heat treatment and alloys (2) galvanic corr-
osion of dissimilar metals (3) exfoliation (4) stress corrosion (5) pro-
tective coatings and (6) sealants. The programs that resulted encompassed
static overload testing for determining strength reduction and stress corrosion
testing of the fintal configuration.
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DISCUSSION

BACKGROUND

A report was made by Navy personnel oif observations and test results from the
inspection of BRU 10 bomb racks, both assembled and disassembled at various Navy
facilities. The racks showed a variety of corrosion mechanisms and products
that indicated there was a definite and ITportant fleet problem with BRU 10
racks that must be corrected. In particulnr, severe corrosion was noted on the
inside and outside of the aluminum sideplates, at the hook pivot pin holes
adjacent to the hooks and at the pivot piF retaining clips. On older racks
corrosion was occurring on bare anodized surfaces while on the newer racks, in-
corporating a protective paint system, it was occurring under the paint. Since
the problem was fairly widespread and a corrective repair technique did not
exist, many sets of sideplates were being rejected due to the amount of material
needed to be removed to correct the situation. As a result of the above problems,
an investigation was undertaken to do the following:

(1) Determine mechanisms taking place during the corrosion process.

(2) Provide recomuendations for correction of the problem.

(3) If possible, supply recomnmendation for salvaging existing damaged side-
plates.

(4) Test and evaluate recommaendations

(5) Submit final configuration for incorporation into arawing package
and/or repair procedures.

RESEARCH FINDINGS

First the conditions surrounding the problem had to be defined before it could
be completely recognized. The sideplates are forged from aluminum 7075 and are
heat treated to the T6 condition. Aluminum 7075-T6 is a high strength alloy con-
taining high residual stresses (on the order of Kai), due to the quenching oper-
ation. The precipitation heat treat operation, (artificial aning) at approx-
Imately 250"F does not relieve these stresses since the temperature is not high
enough to cause grain growth. Ideally, after quenching, there are cotpressive
stresses at the surface of a material and tensile stresses in its middle. Mach-
ining (including pivot hole drilling) is perforned after heat treating thereby
exposing high tensile stresses at the new surface. These stresses, as Vill be
seen later, help prowate certain types of corrosion. The surface of the ailn-
inum is anodized which normally provides good corroslon protection, under most
conditions.

The hook pivot pins are made of 1 28 stainless steel which is a good corrosion
resistant metal. The.pivot pt% is hastalled through the holes in the alwtinum
aideplates in direct contact with them, and supports the hook iampering "service"
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stresses not only to itself but to the area of the aluminum around the holes.
The hook shoulders (chrome plated 4140 steel) come in direct contact with
aluminum sideplates on the inside surfaces and a pivot pin retaining clip
(stainless steel) comes In direct contact on the outside surfaces of the side-
plate. The inside of the pivot pin hole and the inside of the sideplate are
primed with a zinc-chromate primer while the outside surface of the sideplate
contains an additional topcoat of white polyurethane paint. The complete
sideplate is anodized underneath the paint.

It is well known that anodize tends to "craze" under strain. The crazing
shows itself as minute cracks or discontinuities in the coating. These dis-
continuities make corrosion easier to occur. Since the load imparted on the
hook pin is directly supported by the anodized aluminum, crazing will develop
around the hook shaft areas exposing unprotected aluminum. N/ext there is
direct contact between stainless steel and aluminum and chrome plate and
aluminum. According to certain Military Specifications (eg: H4IL-STD-1250,
MIL-E-16400Fo MIL-STD-454B and MIL-F-7179C) and many other notable references,
the direct contact of these two sets of metals are not considered permissible
galvanic couples and they are considered dissimilar metals. Dlssimilar metals
are defined as two metals or regions of metal which are chemically unlike be-
cause of a different composition, state of stress, surface condition or envilon-
ment. A galvanic corrosion cell is defined as two dissimilar metals in electri-
cal contact in the presence of an aqueous electrolyte. (eR: steel and aluminum
in presence of salt atmosphere). Two points should be brought up here. It Is
stated in HIL-STD-1250 that the anodic layer on aluminum is ordinarily insul-
ating, but may lose this quality after excposure to humidity and should not be
depended upon for prevention of dissimilar metals contact. Also passivation
of stainless steels normally protects it against corrosion. This pissivation
is due to the formation of a surface oxide film (reaction between surface and
oxygen) 01icl, is often of monowolecular thickness. In the presence of certain
contaminants, notably chloride ions, passivity may be destroyed at small dis-
crete areas of the film. In the passive condition the stainless steels and
chrome plated ateels are strongly cathodic; hence they vill damage other metals
that are anodic, notably aluminum, Also, due to the state of stress, the aslu-
inuw is put in during quenching and according to the definitirn of dissimilar
metale, there probably exists regions of &luatnumw oetal atound the h.owk shaft
hole where anodie and cathodic portions are creating "corrostoo cells" Vithin
the metal. Additioually the paint was not providlog any additional protection
since it was being vorn and damaged by the action of the hook., pivot pin and
retaining clip ohich leaOes bare surfaces. As can be seen froo the circum-
stances surrouding the problet, ve vere getting a coobination of coaditions
leading to elsctrochemtcal (specifically - galvanic) cotrosta, coopounded by
the poor exfoltation resistance of aluminu 1015-46. It should be motad that
once electrochealcal corrosion starts, the chaces for stress corrosion cracktagl
of the alualnum is increased greatly. The T6 te•e•r of 7075 to very su~cept-
ible to S. C. C. due to te unusually high residual Cenaile quenchin* stress.
At the hook shaft holes. this is coqmounded by the fact that there are espoie-0
tensile stream at the surfce due to sa htingr combined vith deaiwts stress..
due to loads. Therefore. any imthod emloyed to help stop the electrocheMcal
corrosion and general cortroimO v1w1 ct.aly. belp to reduce the change to
S. C. C.
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INITIAL RECO?2hIENDATIONS

Based on the information gathered, the following recommendations were made:
These would be used for both "jin service" and newly manufactured sideplates.

(1) In service sideplates shall be stripped of anodize and inspected.
New sideplates would be already in this condition. Bushing thick-
ness to enable all corrosion products to be drilled away from
hook pivot holes shall be determined. Haximum allowable bushing
thickness would be 3/32". If thickness is larger, reject the
sideplates.

(2) Sideplates shall be reheat treated (in service racks) or initially
precipitation hardened to the T76 or T73 condition. The T73 con-
dition provided superior exfoliation resistance with a loss of
10 - 12 Z mechanical properties while T76 condition provides medium
exfoliation resistance (much better than T6) with a loss of 5 - 7 Z
mechanical properties. The T73 condition is produced by heating
the part to 350 + lOF for 8 hours while the T76 requires 3359 +5,
-10*F for 18 hours. It would have to be determined how much the
reduction In mechanical properties would affect the bomb racks'
performance.

(3) Once heat treated, the sideplate pivot pin holes shall be drilled
to allow a 3/32" wall thickness bushing to be installed and
spotfaced on the interior 1/16".

(4) Bushings are to be manufactured as follows:

(a) Material shall be 13-8 PH CRES heat treated to U1-1050
coadition.

(b) Bushings shall be shouldered on the Inside 1/16".

(C) Bushing shall be cadmium plated in accordance vith
QQ-P-416C Class 1 Type 23 (.0005" thick with supple-
mentary chromatic treatment). This provides cadmium
gith the corrosion resistance and cadrium Is electro-
mechanically compatible with aluainun.

(5) Sideplates (after drilling) shall be anodized in accordance vith
HIL-A-9625, Class 1, Type 2 with the duplex sealinK operation of
amnduent 1. (dated 13 March 1969) of said speciEicartvo used,
Duplex sealing is accomplished by lnrnnstg the sideplate in a
52 solution of nickel acetate and sodium dichromate •i•ich provide
addietoui corrooion protection over ithe conwvecatloal dihrocate
sea 'hich bad been used.

(6) After ao-diing, the bush1ing hall be installed with a .0P2" press

fiti The Et shall be In uccordaace with Gentral Speci•icatloa for
Dsig and Consttuctiont of Aircraft $teapocs Systea Voluas 2,
Rotary Via& Aircraft SO-24.

(7) If the buoshiug ate subjected to remval, all surfaces should be
coated tith fresh s•". chroeste primr fT-P-1¶*7 ad installed
"vet", If it Is to be a pervuannt lnstallat-ln, the epoxy equiva-
lent. h4.L-P-23377 shall be used.
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(8) After the primer has dried or set, a bead of polysulfide sealant
MIL-S-81733 shall be applied on both sides of the bushings along
the area of direct metal contact between it and the sideplate.
This would keep tho salt atmosphere from attacking the cadmium
in direct contact with the aluminum exposing the uncompatible
stainless steel.

(9) The hook pivot pins shall be 13-8 PH CRES with a coating of MIL-L-
46010 dry film when applied.

(10) The same paint system (zinc chromate primer plus polyurethane top-

coat) could now be applied.

(11) The Bomb Rack can now be assembled in the normal manner.

It was anticipated that these methods would provide means of repair to in service
sideplates and improve the overall general and galvanic corrosion resistance
of old and new sideplates at the least cost possible.

TEST AND EVALUATION

To prove out the recommendations, two bombs were manufactured with one set of
sideplates T76 and one set T73 (excluding the paint system which would just
retard the initial corrosion reaction) and subjected to the following tests.
To determine whether the loss in mechpnical properties of the sideplates had
affected performance, the complete bcýb racks were subjected to the de.sign
load and moments of MIL-R-21982 (detailed bomb rack specification). 'ais
test evaluates the racks' ultimate static strength oased on maximum aero-
dynamic loads. The results of the testing showed the T76 temper to be accept-
able and the T73 temper to be unacceptable based on the fact that permanent
distortion was occurred in the sideplates before design limit loads were reached.

Subsequently, a third bomb rack was manufactured using the T76 non-painted
"bushed" T76 sideplates and was subjected to a stress corrosion test along with
a standard non-bushed T6 sideplate bomb rack. Both were sublicted to in ser-
vice loads while in a 5% salt spray atmosphere for 120 hours.

Results showed the bushings to completely eliminate the corrosion around the
hook pivot pin holes while the T76 condition substantially increased the over-
all corro '•ii resistance of the sideplate-as compared to the T6 sideplate.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result, changes have been made to the original design data package draw-
ings to be used for procurement of new bomb racks and maintenance manuals wsere
'•hanged to reflect the new corrective measures to be taken to salvage in ser-
vice bomb racks.

The improvements stemming from this work are expetted to reduce maintenance
and overhaul hcurs on a long term basis, increase the bomb racks' reliab•iity
and, therefore, increase aircraft availability.
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CONTINUING DEVELOPMENTS

Additional work is being performed at the Naval Air Development center in con-
junction with the Naval Avionics Facility in the area of sideplate finishes
and preservatives. It is hoped that additional advances In primers, sealants
and methods of cleaning and preserving would provide greater protection and
reduce maintenance man hours,
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AIRCRAFT/STORE INTERFACE MANUAL - ASIM
(U)

(Article UNCLASSIFIED)
by

Harold Washmuth
Pacific Missile Test Center
Point Mugu, California 93042

ABSTRACT. (U) Since January 1972, the joint Technical
Coordination Group/Munitions Development (JTCG/MD) Working Party
has sponsored the work on the Aircraft Stores Interface Manual
(ASIM). The manual presents a compilation of armament interface
data on aircraft, pylon and bomb racks in the form of scale
drawings readily usable for aircraft clearance lines, ground
lines, bomb rack hook locations, sway brace locations, pylon
locations, aircraft control surfaces and other items necessary
to aid in the detetermination of store-to-aircraft clearances.
This manual has been accepted for this usage as a Joint Service
document. Many additions, however, need to be made; such as
more details on pylons, access to doors, pins, etc., aircraft
carriage capabilities, etc. These are being addressed on a funds
available basis and will be provided in future revisions. The
next major addition planned is an addendum manual on the stores
in the form of scale drawings which can be used as overlays to
the basic manual. These drawings will provide store geometry and
mass properties, including dimensions, weight, center of gravity,
moment of inertia, tolerance when available, and basic reference
information identifying the design activity and/or activity with
engineering responsibility.

Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
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Since January 1972, the Joint Technical Coordination Group/
Munitions development (JTCG/MD) Working Party has sponsored the
work on the Aircraft Stores Interface Manual (ASIMI. The manual
presents a compilation of armament interface data on aircraft,
pylon and bomb racks in the form of scaled drawings. Thie manual
is readily usable for aircraft clearance lines, ground lines, bomb
rack hook locations, sway brace locations, pylon locations, aircraft
control surfaces, and other items necessary to aid in the determina-
tion of store-to-aircraft clearances. The manual has been accepted
for this usage as a Joint Service document. H~owever, many items
need to be added, such as more details on pylons, access (doors,
pins), aircraft carriage capabilities, etc. These are being ad-
dressed on a funds available basis and will be provided in future
revisions.

The aircraft designers and stores test agencies, etc. have
needs for store characteristics data, just as the weapon designer
has need for aircraft and suspension data. It is therefore planned
to put out an addendum or supplement to the ASIM on stores. This
manual will cover all stores (bombs, clusters, rockets, missiles,
tanks, pods, etc.) that are attached to an aircraft through suspension
equipment (racks and launchers). The drawings will describe the
physical characteristics and shape of the store and provide mass
properties (weight, center of gravity moment of inertia, etc.), and
who has engineering responsibility (organization, code, phone number,
etc. ).

The first phase of this program has started with the preparation
of a Joint Service Data Item Description (DID) requiring all store
designers to prepare a standard format drawing to be included in the
procurement package List-of-Drawings. The drawings can then be ex-
tracted, reduced and inserted into whatever manual that requires the
weapon's physical data, such as ASIM.

The next phase will involve acquiring data for all existing
stores and addinq the data to the existihg procurement package List-
of-Drawings system. The third phase of the program will involve prep-
aration, distribution, and maintenance of the manual as is being done
with the ASIM. A standard format is being developed, and it is intend-
ed to acquire and present this data. It is planned to provide these
drawings in the manual at a scale of 1/16" = 1". The drawings can be
used as a direct overlay witk the current ASIM. The original drawing
will be made to a 1/4 scale and photographically reduced for direct
overlay to the manual. Most drawings will be on 8 1/2" X 11" sheets;
some on 11" X 17". The drawing size will be suitable for inclusion
in reports, and will provide for easy storage.
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There are other programs that acquire and present other data
on stores and stores' requirements that complement one another
without involving a duplication of effort. The armament management
system "Weapon Interface Data Summary" (WIDS) books is an example
of a program that will be using stores physical characteristics
data. The WIDS is basically a stores electrical characteristics
and requirements summary, which requires standard format stores
physical characteristics data. Another example is the Weapon/Ship-
board Interface Control Data books. This series of books describes
the stores' requirements for shipboard handling and storage. These
shipboard handling books also need store physical characteristics
drawings. These two programs are planning to use the stores physical
characteristics drawings.

The proposed stores physical characteristics drawings will com-
plement many programs, as in the previous examples. The proposed
drawings will alleviate the existing problems of having many differ-
ent reports using their own separate data and, in many cases, using
conflicting data.
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Fig. 1 - Aircraft Stores Interface Manual Status and
Planned Expansion

Fig. 2 - CBU-551B Interface Control Drawings. Drawing 1 of 2.
Example Store Characteristics Drawing Format.

Fig. 3 - CBU-55/B Interface Control Drawing. Drawing 2 of 2.
Example Store Characteristics Drawing Format.
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SrtORE-S NMASA(1Y1{f SYSTL-1

A wide variety of weapon control systemfs are in use today in tactical
aircraft. ;,Athough their functions are similar, each system is peculiar
to its aircraft or weapon. Hardware complexity is presenting a major
problem by reducing overall aircraft mission reliability and aircraft
flexibility. Current development of more sophisticated we;qaons demands
a better approach to stores management.

Tlhe Armament Laboratory has initiated development of a Digital Integrated
Stores Management System (&%S) capable of adapting to a wide variety of
weapon systems and aircraft. Thie system is fully progranmiable providing
adaptation to future weapon systems hith only software changes.

1The Stores Managenent System consists of four basic components: the
pilot's control panel; the system processor; the multiplex bus; and the
station logic units. Tlhe system is controlled by pilot inputs through
a small number of programmable switches. IThe system computer processes
these inputs along with other related avionics data, and sends the
corresponding control signals to the station logic units over a tire
division multiplex bus.

llie central processor for the Stores Mtangement System is a 1(OLM 1602
Rugged Nova general purpose minicoaniter with 32K x 16 bit word aagnetic
core storage. This processor provides all the control, monitor, and
release signals to the system. It interfaces with the pilot and other
aircraft systems as well as the stores. 1his tunit does all data pro-
cessing and controls bus transmissions between itself and all other remote
terminals, he processor's software is constructed in functiona! blocks
to allow adaptation to different aircaraft and weapls withuJt co91ote

The pilot's coiatrol panml consists of a modified llurroughs self-scn panll
with wA 11) switch Moerlay. This overlay allows the pilot to select
weapon optins by touhting that part of the ipAel Ohere the optiom is
displayed. The 256 diaracter d&isplay and switdh points are fully pro-
grxv-A!o.. 11e Weapon ConAtroI ut~el displays all infotMt601 tequixed for
stores owanagn-wnt W-d incorporates tuamy previotusly- har&dirod veapws
switcdhs into a single disp)lay and control dovica.

Th Nbus ultipioxor provides a coaniication link btw-eA Op the cqRsents
of die Stores K.magetnt Systc"-. This is a party liine, tilt div ision
Multiple sxston cvxqtiblo with MIL-SID-1SS3. infowr-ation is ALnchestcr
It codd into 20 bit vot; thrm bits for sync, 16 data bits, wan one
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odd parity bit. Information flow is in the following format: a conmmand
word, one through 32 data words, and a status word. Components of the
mux system include a bus controller, multiplex terminal units, and the
transmission line and couplers. The bus controller provides the inter-
face between the processor and the transmission lirne and is under soft-
ware control. The multiplex terminal units interface the transmission
line to the remote terminal. The transmission line is transformer
coupled, twisted, shielded pair.

The station logic unit provides the electrical interface between the
SMIS and the store. This unit accepts multiplexed data, decodes this
data, and generates necessary control signals. The store interface
consists of the following signal types: power, monitoring, control,
analog, and serial. This interface is not dedicated to a particular
weapon and can be programmed to control future systems.

I
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INTRODUCTION. Th~is documnent describes the Stores ?vnagewnnt System
(ST M evelopment at the Armamnent Laboratory at Eglin AFB, Florida.
An overview of the system is presented explaining system objectives
and advantages. Next, the general system architecture is discussed
with a brief description of the major functional blocks. Finally, each
functional block is di-scussed in detail,
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OVERVIEW

The Stores Management System (SMS) is an advanced development
demonstration that controls, monitors, and releases stores from a
combat aircraft. The system is controlled by pilot inputs through a
small number of discrete switches and a display panel. A digital
computer processes these inputs and other data provided by aircraft
systems and then sends control signals to the aircraft/stores interface
units over a time division multiplex bus. In addition to the control,
monitor, and release of stores, the SMS retains in memory preselected
weapon delivery and jettison programs, provides for weapons options
selections, monitors weapon status, monitors the status of avionics
systems directly related to weapons delivery, provides for emergency
jettison, and provides other functions detailed in this specification.

The SNIS also enhances the safety, reliability, and the maintainability
of stores management. All release and control signals are encoded into
a multi-bit field requiring proper decoding prior to command execution.
This reduces the possibility of an inadvertent release, Also, all system
performance data is stored throughout the flight. This data details
system errors and malfunctions which occurred during the mission and is
read out after the flight by maintenance personnel.

System Architecture. The Stores Management System architecture and
functi.inal blocks are shown in Fig 1. The Stores Management System
consists of four basic components: the Pilot's Control Panel; the
System Processor; the Muitiplex Bus; and the Station Logic Units. The
system is controlled by pilot inputs through a small nunber of programnable
switches. The system computer processes these inputs along with other
related avionics data, and sends the corresponding control signals to the
station logic units over a time division multiplex bus.

The central processor for the Stores Management System is a ROLM
1602 Rugged Nova general purpose minicomputer with a 32K x 16 bit word
magnetic core storage. This processor provides all the control, monitor,
and release signals to the system. It interfaces with the pilot and other
aircraft systems as well as the stores. This unit does all data processing
and controls bus transnissions between itself and other remote terminals.
Te- processor's software is constructed in functional blocks to allow

adaptation to different aircraft and weapons without complete revision.

The weapon control paiel consists of an alyamnumeric display media
Sa minimum of five lines by 10 characters/line, and a minimum of 10
programmable switches nd 1.0 dedicated switches. Vie option selections
are made by depressing the ptogrammble switch associated with the
desired option. 1he switches are positioned directly adjacent to thW display area

S( 7468
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on both sides; i.e., five switches per side. The dedicated switches
are master mode switches such as power, program, program load, program
clear, step display, display inventory of weapons loaded (quantity and
type), program air-to-ground weapons, program air-to-air weapons, gun
select, and selective jettison program. The WCP displays all information
required for stores management and through the programmable switches
incorporates many previously hardwired weapon switches into a single
device.

The bus multiplexer provides a communication link between the compo-
nents of the Stores Management System. This is a party line time division
multiplex system compatible with MIL-STD-1553. Information is Manchester
II coded into 20 bit words; three bits for sync, 16 data bits, and one
odd parity bit. Information flow is in the following format: a comnand
word, I through 32 data words, and a status word. Components of the
multiplex system include a bus controller, multiplex terminal units, and
the transmission line. The bus controller provides the interface between
the processor and the transmission line and is under software control.
Likewise, the multiplex terminal units interface the transmission line
to the remote terminal. The transmission line is transformer coupled
twisted shielded pairs.

The station logic unit provides the electrical interface between the
SNI and the store. This unit accepts multiplexed data, decoded this
data, and generates necessary control signals. The store interface
consists of the following signal types: power, monitoring, control,
analog, and serial. This interface is not dedicated to a particular
weapon and can be programued to control future systems.

SN Software. The software executed in the main logic unit provides all
of the control, monitor, and release signals to the system. It interfaces
with the pilot and other aircraft systems as well as with the stores.
The software is constructed in functional modules allowing simple adaptation
to different aircraft and different weapons without complete revision.
It is written in machine language atd is modularly constructed to enhance
debugging, and is entirely resident in the core memory of the processor.
The general organization of the software is shown in Figure 2. To facil-
itate the functional description of the software, the individual modules
have been grouped as follows:

a. Utility routines

b. Panel routines

c. Functional Youtines

d. Data tables

748I ll I
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The balance of this section will describe the general operational
organization of the SMS software and detail the function of individual
software modules.

The utility functions performed by the SM3 software are listed below:

a. Real time clock

b. Idle loop

c. Interrupt handler

d. Record history inventory

e. I/O routines

f. Power up/down

g. Buffer manager

h. Task initiator

i. Executive

The hardware real ti=e clock is mounted on the bus controller card
in the 1602. The clock is programmable for intervals between 1 and 256
milliseconds in 1 millisecond increments. At the expiration of the
prograwd interval, an interrupt is generated and is processed by the
real time clock routine. This routine checks the time out queue and
initiates any task deferred until the expiration of a given time interval.
Tasks timing out simultaneously are initiated according to their relative
task priorities. The real time routine returns control to the task
interrupted.

The idle loop is entered when no other functional routines require
execution. The module initiates periodic system status checks of the
following avionics systems:

a. Avionics Remote Torminal

b. The WCP

c. Lach Store SSIU

d. Lach stoic providing feedback data

Occasional checvks on static portions of the ALU ae done using stwming
tccluictes. Failure of any systen is relauyd to the pilot via the WLl'
(if possible) aid causes a branch to a dograded mode of crpration. 11W
idle loop is exited weni mwother routino requires service.
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Thle int~rrulthandler processes interrupts generated by the WCP,
individual MIUs, or the real time clock. When an interrupt is generated,
the interrupt handler determines which device caused the interrupt and
transfers contol to the proper service module. The interrupt handler
causes the state of the interrupted task to be saved and restores that
task to operation after the interrupt has been serviced.

The record history inventory routine is entered whenever the status
of any system or store needs to be recorded. Initial entry occurs on
power up allowing loading of the status of the components of the S.% and
the inventory of stores. Other entries occur as stores are released or
systems change status. This module maintains the station inventory,
stores inventory, and history tables.

The MNU software also controls I/O to the bus controller. This
information consists of a conmand word, up to 32 data words, and a status
word. The function of the I/O routines are to encode messages and control
the transmission of data. The I/O routines also control message reception,
decoding, and storage in the proper buffer for use by other functional
routines. SLnultaneous requests for I/O activity will result in the higher
priority tasks receiving first attention.

The function of the Power Up/Down routines is to provide for initial
system start up and for a smooth transition of program operation in the
event of a power interruption. On the initial application of power to
the system, this module causes a system status check to be performed and
the interrogation of each SSIU by the inventory routine to determine the
number and type of stores loaded on the aircraft. This information is
stored in the stores inventory table. The power up routine will, at
pilot option, retain or clear those preprogranmed jettison and weapons
delivery routines retained in memory on power down. Wihen these functions
are complete, control is transferred to the task initiator routine to
begin execution of queued tasks. The power down routine insures that the
data required to restart the SNC in its current state is saved and that
a message signaling MU power failure is sent to the WCP.

The buffer manager routine allocates and de-allocates I/O buffers
used by various routine and tasks. The task initiator is an executive
level utility program that determines which stores mvnagement tasks are
to be initiated. The tasks are listed in order of priority below:

a. Executive routine and I/O service

b. Jettison routine.

c. Mission routines

d. Gun routime

o. Built-in-Test arn discrete check-
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f. Programming

g. Idle loop

The task initiator maintains two block storage areas. The first is
the Task Control Block (TCB) and contains information giving the current
status of each task. This buffer is updated after program interrupt,
at the completion of tasks, or at the completion of individual subtasks.
The Master Control Block is a listing in priority order of the next tasks
to be performed. This block contains the status of each task, whether
waiting I/O, waiting for a timeout, or in execution. This data allows
the task initiator routine to maintain current execution of several
tasks. The task initiator exits to the service routine for the next
task to be initiated.

The MAS executive changes the MLU state and the system operation
mode in response to pilot inputs from the WCP or discrete switches.
The executive causes the data required to restart any task to be saved
in the TCB and reinitiates the highest priority task after an interrupt
has been serviced.

Several routines are required to control the Weapon Control Panel
O(CP) including word library, switch interpretation, and WCP message
processor. The word library consists of words and syMols used in the
generation of displays. The library is accessed with message codes from
the stores function table and transfers these words to the panel I/O
routines through the WCP message processor. The interpreter routine
gathers and formats the switch information; i.e., programmable switch
number, related option, and dedicated switch meanings; and transers it
to the WCP message processor for use in interpreting the pilot's option
or dedicated switch selection. WCP message processor receives data from
the word library and switch interpreter routines, formats it for transmission
to the WCP, and then transfers the data to the I/O controller. The message
processor also decodes data from the WCP and loads it into remory buffers
for use by the MLU. Data sent to the panel is used for message display.
Data returning from the panel will consist of pilot selection conrands.
A rvcord of messages sent to the WCP is also maintained. A nmber of
non-replys will cause the ýILU to issue a '"CP inolprativo" message.
Ilie message processor routine also encodes conminds for contolling the
activation of switches on the Panel Switch Matrix.

The functional routines are the implementation of the logic required
to control, monitor, and release stores. Tho software modules providing
thwse functions are divided into four groups:

a. Pr'ogrxan~iing

b. Mission Execution

c. Simlation
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d. Special Weapons.

The programming functions are:

a. Weapon delivery options selection

b. Jettison options selection

c. Display delivery programs

d. Display jettison programs

e. Display station status

f. Continuously available options

The weapon delivery option selection routine allows the pilot to
select a particular type of weapon. The options available for each
weapon are stored as a perwanent part of the MiU memory in the Stores
Function Table. The selection process consists of displaying available
options and then a pilot selection. The selection is recorded both on
the display panel and in the MLU, and is followed by the display of the
next set of options. This sequence is repeated until all options are
selected. The operator will then have the option of storing the selected
weapons delivery program or activating it. If activation is selected,
the WCP will list those discrete switches (e.g., 'Master Am, Geardown
Safety Interlock, etc.) that must be actuated prior to the weapon release.
Once these switches are "on" the XCP will indicate the displayed weapon
delivery program is ready for execution.

"* , The jettison options available to the pilot will be similarly selected.
Thie WCP initially displays stores available for jettison. The pilot
selects the store to be jettisoned and the stations from which the
jettison will occur. Ia case the store selected is a weapon, the pilot
selects either an armd or safe release. In the case of multiple weapons
on a secondary rack, all weapons are released in a standard release
sequence at a minimun release interval. When these options have been
selected, the pilot will either activate the program or store it. If
"Activate" is selected, tVe WCP will display the selectexl jettison program;
and if weapons are to be jettisoned armd", will diheck the status of the
,taster Am. The pickle button then serves to release the store. If
the Master Am is not "on" all stores will be jettisoned safe regardless
of the selection made by the pilot. If "store" is selected, the jettison
program will be stored in the next aailable slot in the pmepIann t
jettison ama in NiUi m"-ry. Tlhese program are then execut•d in a
first-in-first-out mwir by operation of tie jettison butten.
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The display preplanned delivery jettison progras routine causes
the stored preplanned weapons delivery prograns to be displayed one at
a time in the order of their selection. As each program is displayed,
the pilot will have the option of changing the selection, activating tie
program, or displaying the next program in line. The initial pilot
selection determines whether jettison programs or delivery programs are
displayed.

The display station status module is entered after pilot selection
of a display option and displays station by station the stores types
available and the status (W0-NO/WO) of both the station and the store.
The display will inform the pilot of hung weapons at the station.

The Weapons Control Panel will have three switch points continuously
active during all modes of system operation. 1hese points are:

Function Locat ion

Display Programs Dedicated Switch on WCP

Otange Selection " " "

Default/Continue " " " "

Activation of the display program switch will cause the software to
exit the current routine and return to the display of the initial program
options available to the pilot. The options displayed will be:

a. Weapons Delivery Program

b. Jettison Program

c. Display Preplanned Programs

d. Display Station Status

o. Simulation

Vhe mission executor software acaxlislu:s thi fallowing ftCAtions:

a. Mission Lxective

). Rclease/Fire

L. Safe Usaew

d. £ozin lg

C. Dug, right
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The mission executive performs a sub-executive function by responding
to pilot commands from the discrete MfI. The routine is entered any
time a weapons delivery program or jettison program is activated. A
weapons delivery program is activated either by pilot selection of a
display option on the WCP or by oplration of the dog fight switch.

A jettison program is activated by pilot selection of a display
option at the end of a jettison option selection sequence, or by operation
of the jettison button. This routine accomplishes the following
functions:

a. Transfers designated release program to the "active program"

portion of memory.

b. Displays the program called up.

c. Checks the position of the MIaster Am and other applicable
aircraft and pilot operated interlock switches.

d. Sends message to WCP if further pilot actions are required
prior to delivery.

e. Commands final store preparations.

f. Ibrms the required commands to be sent to the store prior to
release.

g. Calls for execution of the safe escape routine at a rate not
less thmn once every .1 second.

h. Calls the store release or trigger programs when the bomb release
button, jettison button, or trigger are actuated.

i. Uisplays a "Program Complote" message %whn the delivery Nas been
executed.

j. Resixnds to activation of the dog fight switdh.

Activation of the Woab release swi"t- causes the Ifollowing, sequn
of avenits to be perfoi' d in the release/fire routine.

(1) A 'Start CUtatiMM" Wssago is smt to the WiEW if an
antomatic delivery MG&- is solecd.

(2) 11w position oi tdw ýaster Am w4 othwr aircraft safoty
Sinterlock is crkoed.

.(23) The pilot is iifo�, if all intorlocks requir nts ame

not Wt.

(4) Arming zass4ag•s aro sent to all solocted stations.
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(S) A release comuter and the release interval is set up-for
ripple releases.

(6) Release signals are sent to the proper station after receipt
of the release signal from the 101C

(7) The record history routine is called to record the results
and par-weters of the release.

(8) Control is returned to tie mission executor at completion
of the release progra•i.

Acdivation of the jettison switch causes the stores release software
to perfom the following functions:

a. kove the jettison program stored in the first position in the
jettison stack to the "Active Program" portion of memory.

b. Store tho program currently in the "Active Prograd' area.

c. L(•eck Nbster Arm and aircraft safety interlocks.

d. Semn an "Am" couind if anx-d jettison is selected atd Naster
AnU is on.

e. Prepare and send release massage.

f. Call record Itistory routine.

g. I&i.turn control to mission executor at co,-letion.

Artivation of the trigger switch causesd the following functions
to be perfom-xl:

a. A rlcwck of the positim of the 1,V.stor Arm an odhr aircraft
safety inturlocks.

b. A c"k of the triggor sigmal to see if tire g• is to be tunw-on or off,

c. The gun s'Paw ce±and ig solt to the guii.

d. The f i mo wtmar is scmt to thwe guwa-d tw curr•it mode of gwi
qweratlon is ...o. W-,

e. Qmntvol is wotwm•d to the saissiou exocutor.
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The trigger switch causes operation of th.e gun any time the Master Arm
is on and a weapons delivery program is activated. The trigger software
will not initiate operation of the lead computing optical sight (used for
air-to-gun modes) unless an air-to-air gun program has been pre-programmed
and activated, The gun will always fire at the high rate unless another
rate is pre-programned and that program is selected.

The safe escape routine is entered periodically from the imission
executor and the stores release sottware. The function of this module
is to obtain dive angle, airspeed, and "height above ground" data from
the Air Data Computer. The program uses the dive angle and airspeed
to enter the safe escape table for the selected weapon to obtain a minimum
safe release altitude for fragment clearance. This altitude is compared
to the height above ground. If the aircraft is below minimum safe release
altitude, a warning is displayed to the pilot.

The fuzing software causes fuzing information to be transferred from
the stores function table to the weapon at the proper time in the release
sequence. The software is capable of sending fuze activation information
to both conventional and digital fuzes.

The reject routine is entered from the mission executor after activation
of the reject switch. The function of the routine is to alter the release
sequence by stepping over the next store in the release order and releasing
the second one in line.

The dog fight routine is entered from the mission executor after
activation of the dog fight switch. The switch has four positions.
The first position causes the mission executor to display the first
preprogrammed weapons delivery program selected by the pilot. The second
position displays the next pre-planned program selected. The third position
causes the displayed program to be activated. The fourth position of the
switch is neutral and causes no software interrupt.

The simulation module allows full operation of the stores management
software without sending arm or fire commands to the stores. This routine
is entered by pilot selection of the last "display programs" options.
When the selection is made, the word "simulation" is displayed on the
WCP. Once in the simulation mode, all of the SS software functions are
available to the pilot. In the simulation routine, operation of the
pilot controlled discrete switches will cause the routine to compare the
signal input from the discrete MiLJ with a standard signal stored in the
MLU. Any discrepancies in coding or format will be notified of faulty
switch operation.. Exit from the simulation mode will occur by pilot
selection of the display programs option.

The special weapons software controls the arming and monitoriiig of
gravity nuclear weapons in a a=ier consistent with that specified i:n
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Sandia Drawing 185475. This drawing specifies the sequence of commands
required to arm and safe the weapon and the monitor requirements, and
applies to a d screte weapon only.

Data required for proper control and monitor of aircraft stores
nust be maintained within the 14LU memory. This is accomplished using
the different data tables listed below:

a. Stores Function Table

b. Safe Escape Table

c. History Table

d. Aircraft Peculiar Table

e. Inventory Table

Weapon peculiar data is stores in a stores function table and
divided into two parts; the fixed length entry and the extensive entry.
The fixed length entry contains the following information:

* a. Weapon code

b. Weapon characteristics

c. Nose am pin number

d. Tail ann pin nurber

e. Release/fire pin nuizber

f. Minimnm release internal

g. Applicable safety interlock

h. Utension data access infonnation

i. Release. mode available

j. .uinbor of releases per bomb button actuatio

k. L~loymont option (disPerse or separate)

1. kmiajig options available

111e extenision entry table is of variable length ;9W contains the
following types of store information:

a. 11W softwcare routine wontrolling each individual store function.
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b. The interface pin numbers to be used in controlling each indivi-

dual store function.

c. The interface pin numbers to be used in monitoring store function.

d. Options available to pilot for selection.

e. WCP and MIU messages which will be used in controlling the store.

The safe escape table is a two dimensional table of minimnn safe
release altitudes particular to a weapon. The table is entered with dive
angle and airspeed data from the Central Air Data Computer to give a
miniimun safe release altitude. This ndnimum altitude is compared with
the aircraft altitude to give fragment clearance information. This
table will be a permanent part of memory for all applicable stores.

The history table is formed during weapon release or jettison and
contains the pilot options selected, the release parameters (dive angle,
airspeed, altitude), and the results of the release when available.
Por releases from a multiple carriage rack, results will be stored after
enough release commands have been sent to clear the rack. The results
in all cases will be either "All Released" or "Store Hung."

The history table also records the results of the activation of
the pilot operated discrete switches when the SMS is in the Simulate
node. The status of those stores providing feedback will also be
retained in this table. The history table is updated by the record
history routine.

The aircraft peculiar table contains data characteristic of the
host aircraft. Data contained in this table might be the number of
stations available on aircraft and safety interlocks which must be
satisfied prior to store release. This module gives the &%• software
the ability to be adaptable to various aircraft without major recoding.
Ilie aircraft peculiar table is a pormanent part of the MLU mewry.

The inventory table is divided into two parts; the stores inventory
table, and the station inventory table. Both tables are constructed and
maintained by software. The initial data inputs are formed from Status
I information from the Stores SSIU. The stores inventory table is a
store by store listing of all stores loaded on the aircraft and contains
the following information:

a. Store type code

b. Address of store function table entry for the store

c. Address of safe escape table entry

d. Stations load with this store

u. Characteristics of stov
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This table is initialized by the inventory routine and maintained until

all stores of one type are released.

The station inventory table includes:

a. Store type code
b. Parent and secondary rack type
c. Number of steres at station
d. Stores telexised
e. Missile status
f. Hung weapons

This table is initialized by the inventory routine and updated as stores
are released or otherwise change status.

Sub-System Interface Units (SSIU). The store SSIU provides tie electrical
interface between the Stores N gement System and the store. All store
control and feedback signals must flow through the item. Functionally,
the store SSIU can be divided into the following blocks.

A cotmand word is recived from the associated NfrU by the timing
and control section. Depending on the transmit/receive bit and subaddress
jmode, this section opens a channel to the specified submodule. For a
particular subaddress mode, the section will compare dual transmissions
to ensure proper data transfer before it is passed to the submodule. Also
contained in this section is the control sequence electronic responsible
for housekeeping functions f ich as BIT.

Data is then transmitted to or received from various I/0 suhmodules
including control section, safety interlock section, function generator,
signal conditioning section, sensing section, programmable coding section,
or switching section.

Tlhe control section must provide all discrete powe'r and control
sign-als to the store. This secti.n is configured to proýide high power,
yet huve many built-in safety features. Nluitibit codes are dcoded and
compared with previous transmissions (see safety interlock) before being
acted upon. Both 115V 3 phase AC and 28 VM) must be switcf, some
circuits providing 15 amps cotituous and up to 50 amps tratsients capacity.

Ilie safety interlock section necessitates the .AING of separate
tratwnissions before activation of critical functions. Theo output of this
section must be a one before any' critical sigual ca'i be used and is con-
stantly monitord :to detect anerror cown/ition.

llhe function generator will provide the serial output necessary to
control the H-77 digital fuze, ,modular wea4)oi.s, and 4-6 PAL co.les. 11t
subaidress rode is decoded to dtermina the proper weapon interfacing
procedure. !or slow response weapons. (stu, ats the 8-77), tkis section will
interrogate the weapon, stoe tlx appropriate data, and deliver this data
to the MIU on comawnd. A dual serial inteorace is povided, one codad in
1%4anchestor II, and the other in NI.Z
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The signal conditioning section contains D/A, A/D, and freq/digital
convertors. The D/A convertors process digital information into analog
signals acceptable for a store. An example is the slewing signal for
a Maverick. Uie A/D converts store analog signals into a form suitable
for bus transmission. The frequency/digital convertors formats a
frequency into a digital form. This convertor will allow the information
content of the Shrike and AIM-9 to be transmitted on the multiplex bus.

The sensing section monitors the discrete functions of the store.
It must be able to detect 28 VDC, an open circuit, or a ground condition.

The programmable code section allows coding of 32 station locations,
five parent rack types, nine secondary rack types, 900 store types,
and up to six store quantities. The store SSIIJ station location and
parent rack type will be programmed at pylon installation. Secondary
rack type, store type, and quantity will be programmed at time of weapon
upload without power on the aircraft, and will be read by the = at
system initialization.

The switching section must switch high bandwidth analog signrtls
(i.e., video) and route certain hardwired functions. These functions
are rack unlock consent, nuclear consent, and emergency jettison. These
are "hardwired" to provide safety and emergency system backup.

Communication with the store SSIU is through its associated M= and
is in MIL-STD-15S3 format. A command word is first transmitted to the
SSIU containing the following information:

a. A transmit receive bit.

b. A subsystem address code for internal SSIU use.

c. The number of data words to be transmitted or received.

Th1 required data and status words follow this command word.

T1e store SSIU is assigned the following subsystem address codes:

Subsystem Code

Status I "1011
Status II 01100
Control Word O0QI1
SW WogSc 01011

.PAL Code 10111
Digital Weapoi 10101

Ux.he Status I suhaddress allos the Wu to Ixad tle Programtble code
infoi•ation (see SSWU ftmctioas). This is the store loading data an• is
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read on system initialization. The Status II subaddress code allows the
LIU to obtain store status. This code queries the sensing section and

thus relays information obtained from the store monitor lines. The
control subsystem address is used with data words dedicated for control
functions, and will activate particular control pins. Each word consists
of a 4-bit word type and three 4-bit control functions. Each control
function corresponds to a particular pin set.

Communication with the store SSIU proceeds in the following sequence:
Upon system power up, the MLU queries the Status I section of each SSIU
in turn and informs the MLU of overall aircraft loading. The MLU then
computes the pin assignment data for a particular SSIU store load.
The MLU will then, and as needed throughout the mission, issue control
conffmds to the store SSIU using the control subaddress. Periodically,
the ýLU will also query the sensing section to obtain store status.

The discrete SSIU provides the electrical interface for additional
cockpit discrete switching including: trigger, bomb release, jettison,
dog fight, reject, master arm, uncage, target designate, PAL enable,
ground override, nuclear consent, and rack unlock. Activation of trigger,
bomb release, jettison, dog fight, or reject causes an interrupt to be
issued to the MLU. Other pilot activated switches will be queried on
command. The aircraft discrete switches interfaced include gear up
switch, flap interlock switch, bomb bay door sense, and gun gas purge.
These switches are read periodically throughout the mission.

Also included in the discrete SSIU are A/D convertors and digital/
frequency convertors. The A/D cornertors digitize the two slewing signals
and are sappled 60 times a second under program control. The digital/
frequency convertor encodes the lock-on signals from the AIM-9 and Shrike.

The avionics SSIJU provides the interface between the multiplex bus
and other avionics subs)stems interfacing the Stores Management System.
Tlhe MLU will use data from or control the following subsystems: weapon
release coq)uter, mnissile firing conrputer, INS, =1d lead computing
optical sight. The !W .U will send to the WVC a weapon tIpe code, a start
computation signal, ead release advance information. ithe WIC. will provide
the = with a systm status signal (M-NO/(f) aun a start release signal.
Vie Air Iata computer will provide true air speed, calibrated airspeed,
altitude (AiL), and altitude (AtM). '!ie status of eacli copmnent will
also be provided. VTe iJiertial navigation system will pprovid• attitude
(pitch and roll), latitude, longitude, Reading, and system status. The

WLU will send start/stop coiaands to the load eotuting optical sight.
Viue required data will be loaded directly into the avionics .•SlU from
the systems addressed, and will be transmitted to the MIU over the malti-
plex bws. Ihe avionics Miii will pwrvide data on demaul from tlw 41 .
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Bus Multiplex System. The bus multiplexer provides a connunication
link between the components of the Stores Management System. The basic
bus architecture conforms to MIL-STD-I553. The components of the
multiplex system are the multiplex terminal units 04li), bus controller,
(BC), and the line and couplers.

The multiplex terminal units can be divided into bus interface
circuitry and SSIU interface circuitry. The bus interface circuitry
consists of a receiver and transmitter section. The receiver provides
for input data aonditioning and detection, sync code detection, data
clock generation, bi-phase to NRZ conversion, and error checks of
the input data. Tie transmitter section provides for sync code generation,
parity generation, NRZ to bi-phase conversion, and bus driving circuitry.
The SSIU Interface circuitry consists of a 32-word RAM, its associated
control logic, the parallel data interface to the SSIU, and the control
lines to the SSIU. This circuitry stores data received or data to be
transmitted. It then passes the data to its associated SSIU at a one
mega word rate.

The MIU, including the above mentioned sections, receives conmand
words issued from the controller. Me received command, containing the
designated terminal number, commnands the MliJ to receive or transmit
data from or to the controller or another MfU. Once an MMii is conianded
to receive data and thereafter there is no activity on the data bus.
the Mru will maintain its receive mode for approximately 9 micro sec,
after whiclh it will reset. While in the receive mode, it will accept
any messages appearing on the data bus with the data sync code up to
the quantity specified by the accepted comwnd word. As the data words
are received, they are stored in a RAM memory for subsequent transmission
to the SSIU. Upon receipt of the proper quantity of data, provided the
bus has no activity for 3 micro sec, a status word will be transmitted
to the bus controller, If no errors are detected in the received
data, the data will be transferred to the SSIU at a one mega word rate.
If the HFU is commanded to transmit data, after the gap time of two to
five micro seconds, the MWII will transmit its status word and initiate
the SSIU to M1i1 data transfer.

Vie bus controller can also be divided into bus interface circuitry
atdl NUMU interface circuitry. 1Th bus interface circuitry is similar
to this section in th1 M41. It contains the transmitter and receiver
secttors.

The WLU interface circuitry contains two 32.*rd by 16 bits R.1s,
two cu Wnd register, a status register per •AM, and the necessary
control lines for the MUW interface. The two coiwund registers provide
for terminal to terminal oparation as do usage of the status register
and the serial 1/0 registor. luata transfer operates undr program control.
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The bus controller provides the interface between the MU and the bus
and operates under software control. Either IRA can be used to transmit
or receive. This permits maximum flexibility allowing one RAM to be
loading while the other is transmitting or receiving. The command word is
loaded in the addressed command register. If the bus controller is to
transmit data, the data will then be loaded into the RAM associated with
the chosen command register. The controller will then transmit this data
when conmnanded by software. If the bus controller is to receive data
upon software command, the command word will be transmitted on the bus.
The unit will then receive the MWil transmitted data and store it in the
appropriate RAM. The 'IlM generated status word will be stored in the
status register. After this information has been compiled, the bus controller
will issue an interrupt to the ALU at signal completion. Also, located
on the bus controller cards , is the programmable real time clock. This
clock can be progranmed to issue an interrupt between 1 - 256 milliseconds.

The line and couplers provide the transmission medium between the MYfUs
and the bus controller. The transmission line consists of up to 300 feet of
twisted shielded pair cable. This cable has an attenuation of not more
than 14 lb/100 feet and a characteristic inpedance of 70 ohms at 1 megahertz.
The bus couplers consist of coupling transformers and isolation resistors.
The isolation resistors are 51 ohms and the termination resistors are
70 ohms.
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APPENDIX 1

WEAPON LIST

Racks

1. MiAU-12
2. I-R-10
3. AEIU-3B
4. TER-9
5. AERO- 7A

Cionventional Weapons

1. LAU-34
2. SUU-7
3. SUU-13
4. SUU-36
5. SUU-38
6. SUU-J21
7. LAU-3
8. IAU-32
9. LAU- 59
10. laU-68
11. SIUU-25
12. SULJ-4 2
13. SUJU-23
14. U84E-O
15. SuJ- N216. 1IA-88

17. AIMM-7E

Nuc lear Weaporns

1. B-61
2. B-77 ({iutotype)
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INTEGRATION OF A TWO STAGE PEDRO/RECRUIT
ROCKET WITH THE F-4J AIRCRAFT FOR THE FIGHTER

LAUNCHED ADVANCED MATERIALS EXPERIMENT (FLAME)

LT Hugh D. WOLCOTT, USN
Dr. Andrew C. CRUCE

U.S. NAVAL AIR TEST CENTER

ABSTRACT

As part of the overall Tri-Service Advanced Ballistic Missile Reentry System (ABRES)
Program, the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) is currently investigating the coupled
erosive/ablative effects of high altitude hydrometer environments on reentry vehicle
heatshield and nosetip materials. For this purpose, the concept of utilizing an F-4J airplane
as launch platform for the Pedro-Recruit booster payload combination was proposed as the
Fighter Launched Advanced Materials Experiment (FLAME).

The project involved the integration of the Pedro-Recruit on the F-4J airplane and the
release of this store during supersonic flight. The Pedro-Recruit rocket is a 25.7 foot long,
3,870 pound two stage rocket. Nominal reentry vehicle velocity in the experimental region
of interest at 35,000 feet is approximately 14,000 feet per second. A matrix of initial
energy conditions which would yield desired vehicle performance was developed by the
Pedro-Recruit manufacturer, Aerojet Liquid Rocket Corporation. From this matrix, a
nominal release condition of 1.3 Mach, 55,000 feet and 30 degrees nose up flight path angle
was chosen based on predicted aircraft performance. Pedro-Recruit ignition is commanded
after apogee at 13 degrees nose down flight path angle approximately 26 seconds after
release. The size of this store caused sr.veral unique problems in integrating the store with
the airplane. The solution to these prolems resulted in an installation with the store canted
four degrees horizontally with respect to the airplane centerline and foldable first stage fin-.
Analysis and flight tests were conducted to verify the structural integrity of this installation
as well as to assess the effect of the store on the flying qualities and performance of the
airplane.

The unique carriage configuration also generated interest in the supersonic separation
characteristics of the store from the airplane. In order to assess these characteristics, captive
trajectory separation tests were conducted at Arnold Engineering Development Center
(AEDC) Tullahoma, Tennessee. Based on the data obtained from these simulations artd
analysis of the separation conditions, sufficient data were gathered to obtain a flight
clearance for release of this st3re. Initial dummy separations were conducted at the
Tonopah Test Range with live firings successfully conducted at the Naval Air Test Center
(NAVAI RTESTCEN) Patuxent Aiver, Maryland.

This program demonstrated the successful use of store separation prediction techniques
to safely clear a new store in a portion of the F-4J flight envelope where store separations
had not been previously atlempted. In doing this, several novel innovations in store
stspension equipment were tested and successfully used in the program.

Approvee. for public release; distribution unlimited
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INTROQUCTION

In April 1974, the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) requested the U. S. Naval Air Test
Center (NAVAIRTESTCEN) to study the feasibility of launching an Aerojet Liquid Rocket
Cormoration (ALRC) Pedro-Recruit two stage rocket booster with nosetip reentry vehicle
from the F-4J airplane. The program, termed Fighter Launched Advanced Materials
Experiment (FLAME), was initiated as an extension of current programs designed to collect
missile nosetip erosion data. The specific FLAME program objective is to collect coupled
erosion/ablation data derived from reentry vehicles traversing a hydrometer environment
under specific reentry conditions.

From a Pedro-Recruit energy analysis, these reentry conditions established a matrix of
acceptable Pedro-Recruit initial conditions for release. It was then necessary to correlate the
analytically derived performance of the F-4J/Pedro-Recruit combination with release
conditions required for nominal rocket performance.

Initial analysis indicated that F-4J airplane performance could satisfy initial re;2ase
energy requirements. Having established this fact, further analysis was commenced to
determine F-4J/Pedro-Recruit integration requirements.

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT

F-4J Airplane

The F-4J airplane is a two place (tandem), supersonic, long-range, all weather fighter
built by McDonnell Aircraft Corporation. The airplane is designed for intermediate and long
range high altitude interceptions using missiles as the principle armament and for
intermediate or long range attack missions to deliver airborne weapons/stores. The airplane
is powered by two single rotor, axial flow, variable stator turbo-jet J79-GE-1O engines with
afterburner. The airplane features a low mounted swept-back wing with mnhedral at the wing
tips and a one-piece stabilizer with cathedral, mounted low on the aft fuselage. The aircraft
has the capability to carry and releae external stores from four wing mounted and one
centerline station. The basic suspenslon equipment in the centerldie station is the internal
AERO-27/A bomb rack.

The Pedto.Recruit is a two-stage solid propellant rocket manufactured by Aerojet
Liquid Rocket Corporation. The payload is recoverable after selartion from the second
sta"e. The rocket is 2-5.1 feet lOng a weight 3.870 pounds (figure I). The first stge,
Pedro, has a diaiater of 30 inchet, while the cond stage. Recruit diameter Is 9 inches.
PedtoRectuit is stablfxedl by four orthogonal fins. In order to provWde additonal ground
clearance, two of trie fins we rotated out of the orthogonal configuration about the rocket
"Iontudinel axis for cnagie (fi•ure 2). The fins deploy to "he wwgona configuration
pytoechnkcAlly 0,5 wecons Ofte rllem, The first stae has two motor fire enabling dtvi
in sies, a pilot operated twitch, and a lanyard pull wire. Ftrit s•t1e ignition is initiated by
command from the contaol cente throuh the onbowd command rcero. A nuciank.ca
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timer provides an alternate ignition initiation. First stage bum time is 11.0 seconds. Pressure
reduction in the first stage chamber ignites the second stage. Second stage ignition operates
a blast diaphragm which releases the first stage. The pressure change at second stage burnout
separates the payload.

~ \\

Figure I
Pedro-Recruit Rocket
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b. Analysis and wind tunnel verification of flight lords imposed by the Pedro-Recruit
on the F-4J and of the performance of the F-4J/Pedro- Recruit combination

c. Determination of any airplane flight restrictions resulting from carriage of the
Pedro-Recruit.

d. Determination of the separation behavior of the Pedro,-Recruit from the F-4J at
the desired release f light conditions.

The completion of this program resulted in sufficient hardware to conduct the test program
and sufficient data to allow the Naval Air Systems Command to issue a clearance to conduct
the test flights. The remainder of this paper will cover the details of each of these program
segments.

Electrical/Mechanical I nter-face

The McDonnell Aircraft Corporation (MCAIR) was tasked by DNA to, with
NAVAI RTESTCEN assistance-, develop the required electrical and mechanical interfaces to
allow carriage and operation of the Pedro-Recruit vehicle on the F-4J airplane. The design
guidelines established were that the installation would be quickly transferrable brztween F-4.1
airplanes and that the F-4J airplane used not be structurally modified for the program. This
last requirement was a result of a desire to retain the standard oweational configuration of
F-4J airplanes at NAVAIRTESTCEN as well as a desire to provide flexibility in airplane
availability. An additional program constraint was that only 12 weeks were available
between program initiation and first separation test flight. To follow the design guidelines in
the program time frame, existing armament suspension equipments mechanically compatible
with the F-4J airplane were examined for possible use in carrying the Pedro-Recruit vehicle.
An examination of the available equipments indicated that the 78 inch suspension
LAU.77AIA Standard Arm Missile Launcher was a viable mechanical interface for use in the
FLAME program. Further analysis indicated that the LAU-77A/A with five MK-9 MOD-O
cartridges would provide a relatively high end of stroke separation velocity for the
Pedro- Recruit missile (figure 3) whtich was expected to enhance the separation
characteristics from the FA airplane. Asymmetr-ical airplane load considerations constrained
the carriage location of the Pedro-Recruit to the F-M centerfine statloo. Nonce installation
of the LAU-77AJA on the F-4J AERO-27A centerline bomb rack was examined and found
rnvchanically feasible for the airptane./rocket interface. Upon tentative etseletion of the
LAU-77A/A, the only remaining do.W. parane-ter. to be fixed *as the loNgitudinal position
of the Pedro-Recruit reqative to the launcher. The location of the Pedro-Recruit was being
driven by siveral cotflitting requiremenms The first requiremnent indicated that the vehicle
should be- roved relatively far aft with regpet to the launcher so as not to interlete with
the F-4) nose gea retraction cycle. However. placing the Podro.Rtecuit fatr eawugh Pift to
move the oosetip of the Pedro-Rectuit out of the nowe gear retraction amc would have
exceeded both the &It center of gravity locafion restriction on the a~rlwne anid the
AERG-27A structuiral limnitations arid, in addition, would have impqosed unrealistic rotation
limitations on the airplane during takeoff and Wning. The airplane talceoffilanding rotation
limitations aroge from the "maris clearanc between the unde~toyed Pedro-Recruit fins
&Wd the ground. t~wo proposed solutions to thes conflicting requirements were first to
design a pivotiNg mount for Ow. Wancher whiich would rotate thoe Poko-ra~iruit, out of IMe



gear retraction arc during takeoff and landing and second to mount the Pedro-Recruit
yawed from the aircraft centerline to keep the Pedro-Recruit out of the gear retraction arc
at all times. Both these alternatives pro-. idad 4dequate rotational clearance, acceptable
structural loads on the AERO-27A, and a satisfactory airplane center of gravity !ocation.
The only solution to the installation requirements which could be imolemented within the
nrogram time constraint was to mount the rocket yawed 40 nose right with respect to the
airniane centerline moving the vehicle nosetip out of the F-4J nose gear retraction path. The
suspension hardware :)f the LAU-77A/A was strengthened and modified to provide the
required 40 yaw and an aerodynamic fairing added between the LAU-77A/A and the
AERO-27A to minimize performance loss due to the tack installation. The resulting
installation is shown in figure 4.

The electrical requirements of the Pedro-Recruit were supplied using existing circuitry
in the airplaiie. The FLAME Control Penel was inserted in the starboard console in place of
the DCU-75/A Special Weapons Control Panel. A connector adapted it to the Special
Weapons wiring.

An adaoter harness was n Atured to connect the centerline SpK;il Weapons
Connector and centerline Multiv.., Weapons Reiease Connector to the LAU-77A/A.
Internally, the LAU-77A/A was modified such that thr NMultiole Weapons Release Circuitry
was connected to the launcher cartridge firing system, ý;ius allowing the u'. of the normal
Multiple Weapons Release System for release of the Pedro-Recruit rocket. The remaininig
wiring, from the Special Weapons circuit, was fed through the launcher 'o a c-nnector at the
aft end. A second wire bundle was then utilized between the LAU-77A/A aft connector and
Pedro-Recruit connector. By using existing electrical circuitry in the F-4, the effort requir,-J
to electrically adapt the Pedro-Recruit to the airplane was minimized.
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Figure 4
F-4J with Ped~ro-Recruit
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,Loads Analysis and Performance

A loads analysis was conducted to determine the structural capability of the F-4J
airplane to withstand the loads imposed during carriage of the Pedro-Recruit rocket. In the
captive installation, the store is mounted on the F-4J centerline 40 nose right and 20 nose
down. Loads data for this configuration were obtained during a wind tunnel test of a 5%
scale model in the 4 foot continuous flow transonic tunnel, at the Arnold Engineering
Development Center (AEDC), Tullahoma, Tennessee. Based on these loads data MCAIR
provided the following captive carriage envelope for the Pedro-Recruit on the F-4J:

Speed Placard (shown in figure 5):

Sea lpvel to 40,000 ft - 450 KCAS

40,000 ft and above - 525 KCAS or M =1.8 (whichever is less)

Maneuvering Envelope:

Vertical load factor: nz =-1.0 to 4.0

Stick throw limited to gradual coordinated turns

Gust Velocity: lateral gust velocity of 25 fps at maximum speed of 525 KCAS

Airplane Trim: trim as required to maintain zero lateral acceleration.

Analysis of the flight envelope indicated that maximum loads occur on the 525 KCAS
speed placard. A summary of these :oad conditions is presented in table 1. The analysis
considered the F-4J being trimmed 0.5 degrees nose left (producing zero lateral
acceleration) to compensate for the side load on .he Pedro-Recruit due to its 40 yaw
installation.

The incremental drag of the Pedro-Recruit rocket installed on the F-4J was derived
from data obtained in AEDC wind tunnel testing. Thiis increment was obtained by testing
the F,4J model with and without the store and launcher installed. A curve of the
incremental drag coefficient as a function of Mach number Is shown in figure S.

The nominal profile for the acceleration and climb to the launch point is shown in
figure 7. Table II gives a detailed breakdown of the climb and the nominal launch
conditions.
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Table II

Project FLAME
F-4J/Pedro Recruit Nominal Climb to Launch

GROSS WEIGHT FUEL DISTANCE TIME
O1_LRATION (LB) (LB Om) () (YIN)

I. SaLdrt Engines, Taxi, Takeoff 48,168
and Accelerate to 400 KCAS:

5 min. SS NRT 1303 -- 51 min. SLS CRT 1013 -- 1
45.852

2. MRT Climb at 400 KCAS to M = .9 1011 32.0 3.8
44,841

3. CRT Climb to 40,000 ft. at Mw .9 798 13.0 1.5
44. 0434. r.RT Acceleration at 40,00u it to 2606 54.6 4.7

500 KCAS
41,437

5. CRT Climb at 500 KCAS ro 45,000 ft 41796 39.8 2.6
39,6416. CRT Pullup at N = 2g to 0 - 360 191 5.0 .34z z 39,4507. CRT Climb to 55,000 tt at 0 360 30 0.9 .08

TOTALS: 8748 lb. 145.3 uw 19.02 min

:uinch Conditions: Note:

M * 1.35 SLS = Sea Level Static
Altitude = 55,000 ft NRT - Normal Rated Thrust

V 300 HRT - Military Rated Thrust
Nz .86 CRT- Combat Rated Thrust

Gross Welght w 39,420 lb. KCAS - Knots Calibrated Airapeod
Futel Rewtitning - 4839 lb.
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Missile Imoosed Flight Restrictions

Flutter Considerations

Structural dyiiamics analyses were conducted by MCAIR to assess the potential for
flutter and divergence of the Pedro-Recruit rocket mounted on t;,ie centerline station of the
F-4J airplane. The analyses encompassed all captive flight Mach numbers and took into
account the stiffness and mass distribution of the vehicle as well as the stiffness of the
launcher. Wind tunnel derived aerodynamic coefficients were used in these analyses. These
analyses indicatled that neither store flutter nor divergence would occur within the flight
envelope. Static load amplification in yaw, which is an increase in aerodynamic load
resulting from aerodynamically induced deflection, is estimated to cause not more than a
3% increase over the load that would occur on a rigid launcher/store system.

Flutter and divergence assessment was made in pitch and yaw on the basis of the
relative locations of store c.g., elastic axis, and aerodynamic center. The captive vehicle was
flutter free in both pitch and yaw for all flight conditions. For all pitch and yaw cases
except in the yaw degree of freedom below M = 1.1, the aerodynamic center lay aft of the
elastic axis and hence divergence could not occur. For M = 1.1, the calculated divergence
dynamic pressure in yaw of q = 5000 psf corresponded to more than twice the maximum
captive flight speed. Consequently, based on this analysis, there was no requirement for
flight placards due either to flutter or divergence of the captive reentry vehicle. A Ground
Vibration Test (GVT) of the Pedro-Recruit installed on tl-e F-4J was conducted at
NAVAI RTESTCEN. The values of adapter stiffness and elastic axis location obtained from
the GVT verified the divergence analysis. In addition, the GVT results verified that the
captive vehicle natural frequencies did not coincide with major airframe structural modes,

Takeoff/Landing Rotation Restrictions

Due to the size of the Pedro-Recruit and its position on the aircraft, particular pilot
attention to pitch attitude during takeoff and landing is required to ensure rocket/ground
clearance. The specification landing condition 110 fps sink ratei11 degrees nose up pitch
attitude) for a 46,000 pound gross weight airplane results in a 0.95 inch ground interferenc"
w~th flat main landing gear tires and struts in lieu of the 6.0 inch minimum clearance as
provided for normal fleet operations. It was deemed improbable that these landing
parameters would occur simultaneously, From flight test data, it was recommended that
'takeoffs be conducted approximately 12 knots faster than the normal recommended speed
(7 to 8 degrees nose up pitch attitude) to avoid Pedro-Recruit ground contact Takeoff w,,!
accomplished with half flaps and combat rated thrust. The technique for landing *,eý
minimum sink rate, full flaps. 8 knots fast, and no flare.

Flying Qualities

The MCAIR aerodynamic& analysis showed that in the longitudinal axis '•

Pedro-Recruit caused an aft movement of the Neutral Point of tess than 1% MAC
subsonically and about 1.2% MAC supersonically, Lateral-directional stability comparisons
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of the airplane with and without the Pedro-Recruit were made at Mach numbers of 1.1, 1.3,1.6, and 2.0. The Pedro-Recruit inv.w eased the combined configuration sideforce and rollingmoment coeffK,'-ient curve slopes no "ad small effect on yawing moment coefficient. The 4degree nose right installation of thr ýý$jre on the aircraft caused q small shift in the sideforce
yawing and rolling moment data at zero sideslip angle. This shift was well within the lateral
and directional trim capability of the airplane.

Initial flight testing was conducted on F-4J airplane Bureau Number 153077. Flying
qualities tests were conducted at the points shown in figure 8.

$0.

lT

i14

r Note: Shaded SYasols deuCe. actual AT 0360
test points (SAS UN and OFF). tq
4-- 4 .~*~** ~ .

4x'- +

30 ' -d i

_ _T

- .-. :zrimehatoor AnaieWis to

Figure-8
Flying Qualities Test Points

Dasedl on qualitative pilot opinion, the flying qualities were essentially the -same as thebasic F*4J aircraft with no external stores. Tests were conducted SAS ON and OFF at eachof the test conditions. Wind-up, turns were limited to 3 g at each test point. A slight amiountof rudder trim was required and was considered to be of no -significance.. The Pedro-Recruitstore did not cause aircraft buffet or flutter a: antf of the conditions tested.

The fact that the release condition programmed for the Pedro-Recruit rocket (Mach
1.35, 55,000 feet, 30°D nose up flight path angle) was far outside the normal F-4J release
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envelope genefated some concern over the possible separation characteristics ot the rocketfrom the airplane. This concern was reinforced by both the unorthodox carriage
configuration (40 yaw with respect to the airplane centerline) and the deployable fins on
the vehicle. Initial analysis showed that on a standard day the Mach 1.35 release at 55,000feet corresponded to a 267 knot equivalent airspeed and a dynamic pressure of 242 psf.Based on the low dynamic pressure at the release condition, it was tentatively concluded
that aerodynamic effects during separation would not be significant. This conclusion wasreinforced by the highly stable characteristics of this store. Data on the vehicle (table Ill)
showed that the center of pressure in the pitch axis was a minimum of 30.29 inches aft ofthe center of gravity. It was considered that the resulting high stability would tend to keep
the store at a 'ow angle of attack and thus minimize the aerodynamic effects on the storeseparation trajectory even in the presence of perturbations generated by separation
transients.

Table III

Pedro/Recruit Aerodynamic C-haacteristics

SCAD = .564 XC.G.

CONDITION Cy XC.P.y CZ XC.P.
/RAD IN,* /RAD IN.*

Top fihs fully folded 8.12 234.50 -18.14 249.91Tep fins half-deployed 9.70 239.05 -16.55 248.71
Top fins fully deployed 12.12 245.15 -13.13 245.15

M CA 0 - .795 XC.G. = 214.30 in*

CONDITION Cy XC.P.y CZ XC.P P
IRAD IN.* /RAD IN.*

Top fins fully folded 7.41 231.29 -15.17 269.90
Top fins half-deployed 8.64 236.78 -13.95 249.39
Top fins fully deployed 1 1.29 244.57 -11.29 244.59

The reference area for "he above coefficents is 4.5082 sq. ft.

*Measured from the nosetip.

Pedro.Recnuit Aerodynamic Characteris•ics
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In order to validate these order of magnitude consideration it was decided to conduct
more detailed test and analysis prior to the first actual separation test flight. The lack of an
available store separation characteristic prediction program for the F-4J containing flow
field data at the F LAME release conditions led to the decision to use the Captive Trajectory
System (CTS) at AEDC, Tullahoma, Tennessee, This system is mounted in a 4 foot
supersonic continuous flow wind tunnel. A model of the F-4J airplane is mounted to the
tunnel and a model of the Pedro-Recruit is mounted on a sting balance. The sting balance is
capable of measuring three forces and three moments on the Pedro-Recruit model (normal,
side and longitudinal forces, roll, pitch and yaw moments) and is itself mounted on a
positioner capable of six Degree of Freedom (UOF) movement. The model was initially
placed by the sting positioner in the captive position on the aircraft. Forces and moments
were sensed by the sting and input to a hybrid comos&. which solved the equations of
motion for one time increment based on tne sensed iorces and moments and other external
inputs such as launcher ejection characteristics. The sting positioner moved the
Pedro-Recruit to the position indicated by solution of these equations and the process was
repeated. The time corye~ated position of the model as it moved through the flow field
yieldW an eft-ate of the actual separation characteristics of the Pedro-Recruit from the
aircraft.

To assess not only the expected nominal separation characteristics of the Pedro-Recruit
but also the sensitivity of these characteristics to changes in the Pedro-Recruit physical
characteristics or release condition, a series of tests was made in which each of these
parameters was varied about the expected nominal values and the results compared.
Variations investigated inchlued:

a. 65,000 feet variation from the 55,G00 foot nominal,

b. Mach Number effects at 1.3 and 1.6 Mach.

c. j100 variation from fte 300 nominal flight path release•--ngle.

d. Normal acceteration of 1.5g and 2.0g in addition to the nominal .87g releass
condition.

e. Ejector force of zero wid greater than that extcted toe the l•uncher.

f. Store CG variation up to 3 inches aft of nomina.

g. Fins deployed and not deployed.

The model of the Pedro-Recruit used in the AIEDC tunntl did not have movable fins to
exactly simulate the actual ijohicle. However, ,3ince the fins am fokledd at launch, remain
folded during the first 5-0*m of the separation, and since the foldedl fin presents the
maximum Cz.values, a launch with folded fins at the prgammr! nlight condition was
used as the nominal case during these tests. The results of two of the test runs are oesented
in figures 9 and 10. As can be seen from the figures, the AEOC CTS data kidicated that the
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separation of the Pedro-Recruit from the airplane would be acceptable. In addition, it is
interesting to note that when the predicted vertical displacement of the Pedro-Recruit
during separation is compared with the expression

,Z = Vot + 1 at 2

2

where Vo ejector end of stroke velocity

t. tim4.

a ormal. Sceeration of the aircraft

the results. aMe found to be extrermely close Ifigure 11), Since the above expression
repre•sents the -mi'ssile Jir. a ballistic (non-aerody.namic) environment, the hypothesis that
aerodynamic effects on the store separation trajectory'are small was again justified.

The. ode.r o,• .i tiiuide zossidj-atrons presented above and the supporting separation
trajectory simulation- fror. _AEDC provided sufficient confidence in the Pedro-Recruit
separation characteristics for KAVAfirESTCEN to re.omnmend that NAVAIRSYSCOM
issue a clearance for dhe actuaI flight test. This clearance was subsequently issued and on 9
October 1974 the first succesful inert separation test was conducted at the Tonopah Test
Range, Nevada. Program constraints resultea in not having Sufficient onboard camera
coverage to provide an acc-urate measurement of the actual store separation. However, what
film is availabte, both onbood and chase, iodicatesW t t itaivjmy the sepration ;s
similar to that predicted by the AEDC tesm.
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F-4J/PEDRO Recruit Separation Trajectory
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PROJECT FLAME
F-4J/PE D RO Recruit Separation Trajectory
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IMPLEMENTATION OF CONCEPT

Following the successful separation of the inert Pedro.Recruit on 9 October 1974, six
live rockets were successfully released during the period 4 February 1975 to 4 June 1975.
Release Mach Number/Calibrated Airspeed varied between 1.224/263 KCAS and 1.366/323
KCAS. Release altitude varied between 54,596 feet and 56,031 feet while flight path angle
varied between 30 and 33 degrees nose up. There was no discernible quaiitative effect on
separation due to these variations. This verified the relative aerodynamic insensitivity
predicted by analysis.

The nominal flight profile required a run-in distance of approximately 100 miles frorm
the start of the maximum afterburner acceleration run from 0.9 Mach number at 40,000 ft
to the release condition of 1.35 Mach number at 55,000 ft. The time for the acceleration to
release was approximately 7.8 minutes. A 2g zoom climb maneuver was utilized at the
maximum energy point (1.68 Mach number at 45,000 ft) to attain the nominal release
point. Rate of climb at release was approximately 30,000 ft per minute. Altimeter lag was
determined to be approximately 2.8 seconds at 55,000 ft. After release, the pilot deselected
afterburner and initiated a gradual pushover. Due to the momentum remaining in the zoom
climb, a peak altitude of about 72,000 ft was obtained after each launch. No engine stalls or
flavouts were encountered during the conduct of these tests.

The implementation of the FLAME concept demonstrated the successful use of store
separation prediction techniques to safely clear a new store in a portion of the F-4J flight
envelope wh~re store separations had not been previousl, conducted.



AERODYNAMIC CHARACTER IST I CS

OF OPEN WEAPON BAYS

ON THE B-I

Mu
(Article UNCLASSIFIED)

by

R. E. Little

B-I Division, Rockwell International
Los Angeles, California

ABSTRACT. (U) The effects of open weapon bays and doors on

airplane longitudinal and lateral-directional stability are some of the

many design parameters required on all aircraft with internal weapon

bays. For a large strategic bomber, such as the B-I, with three internal

weapon bays and mixed weapon loads dispensed at subsonic wcd supersonic

speeds, the definition of these effects on aircraft stability involves

many variables exercised over a wide range.

This paper presents the aerodynamic forces for the forward and
middle weapon bays on the B-i for mach'numbers ranging from 0.6 to 2.2.

Data are based on wind tunnel tests conducted at the Rockwell

International Trinonic Wind Tunnel facility, usýIng an 0.030-scale model.

Inehulded arg gonfigurfation variablesntalelt ans ba-ys open and cluesed, witha
stored AGt4-69 (S6M) and Nx-8-2 SNAAKWS wealons, iu well aU launchers

P11 and ezpty. The forces and momecas measure& t.,ý 13th weapon bay doors

are also presented for two separate dmor settin.. w,.,--hlt i and ful1

open. Schlieren photographs are includcd for supersonie cach numbers',

showing shock wave interaction oa the open door oottigurations.

Approved for public release; distribution unlimited
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INTRODUCTION

During the period between July and August 1972, trisonic wind
tunnel test TWT-265 was conducted at the Rockwell International Trisonic
Wind Tunnel. The 0.030-scale B-1 weapon separation model was modified
to take a 1-1/2 inch force balance. Aerodynamic forces were measured
with the forward and middle weapon bays open, closed, and closed with
stub doors. Stored weapon configurations included the SHAM4 and MK-82
SNAKEYE. A total of 83 blows and 100 hours were used to obtain these
data.

Forces anid moments were measured on the weapon bay doors in
conjunction with the total aerodynamic forces on the model. The weapon
bay door loads measured during this test supersede the data collected
in earlier tests at AEDC.

This paper summarizes results and analyzes the tests. A complete
set .of wind tunnel data arid detailed analysis are contained in Rockwell
report NA-72-1002 (reference 1).

SUMMARY

Six c•opotnent force and moment coefficients are presented for
various weapon bay configurations at mach numbers raiging from 0.6 to
2.2- Leftand right door luds, torsion, and bending momentare also
prtsented for the open bay configurati Ots.

it uhoý;dd be -iatoM that the ten-t'fodel differs from the uctual air
vehicle In several importknt rkesects. The outer wit4., panels o4 a•ft
r•el~e ore truncateJ, and the open nacelle-s -re overexpanded. Con-
vtiqotuctly, tLb!ýalit-encrotidytaiQ ic1tatR'a ýt~tot ber_ !ý fftcd vith taUl.tAfr

* ~ ~ dt4t C rr'irep mnttiv' lveTh Thue FurpoSe Of' thi5 toot vas. to
+detvrnkin thv irWrt13qurftd effeet5 of V0apon bay doors, open ba~y&, tand

fu1l ean pty h4unch.ru.
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)ymnbo 1 i 11 mit. ioUr

bu D1$omb bay door width, in.

bw He erence vi ngspan, in.

c. Drag c!Oeff~icient po)sitive aft

c Forco Coefficient. onT left. (slubsCript 1.) fawl righ
DX(subscript R4) bomb bay doors. Pcooitive when; teudn:.'. to

closke doors.

c Lift. coefficierit, positive up

CI Stability-axis, rolling momenit coet't'ieriet, positive right
roill

'CM Pitching moment coefficieut about airplanie CG, posi.tive
tiose up

c Coetricicitt of beniding momenit avotat eigos decge of
D ~~left (suiwc~ript L.) rand right (s;tabse.ript H) banb bay, doorrs.
LH Positive when doors are bein'g Pushed in closing direction.

C,, Airplane normal-force coefficient. positive up

c Jtabiiity-utxis yftwirg momQent Coefficient, pos;itive noase

cp Ctentitr of jtrestzvtr4 in npanwitde direetion On left.
(sutbtcript L) -ind right (stubwrtyt N) bomb b,%y as

presed s a racionof door width, mc~aurrd elo
hinge~r t?- ff 4oo

Center c)fr pretsinroe In iechidircection Ott Wet
(suntcip LIton rght (subacrlpt. R) bocib bVay 1ovrej,

asýI fj e j of C 'rae iý f 4 o t g ~ , t c a r d t o

C CfIit~t o torsgiolfl Moncnt 4bOiut leadinag q4ýt of
U eot (54býeript LI 4un4 right (;ubsrrpt. 1R) bftutta ay

L~r &r~Potiivtwhentraling d~vtenid4 to rotutt



.ymbol Defi nit ion

Cw Airplane reference mean aerodynamic chord, in.

Cy Airplane side-force coefficient, positive right

F L,H Load at gage station farthest from hing" elge on le'ft

(subscript L) and right (subscript R) bomb bay Ior.t
Positive in closing direction, lb.

F 2LH Load at gage station nearest hinge e&ige on loft
(subscript L) and right (subscript H) bor.b bay .iocrj.
Positive in closing directiou, lb.

h ftment transfer distace, F1 , to hinge edge of bomb bay
door, in.

Miment transfer distance, F 2, to hinge edge oaf bomb buy;
door, in.

LD Length of bomb ba, door, in.

Mo Free-stream mach number

qrre-strea dynamic pressure, nsf'

Reynolds uum~btr por foot x

i~mb nby -m dor plun itro*, f•t

Airhnersfetrea-vee ving4 %ro%, Ct

(sýubttaipt W W114 ri.W ' betr~)br a
tt~~iti;,h vhený,i~ tR)in toA- ritaje trsl4n r~

CAngle Of dttlwk, dfeg, t0luvo uesip

SD &m bay &.1or Opaning4 W4tike leg, po1i~tn awt.

* Airpltwe angle O? yas, deg., pos:itiVe o~ws right

A is ýSvtwp angie, degi, poaitive ant
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pzhw~y o~¶eti V 0'thil Pes.~t wfus Tt- Av';1vre!~ti *l'he ?Qrt',i

J~r~*<: Mr. it') :- 'dv.nwami c cIharaý-teri :It ies of uthe i-! Ft r v~n i t Ott cags-A -J u-
tnc por htify !'Firs Opp.. tn1 two Pos itions. 0"ther Objfýýtl'v inevr.J!-

isolutt io, ~rrFr.' ta 4w' tgj dour'; wit'h Rild IwIthout va'nnF.4- bay
ztirulhIn. ti Uai ttz tsý ce Iorlrvnd on othk..eri mo.KIs Were0 wi th "ts,

or, 'xemtlitk Icors. ) Alsno sought, wer-e the evffoecýts, UD
£T'flAY iataichvr cnnfigurfirion full and empty, avii door Aloaits and o.rt

f7or thet' ope:; bycnfigtxat ion.

Zo accomplish the± otated o)bjectivres, the 0.03-scale soentah
tiont =odel was usedi as the basic vehicle. TIhis mudel ha4-i the r~~e
weapon.s b'w g-!ozttry a~no flexibility, and was suitable.C for testing at,
Hookwelt'.- Tris;onleo Idnd Tunnel (T;4?) facility. 4This zoicil had trwl-
e a t~ edouter " win pan ulsad aft fuselage', but isrprs.ttv of the
B3-1 uir vei:icte in the area of the forward and% midl Wvnoozu, batys. ifn
criAe-r tot read air- vehicleý Iuarf:tIeter-S, it wasnersar to Lcia a

L-4InctI voree bialanice in the rqpace formed biy thr aft WeaPpons bay.
Th-e dosr±; were ejtuipped vithl Strbill gages; tV Mnstj4rt' ttht '400r loads aAW
Mocent S

Figure I tho the .4-l1 get;,,- r&rwiget-vtt. YI-ire! 2, ::hw the
0.,30-Seale MQXA~it !Wn4±ft'letiQou for thia ts*tut. rirs3 awl L FThoy
ttle Mgtet rta e in the tuanela ult ftjuretv 3,y mc b r
a~re posltionedk et tho hltf-open post'tior, vhilce L' 1-r
wnrt &Pd mid Wwiy 44ýort- wr#- Nil Opens- eOtpolisIn the mwm
iaunicherg Sit the N1Ž1, co:inLto. h V'W atM XK*-$2 Atf
1atwch~rav are s*ovu in Irig~ns: 5 an4 6

'nace t!o:e orc&t dellvetj =-to 'for theoMR 1#~f iA t;5sing1#leur4th tdt&
the buy m!4re In tiztt hu4Cf-teon Pwtitio, 2$a dierMiA"An t.
Conductseatedl fair tLte COrnra* fand Mi±d vuy;g. 'Zttl intlernol g~nei-ft
try asz simulatmd %4t-, a ST-AU luua4-tdr tr-am vhlrh tht iie co"ld be
rew~Ve4 tar testiutg of thte v~ff'et: of P41 0t'i vrzXpty law-htchd. Docrs
*ere also tested with tVh '*p4nsbyeot ~t ic h

i~trentIoaor aloc ettts
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Figure 3. B-Ii%4 Model, Tunnel Installation,

Forward Bay Doors Hal f Open

Figuro B.I-iW1~l 1Vw'vid aind Mid 3ayu Full Open.,
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Figure 5. AGK-69 SRAMI Launcher, 0.030-Scale

~'~~6. AK-82 S14AKkYE,- Launciie, 0.0"OU-Scle
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The multiple launch of conventional weapons was simulated by
testing the forward and mid bays together with the doors in the fully
open position. Simulated MK-82 SNAKEYE launchers were installed in the
bays. The conventional weapon investigation was limited to subsonic
mach numbers.

This test was conducted at mach 0.6, 0.85, 0.95, 1.2, 1.6, and 2.2.
Pitch sweeps of -2 to +10 degrees were run at yaw angles of 0 and 2
degrees for all match numbers, and Pt a yaw angle of 5 degrees for mach
0.85 and 2.2. A summary of the test conditions is shown in figure 7.

DATA REDUCTION

Data reduction methods followed normal TWT procedures and are
detailed in reference 2. For all runs, the normal six-component aero-
dynamic data were read as functions of angle of attack (pitch sweeps).

Reference dimensions used for data reduction are given in table I.

DATA ACCURACY

Using the assumption that. the difference in wind-off z:eros before
and after each blow is representative of data repeatability, 95 percent

of all data will repeat within the limits defined in table I1.

Table I

DATA REDUCTION - REFERENCE DIMENSIONS

Term Symbol Model Scale Full Scale

Wing area Sw 1.,(5111 r0& 1,906 tr;tr

Wingspan bw 119.P05 in. 137 ft

MAC 7w 5.582 in. 15.311 't

Center of' gravity CG ps29.636, WP 0.600 FS987.85

Bay door area SD 0.05.-55 ft 2  59.5 ft.

Bay door width bD 1.1155 in. 118.5 1n.

Day door Ie.gth lit) 5.300 in. 176.7 in.

Moom trana dilst 0.650 in.

M4om tran. dtfl-t K 0.17'5 in.
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1,600 -

DYNAM I C
PRESS.

Q
PSF. 1,200

, .i- -- ,
800 •

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4
MACH NO.

10.0 -- _-

REYNOLD 8.0

NUMBER
Re

106 /FT 6.0 -

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4
MACH NO.

-A - 2 A0 __A _ = 6 7.5 - . ...
BAY Ad 0 7 FWD BAY
CLOSE 92/90 03 0 & MID BAY

I ~ -- - -* - 0 FWD 6MID) BAY

OPEN 92/92 00 0 MT LAU FWO

CLOSE 63 I •

OPEN 63,f o

CLOSE 0 000

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4
MACH NO.

Figure 7. Teut Conditions - u;aj
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Table II

DATA ACCURACY - REPEATABILITY

Term Symbol M = 0.85 M = 2.2

Normal force CN 0.00096 0.00070

Pitching moment Cm O. 0046 0.00052

Side force Cy 0.00076 0.00060

Yawing moment Cn 0.00005 O.00006

Rolling moment C1 0.00001 0.00002

Bay door force (R) CFD R 0.0088 O.oog

Bay door force (L) C FL 0.0113 0.0076

Bay door torsion (R) CT H 0.0013 0.0013

D
Bay door torsion (L) C TL 0.0013 0.0013

Bay door bending (R) C MH 0.O45 0.0032
D

Bay door bending (L) C L O 0.0045 00034

METi'IODS AND ANALYSIS

The ince*mentalJ effects on the air vehicle aerodynwcle parameter:•

of the var'ioua weapons buy/door con*iguratilos are summar'vzed in fig-
ures 8 through 16. These ineremental efafoets wore dtetuinined by sub-
tracting the aveage values of the Cloawi configuratlon pas, et --I for a,
agle-of-attack 1*apge between 0 •,td +÷ deg-ecs from like values fo"r he
configuration in quostion. Thetse• relationships avt.

61D CDuoP - CI)CLAJ" 1)"AG (1)

6CL %p - Cii. T (2)
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ACM = NiUPEN - C CLAN, PITCH MOMENT (3)

ACY = CY OPE - % YLEAN' SIDEh F'ORCE (~4)

AlC = C nOPEN - C nCLEAN' YAW MOME•T (5)

'cf = cfoPEN - cl , ROLL MOMDNT (6)

The longitudinal parameters, ACD, ACL, and ACM, are shown as a

function of mach number in figures 8, 9 and 10, while the Lateral/

directional parameters, ACy, ACn, and ACf, are shown for several yaw

angles in figures 11 through 15. These data have been averaged over an

angle-of-attack range from 0 to +5 degrees.

To determine the incremental stability coefficient of the doors and

bays, with respect to side slip angle, the following relationships were
used:

ACnA = (Cnp)OPEN- (CnP)CLEAN (7)

(=np)OPEN- [(CnOPEN) " x (CnOPEN) " - 0](-1) (8)

NOTE: Cnj (C ) x(-) (9)

(C(CnCLEAN), - -(CnCL•)A " ]_W (0O
no CLEANA (0)(C )cu = [ o (0

Thus

C r(AhCY) x (A C )1[(en) " x 0"(t') , (-.1) ... (11)

where

•Cn C
A~fl~hOP -C 1 ~~ 12)

NOTE: "OPEN" refers to any selected configuration of open doors or
bays, or both.
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S = 1,946 FT2  SYM BAY LAU 6d
REF - -I

bw= 137 FT 0 FWD FULL 630

cw= 15.3 FT & MID FULL 630
CG FS 987.85 0 FWD + FULL 920/920

Cl = 0" 5* MID
= 00

0.006 - 1 1 .

-, D = OPEN "CDCLEAN

0.004 - -

0.002 -

0 - -Oo 0.4 0.8 1 .2 1.6 2.0 2.4

MACH NO.

0.01Io- -

4CL

[ ~ OPEN C LLEAN

-0.01

14ACH NO.

F"igure 8. Lift Wiid D ,.m g Iue to Ope tt, Days ,ind y'ju11 -launcher
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sREF '1,946 FT 2  
SYM BAY tAU

bw = 1 37 FT 
d

15.3 FT 0 FWD IFULL 63-
A MID FUtLL6C G= FS 98 .5 FWD + FULL 92 "/ 92 -00.5 MID 9V

0.008

0.004

Ac

cG

-0.004

-oACW NO. .

Figure 9. Pi tch1i Mol LDw tUopen. 
~ ut~e
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SREF = 1,96 FT2  SYM BAY 8d
bw = 137 FT 0 FWD 630
cw = 15.3 FT A MID 630Gg = FS 987.85 MID 6/2a = 00 + 50 0 FWD+ 920/92(

=0 MI

0. 002

01•

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.
MACH NO.

0.01

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2-0 2.4
MACCH NO.

0.004 -
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SREF '• 1,946 FT2  S -
bw - 137 FT 0 TZ'w -• 15.3 FT 4 2<,
CG = FS 987.85

l = On ,5c

Yc 
C

MACH NO.

Ay 
.I¢ -CC.

U4Ir CAe CA

""000.. 0.4 O.8 1.2 "1.6 20 2

MACH NO,
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SREF = 1.946 FT2  SYM 4

bw.• = 137 FT 0 0
cw = 15.3 FT A 2a : 0 " ] 5

0.00 57••-., - r . v = - c

AIC Oa

-0.002 - L -
. 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4
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RE 1~I,946 FT 2  SYM! DOORS
RF0 0 F-WD

bw =137 FT 6 20 FWD
cw = 5.3 F1 0 0 MID

20MID

0 . .8, 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4

MACH NO.

MAHCO

0.0004-

0.0002 - - - - - -

hMACH NO.

Figure 1~4. Lateral Directional Eff~ects of Clojied B3ays and
"Stub"' Door
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S =1,946 FT2

REF

bw = 137 FT

0.002 -- w = 15.3 FT

AGy

0 -SYM 
_

0 0

C3 50
-0.O002 0•] O ý 0 BAYS

v 2 CLOSED

0 0.4. O.E 1.2
MACH NO.

0.0016 T - -

-- .- O.0 00 4

0.0012i- . --0- -

N .0-000Act 1'
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0.0000
0.0004.0
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... BAY BAY LAUBAY BAY
2 OPEB BAY LAU d BAY CLOSED

SREF =1,946 F 2  OE UL d___
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W
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Similarly, the roll and side force coefficients were determined:

*= = 'x 0] (-1) (13)

AC = CIOPEN- CICLEAN (14)

[(acy) 4__x - (Acy) __ 0l

ACy = - =x j (-i) (15)

where

ACy = CYoPFN- CYcLEAN (16)

Plots of ACnp, ACtf and ACy appear in figure 16.

The incremental effects due to sideslip were small for all of the
configurations tested. When the data accuracy is considered, no dis-
tinction in static stability can be made for any of the configurations
with bay doors set at 63 degrees. This includes the SRAM launcher empty
and full. With both forward and mid bay doors set at 92 degrees, a
small difference in C., is evident between bay open and closed.

WEAPON BAY DOOR LOADS

A summary of door load data at o = 0 is shown in Vigures 17 through
29 as a function of mach number. Data recorded throughout the angle-of-
attack range are shown in reference I. Consistent results were obtainod,
well within the data accuracies quoted in tab]e 1. These data supersede
weapon bay door load data obtained during earlier testing at AEDC.

The following equations are 4tat-mentv of door loading 'oef{clentu
and cvnt(ýr of pressure. The equations are shown for the left door.
'r'hose for the right door are identical, except that ý;ubsearpt "l." is
replaced by 4;ubscript "R."

(Fr, = Fi+÷ +2)Iq TD,, Ox', (18)

I).:. c- * LT lq h)" . (CFD,/2i), TORallOW (i.V.) (i8)

I': - QIi

S..... - - - - - - -
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CMDL = (hFL + kF2L)/q SD bD, MOMENT (19)

CPLL = CTDL/CFDL CTR PRESS. (LONG.') (20)

CpBL = CmDL/CFDL' CTR PRESS. (SPAN) (21)

Weapon bay door force data are shown in figures 17 through 24.
Center-of-pressure data appear in figures 25 through 29. Instrumented
doors were used only with the open bay configurations. Door force,
torsional moment, and bending moment data are presented for left and
right doors to show the effects of yaw at each of the tested mach
numbers.

Forward bay data are included for the full SRAM launcher over the
full range of mach numbers and for the empty launcher at 0.6 and 2.2.
Mid bay doors were not tested at mach 0.6 or 1.6.

With both bays open and the doors full open, the data are shown for
the forward doors only.

FLOW FIELD PHOTOGRAPHS

Schlieren photographs of the flow field were taken at mach 1.6 and
2.0. A series of pictures was taken during each angle-of-attack sweep.

Figures 30 through 33 are a sampling, showing each configuration with
bays open and closed.
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S REF 59. 5FT2 y

b RF 48.5 IN 0 0
RE F2

1REF 1 76.7 IN V 50

a~ ~ ~ 0} 0 EMPTY LAU

0.04

F

L

0.02 ------ - - -

0

-0.02 - - _

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4

MACH NO.

C TD

L

0.02

0ra

-0.02

M4ACH NO.

Figure 17. Forward Weapon Bay Door Loads,, Force andc Torsion
Lef't Door. Half Open
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SREF = 59.5 FT2  SYM

0 0
b = 48.5 1N.

RE 2F

I = 176.7 IN. V 50
REF 0 EMPTY LAU[ u0 50)

0.03

0.02

0.01

-0.01

0 o.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4

MACH NO.

Figure 18. Forward Weapon Bay Door Loads, Hinge Moment, Left Door

Half Open
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SREF =59.5 FT2 SYM •,
b RE 48 . 5 1IN . 0 0

RE F A 20
REF 176.7 IN. V 50aot: 0 0 }
a, 0 0 50- EMPTY LAU

0 m

-0.02 - - - -- -

-0.04 - .

-t

-0.606--- - -

" 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1. 6 2.0 2.4
MACH NO.

0.02
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0
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Slgure 19. Forward Weapon Baw Door Loads, Force and Torsion,
lRight Door Half Open
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SREF = 59.5 FT2 SYM

bREF 48.5 IN. 0 0
REA 20

1 E 176.7 IN. v 5
RE 03 0 .o EMPTY LAU

0' 50

0-

CM ----------

R-0.01

-0.02

-0.03 03'--
-o-o---------------

-0.04 ---------------
0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4

MACH NO.

Figure 20. Forward Weapon Bay Door Loads, Hinge Moment, Right Door
Half Open
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-0.02---------------------------
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Figure 30. Schileren Photographs: Clean ContIguration
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Figu~re 32. Sc~hliereza Phot.ographs: Forward Doors Half' Open, Bay Open
and Closedi M 2.2
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Figure 33. Schlieren Photogiraphs: Mici LUool, fialf open, Bay Opel,
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The general conclusion from this test is that the model and methods
employed are a satisfactory means of defining the incremental effects
on air vehicle aerodynamic characteristics of open weapon bays and
weapon bay doors.

2. The basic aerodynamic incremental data follow expected trends, with
the exception of the incremental rolling moment. Increasing yaw
angle produces positively increasing rolling moment. This trend is
consistent at all mach numbers, and is consistent for either or both
bays and for bays open or bays closed. This trend suggests that the
increment in side force acting on tne doors is less effective in roll
than the interference load on the lower surface of the body and wing
glove.

3. The door loads data show logical variations with mach number and yaw
angle.

4. The longitudinal stability changes due to all open bay and door
configurations are negligible.

5. The lateral directional stability changes due to all open bay and
door configurations are either small or negligible. Forward bay
doors show an incremental directional stability loss, while the mid
doors produce a negligible effect.

i
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RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTALJ AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS

INTO THE MECHANISM OF MUTUAL RETAi4IMER WAKE INTMFENCE

BETWEEN PAIRS OF? RETARED 1000LB BOMBS

(U.NCLASSIFIED)

by

KEITH G. SMITH

Hunting Engineering Limited, Ampthill, England.

ABSTRACT. Results of experimental and theoretical investigations
into the mechanism of mutual retarder wake interference between pairs
of retarded 10001b bombs have been presented. Experimental data was
obtained from releases of pairs of bombs from a Buccayeer Aircraft and
from i.ind tunnel tests inducted on a tandem pair of / 9 th scale model
bombs. A mathematical model has been developed and its validity
established using the wind tunnel data to simulate flight trial
releases. Subsequently the model has been used to study the mutual
interference problem.

"Approved for public releae; distributiou unlimited."
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INTRODUCTION

During 1965 a contract was placed on Hunting Engineering Limited
to assess the collision risk between retarded stores as it was thought
that store/store collisions could present a safety risk to the
delivering aircraft. To study the problem a computer simulation model
was developed capable of coping with the large number of parameters
involved in the assessment of collision/interference probability.

Results of initial studies using the simulation model did not
produce the degree of correlation with the trials results that was
expected. Reasons for the rather poor correlation were attributed to

(i) Lack of knowledge of the phenomena of retarder wake
effects and its association with release disturbance
effects

(ii) Unknown accuracy of weapon system timing.

In 1971 Hunting Engineering Limited were tasked with identifying
the above problem areas by initiating trials and theoretical studies
necessary to provide data allowing the mechanism of store to store
interference to be defined. With the dat. available it was anticipated
that an accurate simulation model would be developed for use in
studying the interference problem on current "in service" U.K. aircraft.

This paper concentrates on the area of retarder wake interference
effects and the association with release disturbance.

RETARDER SHIELDING TRIALS

At the start of the study the only trials data available was that
for "stick" releases of the retarded lO001b bomb from the Vulcan and
Canberra airtraft. These data were of a very limited nature mid
consisted of only high speed cine records. Flight trials were therefore
initiated using all the necessary range equipment to provide data
required.

To study the more fundamental nature of the interference problem a
series of viud tunnel trials using a tandem pair of stores -.so
initiated. It was anticipated that the results of wind tuxuel trials
would be ,ned in mathematit,-l modellig studies siamlating thi flight
trial releases.
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FLIGHT TRIALS

The Buccaneer Aircraft was selected as the trials aircraft because
of its availability, the relatively close spacing of stores carried in
the bomb bay and its well known performance capabilities. Store
releases were planned to be made from all four bomb bay positions, two
pairs being released per sortie. However, due to the mod. rtate of the
aircraft it was only possible to carry two stores per sortie. The
catriage positions in the bomb bay and the release order (-ominal) are
illustrated in figure 1.

Using kinetheodolite results obtained from previously conducted
clearance trials, the effects of release disturbance on the movement of
the stores in both the vertical and lateral planes was derived. This
data, together with nominal aircraft weapon system timing data, was used
in the simple simulation model to predict probabilities of store to
store collision for a release speed of 450kns E.A.S. as a function of
stick interval and release positions, see table I.

TABLE I PROBABILITY OF STORE-STORE COLLISION
(RELEASE SPEE 450KNS E.A.S.)

STICK INTERVAL (s)
RELEASE POSITIONS -.-

0.06 0.15 0.25

.5 -6 94% 47% 5%

7 -8 92% 44% 5%

Based on the predicted probabilities presented in table I a stick
interval of 0.150s was selected for initial trial releases from stations
5 and 6.

Prior to the coumencement of the trials, discussions were held with
the range authorities to establish range instrumentation requirements
and stress the importance of obtaining the required data.

Initial trials were conducted with a stick interval of 0.150s
(nominal) and in the firs~t five trials severe interference between
stores was observed. Oa examination of the data the actual stick
interval was found to be 0.144s. In further trials it was decided to
increase the stick interval to a nominal O.18s. To achieve this
interval without modiifications to the aircraft electrical system it was
necessary for the releases to be made from bomb bay stations 5 and 8
(i.e. from "in line" stations). lesulte obtained from these releases
indicated with the nominal O.lOa interval little or no interference
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between stores. Further examination of the data confirmed the actual
interval to be 0.176s.

To investigate the effect of the nominal 0.180s interval for
releases from stations 5 and 6 it was necessary to modify the aircraft
electrical system. The results obtained for this release order
confirmed the results previously obtained for releases from stations 5
and 8, i.e. insignificant interference. Finally, for completeness,
releases from "in line" stations 5 and 8 were made with a noininal stick
interval of O.150s and serious interference effects were observed.

The flight trial results indicated the interference effects
between the stores to be very sensitive to stick interval i.e. severe
interference at 0.144s, little interference at 0.176s. It was
therefore not possible to deduct data from these trials to help the
development of a realistic mathematical simulation model.

In an attempt to obtain reasonable amounts of "capture"
(interference) between pairs of stores a further six trials were
conducted with nominal stick intervals of O.160s and 0.170s. For these
trials actual stick intervals, based on the earlier trials evidence, of
0.154s and 0.166s were expected. However, actual intervals measured in
the trials were 0.010s less than those expected.

* '~WIND TUNNEL TRIALS

These trials were initiated to obtain a more fundamental under-
standing of the interference effects between retarded 10001b stores.
The trials were programed for the 9ft x 8ft transonic wind tunnel of
the Aircraft Research Association at Bedford.

To obtain the interference effects in the wind tunnel it was
proposed to use a fixed model bomb and another, forward bomb supported
on a mechanism to vary lateral displacement. The forward bomb could be
mounted at different axial stations so that the effect of separation
might be measured on the rear bomb in terms of drag loss, normal force
and pitching moment. An independent variation of ineidence of the rear
bomb was designed into the support system so that rear bomb stability
as a fimction of its proximity to the wake could be investigated.

A number of difficulties were envisaged at the outset, the most
important being how closely the stores should be modelled vith regard
to the fabric parts of the retarder; whether loads could be measured
sufficiently accurately on the rear bomb imersed or partly immersed in
the wake of the front bomb; and Vl ther it would le possible to support
the front bomb by a simple tow wire to allow easy adjustment of the
selaration between them. If relatively accurate retarder parts were
considered necessary, there were doubts about the life of the
necessarily sm•aI scale components.
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The rear bomb had to be carried on a balance capable of measuring
unusually high drag in relation to pitching moment and lift, and
supportPd on a system capable of relatively large incidence and
vertical traverses. The arrangement in the tunnel allowed two
rotations about different points approximately 40" apart, thus vertical
movement of up to 20" and angles of up to 200 were possible in
reasonable combinations.

The initial, development, tests were conducted using a rear bomb
in isolation. Following minor Phanges, the program of trials was
completed without serious difficulty.

Model Details

The models of the retarded lO001b bomb were made with the retarder
canopy extended, and with the arms able to swing radially, between 300
and 70 , restrained by strops as in the full size retarder. Although
basically similar, the front model had arrangements for support via a
i" dia. rod entering the nose, while the rear bomb was carried on a
balance from behind.

The bomb central tube on which the fins are carried and from which
the arms supporting the retarder canopy pivot, was too small to allow
a balance to be contained within, so this part was extended rearwards
and increased in diameter to fit the taper joint of an existing 1"-
diameter balance.

The representation of the canopy was based on the full scale
configuration, and was accurate regarding the number of ribbons,
porosity, shape and rigging lines, and was constructed from I" wide
ribbons (representing 2" full size ribbons) but no serious attempt was
made to simulate the gore stiffness. The scale using this material
should thus be * full size.

Confidence in the vtodel canopy, which was designed and manufactured
by Irvin GB Ltd was demonstrated in a preliminary test made with the
rear bomb in isolation. The prototype rarachute canopy and its
attachments to the arm were found generally satisfactory and few
modifications were required, also the tects shoved that the life to be
expected vas at least If hours, outside the wake. During the main test
program, the rear model canopy repeatedly suffered minor damage, the
forward canopy van changed twice but remained undamaged.

The front bomb - rear bomb separation was limited to 87" because
of the incidence and height mechanism which had to be attached to a
joint on the standard complete model cart. The support for the front
bomb was a wept-forward strut carried on a remov*ble perforated floor
ahead of the rai1 cart, allowing all model riUing to be done outside
the tunnel. Axial separation distances of about 4 bodyllengths (0) to
10f vere required, indicating a scale of approximately 4 th would be
Enecessary. However, it wae required to match estimated drqg to the
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performance of an existing balance, and to use as large a model as
possible to allow detailedLbomb components to be manufactured more
easily. Thus a compromise scale of / th was chosen allowing
separation distances of up to 9f and p2rmitting the use of 4" ribbons
to be representative of 2" full size ribbons. The assembled rear bomb
is shown in figure 2.

When at maximum separation (9f and 8.4f) the front bomb was
supported on a solid rod, (see figure 3) but the fatigue of this became
unacceptable when the rod exceeded about 3 bomb lengths, due to the
model responding to the rough flow in the wake. For the 7( separation
ratio tests, therefore, a 20001h multistranded steel wire was used but
this broke after about 10 minutes at a Mach number of 0.8, fortunately
only destroying the front bomb, (the drag of which does not exceed
2001b.). Next a nylon braided line of 9001b. capability was used, but
again the first bomb was lost after • hour, the failures occurring at
the ferrule within the model nose, apparently by fatigue in the wire
and from the generation of heat in the nylon from flexing. Although
the bomb was highly stable about the nose tow point, clearly towing
from further ahead would be necessary to avoid further failure and all
subsequent tests were made using a tube (with inserted high tensile
wire as a safety device in case of tube failure) suspended on the joint
at the strut to restrict the bending moment developed at that point.
Varying tube lengths positioned the front bomb at separation ratios of
6, 5 and 4 body lengths and no further trouble was experienced in the
tunnel tests.

Test Program

The range of height of the rear bomb above the front was varied
from 0 to 2 body lengths (20") the incidence limits were +15 and
separation ratios between 9 and 4 body lengths and of course an infinity
case i.e. the rear bomb in isolation. Results of 5 components from the
balance were obtained on the rear bomb, axial force, normal force,
pitching moment, side force and yawing moment, the lateral components
being recorded as a check on the symmetry of the bomb and showed to be
a useful indication of parachute damage. The tests were made at Mach
numbers of 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8.

The aerodynamic characteristics, axial force, normal force and
pitching moment were also obtained for the isolated bomb so that
interference effects acting on the rear bomth when within the diffused
wake of the forward bomh could be isolated. An aerodynamic forces and
momenta were non-dimenaionalised using the bomb body cross sectional
area and its diameter, the moment reference position being 47.5% of
body length.
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Wind Tunnel Tests

The tests were conducted in the Aircraft Research Association
9ft x 8ft transonic wind tunnel which has a 20% (approximately) open
area perforated walls, the rear model being carried on a complete model
cart, the front support strut on the perforated make-up cart.

The solid blockage of the models, separately or together, was
negligible and the wake blockage was considered to be small enough to
have a negligible effect on th6 tunnel velocity. The total drag area
(CS) was approximately 0.3ft , or less than 0.5% of tunnel cross-
sectional area. This value did not require any corrections to be
applied to the reference pressures, particularly in a tunnel of this
description. All tests were conducted at atmospheric stagnation
pressure.

The rough flow in the wake from the front canopy created very
unsteady readings on the rear bomb balance, but the tunnel
instrumentation had the provision of averaging the readings over
approximately a second and no other special measures were taken.
Nevertheless, at separation ratios less than 6 and small lateral
offsets, the rough flow was responsible for a lot of damage to the rear
canopy, some of which may not have been noticed before the damage
became severe. The results were therefore carefully scanned for
non-zero lateral readings and other peculiarities; and suppressed if
doubtful.

Data Reduction

Calculation of rear model incidence and lateral offset is made
from the relationships:

O (i)

Sto- S4. (2)

The sigp convention and symbols used are defined in figure 4.

Directo measurement at each test point showed the incidence to be
within 0.25 and offset within 00'"t the repeatability was within 0.2"
or 2% of body length.

The base pressure in the balence cavity under the shroud was used
to correct axial force to free-stream static pressure. The pressure
immediately behind the rear canopy was also measured as some doubt
existed whether the bluff assembly support might affect canopy drag.

Additional tests with a blockage created by a 6" diameter plate mounted
on the sting (see figure 5) showed that neither the canopy pressure nor
drag was affected rhea the plate was moved over a range of 90 to 16"
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behind the canopy. It was therefore concluded that the support system
did not introduce spurious effects on the drag due to the buoyancy
effect.

ANALYSIS OF RETARIDER SHIELDING TRIALS

FLIGHT TRIALS

The data obtained from the trials generally related to situations
where either severe interference or relatively little interference
occurred between the stores. Analysis of the kinetheodolite and high
speed cine records did not permit data relating specifically to the
problem of store-store interference to be deduced. However, data was
obtained which could subsequently be used in an attempt to valoidate the
mathematical model to be developed for simulating interference effects.
The results from the flight trials shoved the interference effects to
be very sensitive to stick interval and that it could possibly be of a
"step function" nature. The results also indicated that the
mathematical simulation model to be developed must be capable of
dealing with parameters such as release disturbance effects, weapon
system timing, variations in bomb to bomb parameters, etc.

A summary of the flight trial releases is presented in table II.

WIND TMEL TRIALS

Basically, two distinct sets of wind tunnel data vere available
for analysis; isolated bomb data (i.e. infinite axial separation) and

"in wake" bomb data. In the amalysis of the data it %as necessary to
make an attempt to reduce the number of dependent variables (because of
excessive table "laok up" time in the mathematical model) by replacing
them with empirical expressions. The other aspect of the data analysis
was an attempt to see if the aerodynamic data c-uld possibly explain
the phenomena observed in flight trial releases. The sign convw, tioa
for the aerodynamic coefficients together vith geometric defiuitiws
are presented in figure 6.

Fve-•Stresm t .ha. ateristica

For a syvwetrical cofgiration the aerod)maie chractteristsie
ohluld be s*meitrica1 for positive aud negative incidenct about their
reoective aesY .

The "raw" values of drag •r•e QS required only a small exio.
Phift in order to obtaiu syautry. The wind tunnel values of CXS vere
sialed by a factor of 1.0-6 t match dg• areas obtimued from full scale
flight trials. Au eopirical e-prsesio has been derived for the dra

--.4rea in terms of incidtnce pi@.), the vari~atio. with Mach No. over the
range tested was negligible. This e~reasion is presented in fibre 7,
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and graphically togethor with wind tunnel results in figure 8. The
empirical expression pro vides an accurate representation of the tunnel
results to within +1.5%.

Similarly the normsA forceCW results required only a small axial
shift to provide symmetry; the empirical expression assumed to be
independent of Mach No. is presented in figure 7 and graphically in
figure 9. Figure 9 shows the empirical expression to provide an
accurate representation of the wind tunnel results.

The raw data for the jitching moment coefficient were puzzling
in as much that at zero ircidence a considerable positive moment existed.
Whether this anomaly was due to apparent mass effects at high speed or
model misalignments/oscillutions is not known. However, whatever the
cause, the raw G% data were adjusted to be symmetrical about zero
incidence. The empirical cxpression for this coefficient (assumed to
be independent of Mach No.) is presented in figure 7 and graphically in
figure 10. It can be seen that the empirical expression provides an
accurate representation of Uwe tunnel results.

Wake Characteristics

Measured forces and moments acting on the rear model bomb in the
wake of the forward bomb are expected to have a lower order of accuracy
compared to those obtained in free stream conditions. Basically these
"errors arise from

(i) Forward bomb oscillati ins

(ii) Turbulent wake effects

(iii)Bomb damage and oscillations.

Maximum errors are expected to occur for zero offset (If = 0) where
maximum turbulence would be encountered. In general, the raw data for
Cm reflect these errors to their maximum extent and a more detailed
analysis of these results is necessary.

As in the free-stream analysis, large positive values of Ca were
observed at zero incidence, the magnitude of these errors tending to
decrease with increasing longitudinal separation. The raw data of
CXS , Cý and CM at zero offset were adjusted to be sytetrical for
positive and negative incidences. Any errors that may exist in the
ray data for offsets other ttan zero cannot be estimated and
consequently were left unadjusted. The only method of eliminating
these possible errors would have been to obtait results for negative
offsets (i.e. ui1O) and for the present test arrangement results for
negative offsets would have included effects due to forward bomb
mounting interference.
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In order to reduce the amount of data input to the mathematical
simulation model (developed concurrently with the analysis) empirical
expressions have been derived thereby reducing the dimensions of "look
up" tables.

The axial drag area coefficient CXS was the most amenable for
reduction and the dependents Mach No., M4and incidenceoC were replaced
by an empirical expression, thereby reducing a b-dimensional to a
2-dimensional table "look up". The empirical expression is presented
in table III. A typical comparison of empirical expressions and the
raw data (scaled by a factor of 1.26) are presented in figure 12.
Although the empirical fits are not as accurate as those for the
isolated bomb characteristics, the errors lie within +8%.

Because of the somewhat irregular behaviour of the normal force
(CuW) and pitching moment (W coefficients it has been possible to
remove only one parameter, Mach No., by the substitution of empirical
expressions thereby reducing the two i-dimensional "look up" tables to
two 3-dimensional tables. The empirical expressions are presented in
figure 11 and the "look up" tables are presented in tables IV and V.
Graphical comparisons between empirical expressions and raw Co and CM
data are presented in figures 13 and I4 respectively.

The tables present the exact raw data values of Cy and C,4 for
M = 0.7 and cansequently the data presented graphically relate to
M = 0.7. In general, the empirical expressions are less accurate at
the high Mach No. of 0.EL As this loss of accuracy was unavoidable,
it was decided that the majority of the inaccuracy should occur at the
highest Mach No. tested.

Additional Remarks

The value of offset (HI) is measured perpendicular from the velocity
vector of the forward bomb and the centre of gravity of the rear bomb.
This effectively implies that the attitude of the forward bomb does not
adversely affect the wake characteristics. In view of the s=all
amplitude oscillatory wotion of the forward bomb (resulting from its
very stable configuration) this assumption is thought to be justifiable.

An amount of uncertainty arises in the prediction of the
effective wake boundary. The regions of this boundary may be estimated
by examination of tables 1II, IV and V. At sero incideuce the Nslues
of C#, and Cr4 should tend to zero as the offset (!1) approacbes the
effective wAe boundary. The tables iudicate that at H = 10.9 body
diameters (W) the coefficients tend to etro for all axial soparations
(,). lwriug in mind the turbulent oature of the vake and that uo datA
is currently avtilabla for > >10.9d, it as coonsidered that the L04t
the effective wake boutndry oecurs at i -- l0.9d. For values of L44C
the wake boundary )As been assuwd to havv the form of a tangent ogive
and at L -- 0, H has the value of V), the canopy diameter (see below).
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S= -37.4 + (1880 - 53.8(L,/,)2 + 3oL /(ft) (3)

for 0o LE

= 6 (ft) for LE,/> 4

where H is radial offset of wake boundary (ft)

LE/L is number of body lengths separation between bombs
""L (see figure 15)

No aerodynamic data are currently available for Mach Nos below
0.6. At these Mach Nos the bomb is in the incompressible flow regime
and consequently the coefficients are assumed to correspond to those
obtained at M=O.6. Extrapolation of data above M=0.8 is not
recomnended; the probability of operational use above this Mach No.
is unlikely and when it does occur the high retardation experienced
will reduce the Mach No. rapidly.

Typical examples of the wind tunnel results for the "in wake"
axial force, normal force and pitching moment coefficients are
presented in figures 12, 13 and 14 respectively. The data presented
in these figures are for a Mach No. of 0.7 and an axial separation
distance of 7 body lengths, and shows the variation of the coefficients
with lateral offset and incidence. The important points to notice in
figure 12 is how the drag reduces and the *"hollowt at zero incidence
disappears with decreasing lateral offset. It ii therefore, clear that
in flight the rear bomb will have a reduced drag and will Plose
relative to the forward bomb particularly if at a non-zero offset.

The significant curves are the pitching moment variation with
incidence, offset and axial separation. Figure 14 shows the variation
for an axial separation of 7 bomb lengths and shows how the pitching
moument curve changes slope as offset distance decreases.

At relatively large offsets, the sense of the pitching ancut is
always stable (to reduce incidence), but as tht offset reduces to a
critical value which is associated with the canopy entering the edge
of the wake, the pitching vwaent tend@ to beceae unstable. This
instability results in an increase in bomb incide•ace together with an
increase in lift force which is directed tovards the wake central axis.
in flight a form of "lock itn" thorefore ,takes place as the roar bomb
approaches the wake centre. The pitching oment 83d lift force
driving the bomb towards the centreof the"wke reduce "ad r'eVrse a,

the bomb moves into the other half of the Voke. etanwhile the rear
bomb close* on the front bomb because of the reductiou in drue, and
collision between the bombs is xEbwt ineqitable.
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TABLE IV NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT COMPONENT CN'(n1, xpM_ 0

-150 -100 -_5 00 +5° +10° +15°
L If

0 -1.94 -1.14 -41.55 0 +0.55 +1.14 +1.94
2.18d -2.97 -2.37 -0.77 -1.16 -0.56 0 .0.57

,f 4.36d -2.28 -1.52 -1.03 -0.64 -0.25 +0.20 +0.88
6.54d -1.82 -1.15 -0.77 -0.28 +0.02 +0.53 +1.34
8.72d -1.45 -0.75 -0.45 -0.27 +0.11 +0.63 +1.47

10.90d -1.08 -0.35 -0.13 -0.10 +0.10 +0.68 +1.97

0 -1.97 -1.13 -0.50 0 +0.50 +1.13 +1.97
2.18d -2.95 -2.28 -1.68 -1.12 -0.55 +0.15 +0.85
4.36d -2.14 -1.62 -1.12 -0.62 -0.15 +0.48 +1.306.54d -1.91 -1.22 -0.80 -0.45 +0.05 +0.79 +1.65
8.72d -1.77 -0.87 -0.57 -0.36 +0.11 +0.82 +1.64

10.90d -1.63 -0.52 -0.3. -0.25 +0.11 +0.84 +1.66

0 -1.81 -1.01 -0.47 0 +0.47 +1.01 .+1.81
2.18d -2.56 -1.90 -1.34 -0.80 -0.2o 40.35 *0.95

6 4 5.36d -2.34 -1.78 -1.13 -0.75 -0.38 +0.20 .0.96
6.54d -1.95 -1.21 -0.130 -0.45 -0.10 +0.65 +1.52
8.72d -1.62 -0.82 -0.52 -0.40 +0-05 +0.73 +1.55
10.90d -1.29 -0.44 -0.24 0.0 .0.05 +0.77 +1.59

0 -1.28 -0.70 -0.30 0 .0.30 +0.70 +1.28
2.18d -1.65 -1.06 -..65.0-..0 .0.93
S4.36d -1.78 -1.20 -0.71 -0.02 .0.31 +0.M,
6.54d -1.50 -0.91 -0.50 -0-17 -0.10 *0.50 .1.12
8.72d -1.18 -0.58 -0.28 -0.17 .0.08 0.63 .1.25

10.90d -0.86 -0.,2 -0.06 -0.05 +0.08 ,0.68 +1.30

0 -1.59 -0.89 -0.40 0 +0 .0.89 +1.59
2.184 -1.97 -1.22 -0.74 -0.3 tX,05 *0.53 +1.19
4.3W4 -2.02 -1.35 -0.32 -0.45 -0.10 .0.1,4 .1.04
6.54d -1.70 .1.06 -0.58 -0.10 -0.05 +0.52 +.1.29
0.72d -1.50 -0.86 -0.36 -.o.21 *.0) .0.68 +1.41

10,90d -1.30 -0.66 -0.14 -0.11 +0.18 +0.77 +1.50

0 -,1.28 -0.64 -0.05 0 .0.05 .0.64 +1.28
2.18d -1.28 40.6 -0.05 0 +0.05 .0.64 +1,28

o 4.%6 -1.28 -0.64 -0.05 0 .0.05 +0.64 +1.28
6.54d -1.28 -0.64 -0.05 0 .0.05 .0.6h .1.28
8.72d -1.28 -0.64 -0.05 0 .0.05 .0.64. +12

10.904 -1.2S -0.64 -0.05 0 .0.05 +0.64 +1.28
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TADLE V PITCHING MOMkY COE'FIC INr CO[ONLNT c4tI,,O .

-150 -10° -5 0 +5° +100 +150
L 1

0 +3.40 +2.35 +.150 0 -0.65 -2.35 -3.40
2.18d +6.90 +6.00 +5.15 +4.30 +3.10 +1.60 +0.90
4.16d +4.90 +4,.08 +3.32 +2.70 0 -1.07 -1.97
6.54d +4.50 +3.40 +2.90 41.82 -1.27 -2.17 -3.38
8.72d +4.40 +3.30 +2.52 +1.05 -1.45 -2.35 -3.48

10.90d +4.30 +3.20 +2.14 +0.70 -1.50 -2.35 -3.-48

0 +3.70 +2t25 +0.93 0 -0.93 -2.25 -3.73
2.18d +6.70 +5.75 +4.80 +4.00 +2.70 +0.90 -. ).3o
4-36d +4.55 +3.85 +2.80 +1.75 +0.05 -1.75 -3.10
6.54d +4.60 +3.50 +2.57 +0.05 -1.50 -2.57 -4.10
8.72d +.460 +3.50 +2.50 +0.65 -1.50 -2.80 -4.14

10.90d +4.60 +3.50 +2.43 -0.40 -1.60 -2.80 -4.14

0 +3.10 +1.87 +0.80 0 --0.80 -1.87 -3.10
2.18d +5.70 +4.74 +3.80 +2.80 +1.50 +0.25 -1.00

6e 4.16d +5.20 +4.28 +3.50 +2.80 +0.05 -0.58 -1.67
6.54d +4.50 +3.50 +2.92 +1.35 -1.19 -2.20 -3.67
8.72d +4.40 +3.40 +2.70 4.0.25 -1.47 -2.54 -4.03

10.90d +..30 +3.30 +2.48 0 -1.50 -2.64 -4.13

0 +2.60 +1.68 .0.76 0 -0.76 -1.6$ -2.60
2.18d +4.10 +3.10 +2.62 +1.80 +0.60 -0.40 -1.0o
7 .36d +.4.58 +3.72 +3.00 +2.30 +0.90 -0.27 -1.08
6.54d +3.95 +3.00 +2.50 +1.60 -0.70 -1.50 -2.40
A.72d +).75 +2.70 +2.J2 +1.05 -1.15 -2.07 -3.10

10.90d +.355 +2.40 +1.74 +0.55 -1.28 -2.15 -5..

0 +3.31 +2.17 +1.12 0 -1.12 -2.17 -3.3•
2.8d +4.408 +3.45 +2.55 +1.40 -1.35 -2.15
4.16d *4.93 +3.97 03.10 +2.07 +0.10 -0.98 -1. 7
6.S5d +4.14 .3.24 +.2.60 +1.32 -1.00 -1.7$ -2.97
8,72d .4.00 *2.0 .2.4• +0.00 -1.08 -2.43 -3.62

10.90d +1.66 +2.56 +2..10 -0.25 -1.65 -2.55 -3.74

o .3.95 .o3o) .2.10 0 -2.10 -3.00 -'3.95
2q.18d .3.95 *.300 .2.10 0 -2.l0 .-3.00 .-. 95
4.36d 4 .'.95 +3.00 ,2.10 0 -2.10 -3.00 -3.95
6.72d .3.95 +3.00 +2.10 0 -4. 10 -3.00 -3.95j 1O.'qua ,3.95 +3. 00 0 -2.1o0 3-00 -t.95
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Examination of the basic wind tunnel data has allnwed the above
motion of the rear bomb to be derived, subsequently the mathematical
model will be used to demonstrate this motion, which is typical of
that observed under certain conditions in flight trials.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Aerodynamic data obtained from the tandem wind tumnel tests were
restricted to the plane containing the longitudinal axes of the two
bombs and the incide;:ce plane of the rear bomb. Consequently, it was
necessary to consider a 3-Degree of Freedom mathematical model to
investigate the interference effects between the two bombs. The
equations of motion representing this type of motion are of the
standard form and therefore do not justify discussion here. However,
the wake characteristics are of a more complex nature and are discussed
below.

WAKE MODEL

The wake emanating from the forward bomb is assumed to be
enclosed within a physical boundary that is symmetrically distributed
about the flight Path of the forward bomb. This inherently assumes
that the local angle of incidence of the forward bomb to its flight
path does not significantly alter the wake characteristics. In view
of the small amplitude oscillation achieved by the highly stable
forward bomt. this is considered to be a reasonable assumption. The
physical wale ::oundary is presented in figure 15. As the program
determines the relative locations of the centres of gravity of the
bombs, the effective wake boundary is defined as the addition of the

physical wake boundary and a canopy radius (i.e. if H!HWi + R then the
rearward bomb is considered to be in the wake of the forward bomb).

WAKE INTRFEENCE

This paragraph describes the manner in which the "in wake"
aerodynamic data are selected and used in determination of the overall
forces and moments.

To reduce the amount of "look up" data mirror image symmetry about
the wake central axis has been assumed. Wind tunnel data for the rear
bomb was restricted to the upper section of the wake only (negative H
as shown in figure 15), positive incidence being nose up. In the upper
section of the wake the incidence is considered to be the angle between
the rear bomb longitudinal axis and the wake central sxis (oC=o4' +.,
see figure 15). Clearly, if the bomb has the same spacial positive
indidence but is in the lower section of the wake (positive H as shown
in figure 15) it is necessary to consider the incidence to be negative,
use the "look up" tables and finally reverse the signs of the normal
force and pitching moment coefficients obtained.
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As the wind wmel data arp meai"urements of the wiljt•1il interference
characteristics between tio relativeiy utattif.ry I',hs, it is becaary
to explain the procedure used in tU.1, program u • differential
velocity exists. The aprodynamic coefficicnts for the i*'.f bomb are
found from the "look up" tables using the Macii No. of the forward bowb,
the incidence of the rear bomb (i.e. the angles betweev th@ rear bomb
I Lngitudinal axis and the forward bomb instana-aeus flight path), the
lateral oifset and the longitudinal offset. The forces &0id moments
are then derived using the velociLt of the rear bomb and free atream
parameters. AMtbpligh it is conceded that ldgs of akcý.iracy may be
introduced by using this method, it is likely to be small c6mpsred with
Lhe loss iii accuracy dkw to the erivurs in the wind tunnel data,

MODEL LIWIIATiOMi

As the amiunt 6f aerodynamic data is limited it has been necessary
to extrapolate -the rsnane of some of thze coefficient dependents within
the program. The Mach Nos. at w•iiio Pefficients were derived were
0.6, 0.7 and 0.8. The dnta reduction, described earliej necessitated
a loss of accuracy of ibhe wake coeffie'ients for i4X8. Whilst the
program will extrapolate data lar M >0.8, it is evident -Uiat a
considerable loss of accuracy in the deerrminati1Gi of t•o •efficl•ts
may be incurred. However, this loss of accuracy will occur for only a
short period of the total flight time as the retardatiot• during this
period will be large. For M<0.6 the bomb is donvidered to be in the
incowpressible flow regime mi consequently ihe coefficients are foiuxd
by using the "look up" tables for M--0.6. The incidence range for which
data are known is +i5°. The program will extrapolats the ijiwdence
range to +500 beyond which the program will be terminated.

The longitudinal separation range over which mensured wake
interference characteristirs are available is from L = t to L =

It is apparent at L = te the data are tending towards those obtained
for free stream conditions. An arbitrary separation distance of
L = 20e at which -he data reach free stream conditiuns Ires been
incorporated into the program. For separation distances less than
L = 4 t, the shape of the wake boundary is assumed to be that of a
tangent ogive (see figure i1) and within this region aerodynamic data
are unknown. The progrant, however, determines the data in this vegion
assuming that they correspond to those for L = 4e; the value of Ii used
is determined by factorising the physical offset (i.e. distance between
flight direction of forward bomb and the nearest extremity of the
canopy of the rearward bomb) by i5/.

It is probable that the rigid wake boundary assumed to be
generated at the instant of retarder deployment will not truly
represent the actual. This boundary and the data therein, will be
influenced by oscillations of the forward bomb. In the absence of
further data the maximum wake boundary is defined by the extreme
lateral offset tested.
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Provision has also been made in the program for the input of store
carriage loads and local flow field effects when they became available.

Under some circumstances, the rear bomb can lie within the wake of
the forward bomb at the instant of deployment of the forward bomb.
When this situation occurs, the rear bomb experiences an instantaneous
change in effective incidence which can be so rapid such that the
numerical integration procedure can become "unstable".

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

INITIAL SIMULATIONS

Dat-a available from the initial flight trials Nos 1 - 12 related
to situations where either severe or little interference between bombs
occurred. Releases where severe interference occurred were considered
not suitable for simulation purposes and effort was concentrated on
simulating the other trials. As a typical example of the sirmlations,
the results of trial number 9 are distusged.

For trial number 9 the "stick" iiLtervai betv.-on bombs released
from stations 5 and 6 in the Bu.caneer bomb bay was O.l77s. The
longitu'iinal and lateral separations betwen bomh, centre of gravity
positions were 8ft and 2ft respectively, bomb, i being forward of
bomb 2. Currently, because of zerodynamic dcta limitations, the
simulation model is restricted to a single pjne, thus the 1&Leral
separation weF ignored in this siLulation. Although the nominal
ejectiom velocities of tf bombs were known from tivailable data, the
actual equivaleut ejection v hwities are depv'~ent upon local flow
field effects around the 4)omb bay, Although the silation mo4el is
capable of accepting flow field eff,-cts they aro not iurrently known
for this environment, Hiowever, anailysis 91 the kinetlhodoJýi data
allowed equialent ejection velocities, to be daviVed f4X each buzb
such that their relative spacial positionao it vetarder depioyment werb,
correct. The velotities for the lkt and 2nd btbob tdlvased were
14.25 and 13.45ft/sec. reopective)y. Alsr asswciated with each btwtb
were initial nose down pitch ra-es of 0.6 radiwns/,eec.

Comparing the interfereiare free bomb trajector ,'s, thcý prodieted
forward range is 2b6oft., the corrasponfditg trial result wa4 2'590ft.
The flight trial results also sho'w a lateral drift of iMOft tndicfins
significant wind effects whieh way accouwt for the diacrepauey iW
range values. The nominal difference betwece geound impact £nsition
of the two bombs, associated with the aircraft releaqe i#arameters
should have been 124ft., the observed positions were separated by e9ft.
Using the simulation model a difference, in grou•d iiapuct positions of
87ft was predicted indicating that 3% rvoduction due to wak• eflects
("capture") had oecturrd.
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The simulation showed for this example, that at the instant of
deployment of the 2nd bomb, the 1st bomb was vertically below it and
subsequently moved into the wake of bomb 2. When the 1st bomb enters
the wake the predicted longitudinal separation was LE = O.7e and when
it finally leaves the wake L. = 6.1t. It is therefore evident that
for the major part of the "in wake" trajectory the aerodynamic
characteristics of the 1st bomb are obtained from tevere extrapolations
of wind tunnel data. Clearly, for this example, the good agreement
obtained between predicted and trial results indicates the wake
boundary and internal wake characteristics within this separation
range to have been accurately defined.

FINAL SIMMUATIONS

As previously stated trials Nos. 14 - 19 were conducted with
nominal stick intervals intermediate to those used in trials Nos.
1 - 12.

In trials Nos. 15 and 16 severe interference between bombs was
observed, whilst in trial No. 14 only a small amount of interference
was observed. Of these trials, Nos. 14 and 15 were interesting as
they had similar ejection velocities, stick intervals, retarder
deployment and inflation times, yet trial No. 14 showed little
interference and No. 15 showed severe interference. Examination of
kinetheodolite data showed that for trial No. 14 the aircraft had a
relatively large component of vertical velocity (+18.5ft/sec) at
bomb release.

To simulate these trials using the mathematical model it was
necessary to determine the correct spacial attitude of the borbs at
release; for each bomb this was assumed to be along the flight path
of the aircraft as the aircraft's incidence to its own flight path
was not known. The simulation results are shown in figures 16 and 17
for trials Nos. 14 and 15 respectively, and confirm the aircraft rate
of climb to dramatically influence the subsequent relative motion of
the two bombs and must therefore be considered as another variable
within the system. The computed ground spacing between the two bombs
showed good agreement (105ft c.f. llOft).

Of the remaining trials (Now. 17, 18 and 19) only No. 19 proved
to be amenable to a complete analysis. Attempts were ma('e to simulate
the releases in trial No. 17, however the simulations inoicated a
large degree of "capture" between bombs which was not observed in the
trial. Analysis of the kinetheodolite data showed a lateral spacing
between bombs at retarder deployment of 8ft. This lateral separation,
which caroat currently be simulated by the model is the reason why no
"c1apture" was predicted. The trajectory data obtained for the 2nd
bomb, which receives no wake interference was simulated. The results
obtained confirmed the adequacy o the model for simulating interference
free bomb trajectories.
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The most interesting trial from the interference viewpoint was
trial No. 19, where both bombs were observed to impact in similar
positions suggesting complete capture. The simulation of the
trajectories of the two bombs for this trial also indicated a
significant amount of capture, the trial and simulated trajectories
being presented in figure 18. Kinetheodolite 'ata for the trial
shows that collision between the two bombs had not occurred before
impact. However, the sepuration between the bombs was decreasing,
suggesting that if the release height had been greater collision
would ultimately have occurred, The results of the simulations
confirmed the kinetheodolite results.

COr41fENT S

'Using the measured aerodynamic data in the mathematical model to
simulate the flight trials has generally produced very good comparisons
for a wide range of initial conditions. It is therefore concluded that
the mathematical model developed to simulate the wake interference
effect- between pairs of retarded lOO01b bombs has been validated.

The model has been used to illustrate the behaviour of the
rearward bomb whilst in the wake of the forward bomb. Assuming the
ejection velocities of both bombs to be 14 ft/sec, the deployment
times to be 0.84sees. and the stick interval to be O.160secs, a
condition for complete %capture'was defined. The rrsults of this
simulation are presented in figure 19. This figure shows that the rear
bomb (the Ist bomb released) moves into the lower section of the wake
of the forward bomb with the longitudinal separation increasing, is
"captured" into the upper section of the wake, the differential
velocity decreasing as the bomb moves across the wake central axis,
anti finally closes up on the forward bomb. The effective ubuild up"
of incidence of the rear bomb is such that at 6.6 seconds it exceeds
the bounds of the program (>500) and collision between the two bombs
is unavoidable. This type of motion of the rear bomb as it approaches
the forward bomb simulates the type of motion that has been observed
in flight trials aud previously predicted from examination of the wind
tunnel results.

Trie simulation also demonstrates that wrder certain relvu.4o
conditious the interference effects between the two bombs is of a
malignant nature and ultimate collision is unavoidable.

ii ('0•?:I•`IONS

The eMperimental data obtained together with the theoretical
studies completed have considerably increased the understanding of tl~t
mechanism of mutual retarder wake interference effects between pairs
of retarded 1O001b bombs.
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Flight trials conducted during the study have indicated that
mutual interference between pairs of bombs to be extremely sensitive
to "stick" spacing and aircraft conditions at release.

Wind tunnel data obtained from tests of a tandem pair of model
bombs has confirmed the possibility of "capture" betoeen bombs, as
observed in flight trials, and under certain circumstances the capture
can be of a malignant nature.

A 3-Degree of Freedom c,,,niputer simulation model has been
developed and using the wind tunnel data for simulation of flight trials
good agreement has been achieved, thus indicating itý validity.

The simulation model considers only two bombs and restricts their
motion to a single plane. Developments are currently in progress
extending the motion of the bombs to two planes.

Studies in progress using the simulation model and wind tunnel
data are currently orientated towards showing the effect of carriage
loads and moments and their decay with distance below the aircraft, on
the mutual interference problem.
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LIST OF ABBRVIATIONS

Cx9 Axial drag area coefficient

C.X Compounit of axial drag area coefficient (Table III)

Cm Pitching moment coefficient

CM*" Component of pitching moment coefficient (Table IV)

? ormal force coefficient

w' Component of normal force coefficient (Table V)

d Stoiedi*amter (1.375tt)

H Distance of' rear bomb centre of gravity from wake axis

Distwce -of -bysicasl vake bovzdary from vake axis

store lengtb (7.33ft)

Le ~Lougi~tudinal separation he'tween bowbs,(Figure' 6)

a•ah number

a " Canopy radius (3.Oft)

S Store reference area (adu, 1 .•49 ft2)

V Velocity

act e&ffoctjve inm tJc e

43e Total luidewvo au wake (Q :+QC't F~igure i6)

Flight twtb angle relative to vske exis (Vigure ()

Angles defin~tg *tore povitiou iA viu4 tWwe. (Figure 4)

f Air 4ertity

L 3 A functiou of

d Ko~iilSol
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THE EFFECTS OF MODEL STORE DISTORTION ON RELEASE DISTURBANCE

by

E G Cane
RAE, Farnborough, Hampshire, England

PBS'-.ACT. In the simulation of full-scale release of stores in the
wind tunnel t~irg a captive store trajectory system errors can arise due to
the pre .,ce of the supporting sting and the consequent distortion of the
rcr end of t'vý model. A boat-tail bomb has been tested at 1/5 scale in the

00 wind trni.ei witn various after body distortions similar to those needed to
acjrsnrnrdate a stino on a smaller 1/12 scale CTS model. A range of tail spans
have ilso been tested to see whether a store design could be found with
aerodynamic properties akin to those of the orginal store. A comparison is
made of the aerodynamic characteristics and it is shown that the requirements
for matching thr longitudinal, lateral and rolling derivatives are all
different.

Measurements were then made of the in-carriage loads on a 1/12 scale model
store on the inboard shoulder of a triple carrier carried on the inboard
pylon of a F4K aircraft, using an internal balance supported through the
carrier. The effects of after body distortion and of the presence of the
sting were also measured. Noticeable differences were observed particularly
in the yawing moment. Some tests were also made to investigate the effect on
a measured load of small variations in the detailed design of the aircraft
installation which show that quite large changes in carriage loads can arise
from small geometrical ohanges.

Thr si gnificance of errors in the aerodyntmric representation of a store can
only be assessed by considering their effect on the store release disturbalice
and trajoctory. Hence, theoretical estimates are ma-.de of the effect of model
distortion on the trajectory of the stora for a given ree'fae condit _on,

Approved for public roloaue, distrihbition unlimited,

Copyridt (C) C'Ontroller M.SO Lc•ndon ",75.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Figurn-

1 Store shapes tested0

2 Changes in isolated store loads due to tailspan 140.9;d s20°.

3 Changes in isolated store loads due to distortions MO.9;As5 20 0 .

4 Changes in carriage loads due to distortion with and without
sting MO.9.

5 Effect of sway braces and slots; centreline store MO.9.

6 Comparison of carriage loads measured in different tunnels NO.9.

7 Comparison of predicted and full-scale release disturbance at

450kn (centreline store).

8 Effect of distortion on forward throw (centreline store).

9 Effect of distortion on release disturbance MIO.9;4p O: 0 p 5
(shoulder store).
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NOMENCLATURE

C• Rolling-moment coefficient for store, positive stb side down
rolling moment/qSd.

Cm Pitching-moment coefficient for store, positive nose up
pitching moment/qSd.

Cn Yawing moment coefficient for store, positive nose inwards or
nose to starboard; yawing moment/qSd.

CN Normal force coefficient for store, positive upwards normal
force/qS.

Cy Side force coefficient for store, positive inwards or to stb
side force/qS.

d Maximum diameter of store.
M Free-stream Mach numbpr.
S Maximum cross-section of store, ird2/4.

%tp Incidence angle of parent aircraft, degrees.
• Ls Incidence angle of store, degrees.

Sideslip angle of parent aircraft, degrees.
6 Increment compared w-th undistorted store.
03 Pitch angle of store, degrees.

lRoll angle of fin of store from vertical, degrees.

Yaw angle of store, degrees.

014 Undistorted store.

112 113,JA
31 Dictorted stores - see figure 1,

114 S Diutortai utore in proueooo of duzy uting.
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INTRODUCTION

In the UK we have been evaluating the significance of possible sources
of error in the design and use of captive store trajectory systems,
prior to making a rig of our own for use in the 8' x 9' transonic wind-
tunnel at ARA and the 8' x 8' subsonic/supersonic tunnel at RAE. This
size of working section permits us to test at about 8% scale and inevitably
distortions to accommodate the support sting will arise on stores w•.th a
small base area. Hence wind-tunnel tests have been made, firstly to
determine the effects of these distortions and secondly, to see whether small
modifications at the rear of the store could be devised to restore the tail
effectiveness. Such a store should then behave reasonably correctly in a
curved flow field under an aircraft.

ISOLATED STORE TESTS

TEST PROGRAMIE

Tests were first made on a store in isolation in order to determine the
effects of possible rear end distortions on the free-air performance of the
store. Wind-tunnel testing has been confined to a typical bomb shape, since
the fin-boat-tail configuration poses severe problems in fitting a support
system of adequate strength and rigidity without introducing too much dis-
tortion. Models were made at 20% scale to enable minimal support systems
to be tested. Figure 1 shows the basic store, designated by 0 followed by
14, indicating a fin span of 1.4 diameters. The first distortion has a
cylindrical section over the fin base to accommodate the preferred diameter
of sting for use at Sf scale. This model was also tested with fin spans of
1,2 and 1.3 diameters. The second variant is designed to take the smallest
diameter fin deemed to be feasible, The last distortion retains a shortened
tail-cone and extends the parallel body section to preserve the same tail arm.
These models were tested over a range of Mach numbers up to 1.2, varying both
incidence and roll angle but the comparisons made here are only for a Mach
number of 0.9 and an incidence of 20 degrees. The differences noted are
approximately proportional to incidence, while the effects of Hach number,
although significant, do not affect t~ho general conclu~ionu.

IFYMT OF TJ&U1SPAN

The effect of chu-ging the tail span on the store with ,r. '•r' I which
is the preferred distortion from de~ip consideration, J.o shown in figure 2.
11are we have plotted the incremental differenced from the valuea of lowla
on the undistorted store. It can be seen that there is a significant trend
with rol anglo for the normal force and pitchial moment. If we ara looking
for an eanlogoua atore, then a fin span just above 1t3 diameter• is requirad
at zero roll while a span of almost 1.4 dieters ia needed at 45 detpees roll.
By choosing a span of about 1,35 diameters, howtwer, woe can halvo the mi--
match with the undiutorted atore, Taking account of the uito of CN and C at
thia incidence, this meaan about .0i% orror in CNj and tlo in C. au roll
angl e changea.

LoAking &t the lea.ral forces however, we oce that the rea*.-eMd distortion
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produces quite large errors in Cy and Cn which are not affected by changes
in fin span. Decreasing the span also worsens the match in rolling moment.
Hence no satisfactory analogous store appears to be possible by simple
change of fin span.

EFFECT OF DISTORTIONS

If, next, we Iook at the changes arising from distortion 2, the reduced
diameter collar, and distortion 3, the lengthened centre section and
shortened tail cone, we see from figure 3 that no significant gains are to
be had on longitudinal loads from distortion 2 compared with distortion 1,
and although distortion 3 gives a better agreement in normal force, it still
exhibits a strong trend with roll angle in the pitching moment error curve.
As regards lateral forces and moments, diutortion 2 offers a small improvement
but shortening the tail-cone gives the best agreement. hence, from d con-
sideration of loads on the isolated store, it is concluded that distortion 3
provides the best simulation and distortion 2 has no great advantage over
distortion 1 and leads to a weak and flexible sting. However, since distortion 3
involves modifying the central part of the body where store to store
interference is high during carriage, it was decided to continue investigations
with distortion 1.

SCALE FFECTS

An assessment of the effects of scale was made by adjusting the pressure in
the tunnel to give a reduction in Reynolds number from '0% to 8.3% scale.
TIansition was fixed by ballotini bands near the nose of the body and behina
the fin leading edge. No detectable difference could be detected within the
experimental scatter.

CARRIAGE LOADS

DISTORTITOVN AND S~TNO BM'ECMI

in or4er to assesu the offect of distortion and the presenttu of a -ting en
loads meaourod in carriag, five component mmasurements throu, a. tde support
baolanc, have betin made on storez mounte-d on the inbeiard Pylon irnner Ah4ýuidvr
position on n. MI on Phoaxton. An undistorted- 014 store. anA at diatoorted 114
store wore tiouted with and without dwn.'wv atinga supportedt from theý Wpuret mir-
craft sting. Figre 4 Chowu the differwnce in loads fro- the basic utore.
Except for th- ying momt, t+ho errors duo to the after-body distortion are
urnfll and the vAdittonal change due to adding the ot irg unre o evn ea uer
tond to reduce the total s-mor. tho etror in the yawing moct, howaver, is
concidemble, ountiong to •oite 5w of the true lo4d at low airraft ineldees.
E'von col, thi.' w.oeonttagua errors for theo cm~par~able 4tricrs lii free aiir are ",ere-
than doublet thiej thuu tndioittng that c-orrection factora dqrivMd troet isolated
atores ahould not be tppgied to carriapt lo-Adso %14se tasto have bean -dolea or
a ainglte itorre on a M. With addittoal. otoreu Preaet tho 4tecta owl to
greater.

MERAStrftRKM ACCURCY

We had somw doubtu on the accuracy or carria&e lo~as =eaurod at thizz tcale andl
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so, at the beginning of the programme, examined the effects of small varia-
tions in model detail. Initially, these tests were to examine whether the
presence or absence of sway braces had a significant effect on store loads.
Results are shown for the bottom store on a fully loaded TER on the centreline
station. Looking first at the solid curves in figure 5, in which crosses
indicate the absence of sway braces, it is seen, not only that significant
differences were observed in the longitudinal loads, but also that large
yawing forces and moments could arise even though these measurements are for
a store on the aircraft centreline. These tests were done with a solid side
support for the store and were then repeated with venting at the junction of
the store and rack similar to that in full scale carriage. These results are
represented by the chain dotted lines which show that some of the larger values
of yawing force and moment are now avoided. Note that at the higher incidences
of the parent aircraft, there is a tendency for differences between the
various representations to become smaller. From other tests which have been
made, it is thought that, when the channels between the stores and the rack are
aligned to the flow, separations are induced over the tail region. At
incidence however, the flow pattern changes with separations further forward
leading to less sensitivity to the detailed geometrical shape of the passage
ways. In figure 6 a comparison is made of the loads on the shoulder store on
the inboard pylon as measured in the USA and in the UK. These are for the
same store in the same carriage configuration on the UK version of Phantom and
at approximately the same scale. Again we have significant differences at low
incidences of the parent aircraft, even a difference in the sign of the side
force, but better agreement at higher incidences, which suggests possible
differences in the detail modelling.

It is concluded from this comparison, firstly that flight test measurements
of the aerodynamic loads are required to confirm carriage loads obtained in
the wind-tunnel, and secondly, that care is required in the use of loads
obtained from side support systems to validate sting-supported systems.

TRAJECTORY COMPARISONS

The assessment of the errors due to store distortion is not complete until
account has been taken of their effect on the release disturbance and the
accuracy of the delivery of the stores to the target. For these predictions,
a knowledge of the variation of the loads due to the aircraft flow field is
required. To solve this problem without the use of a captive trajectory rig
we have used an analysis of actual motion of stores released in flight and
observed by aircraft cameras, together with simulations of the ejection phase
to obtain the approximate variation of store loads. The technique is still
being developed but in figure 7 the full line and the crosses show the current
standard of fit. If now the simulations are repeated using the aerodynamic
characteristics of the stores with distortions 1 and 3 we obtain the results
shown by circles and squares. These results indicate that the effects of store
distortion are of the same order as the repeatability of the release disturbance
measured in flight.

The trajectories have been continued to ground, using true store aerodynamics,
to find out whether the discrepancies in the incidence pitch rate and velocity
vector of the store when it reaches the edge of the aircraft flow field has a
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significant effect on the impact point. Figure 8 shows the error in range as
a function of height fallen, assuming straight and level release. At 450 kn
these are small compared with other possible errors such as ballistic dis-
persion, aiming errors and trajectory repeatability in the wind-tunncl.
The assumptions on the flow field effects have been applied to releases at
600 kn and the results show more significant errors, particularly since
they form biases in the delivery system. The magnitude of the errors will
also increase for stores with lower density or less stability.

To examine the effects of the large errors in the lateral loads due to
distortions, . release from a pylon shoulder station on a yawed aircraft
has been considered. The simulation assumes an exponential decay of the
carriage loads. It is seen from figure 9 that the initial yaw disturbance
is poorly represented, but an -analysis of the overall effect on trajectory
shows range errors of only 23 ft and line errors of 11 ft.

CONCLUSIONS

1 Distortion effects on loads differ in free air and in carriage.

2 An analogous store is therefore desirable but is difficult to design.

3 Sting effects on store loads in carriage are small for the cases
considered.

4 Correct detail design of the model installation is essential for
accurate carriage loads.

5 The effect of distortions on predicted release disturbances and
trajectories is relatively small.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF AN OPERATIONAL
F-4 CONFORMAL CARRIAGE

(U)
(Article UNCLASSIFIT-)

by

Edwin J. Zapel
The Boeing Aerospace Company

P.O. Box 3999
Seattle, Washington 98124

ABSTRACT. (U) Low Drag Carriage of external stores
has been a design objective for all tactical fighters.
Satisfaction of this objective is very difficult due to
aircraft maintenance requirements, multiplicity of weapon
suits, aircraft structural arrangement, and the internal
packing density of the aircraft.

Preliminary design of a low drag conformal weapons
carriage modification for the F-4 aircraft is described and
application of the conformal carriage design methodology to
the preliminary design of a high performance strike fighter
is described.

Approved for public release, distribution unlimited.
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INTRODUCTION

Development of conformal weapons carriage technology
within The Boeing Company spans the period between 1960 and
the present time. Most early work concentrated on wind
tunnel investigations of aircraft configurations employing
conventional pylon versus conformal weapons carriage
suspension systems. The test data consistently indicated
the superiority of conformal weapons carriage over pylon
weapons carriage. In 1971, The Boeing Company designed,
built, and installed a "boiler plate" model of a conformal
carriage on an F-4B aircraft. The work was accomplished
under contract N0060-71-C-1150 jointly funded by the Naval
Air Systems Command and the Air Force Armament Test
Laboratory.

Flight performance tests of the modified aircraft
and weapon separation tests were performed at Naval
Weapons Center, China Lake, California. The data obtained
has been previously reported at the second Aircraft/Store-s
Compatibility Symposium in Sacramento during September
1973'°10 in several confidential Lechnical reports 2, 3, 4,

, and an unclassified design document. 7

Contract funding and time schedules in this contract
precluded development of a fully operational F-4 conformal
carriage configuration; therefore, aircraft operational
maintainability was not a preeminent design criteria. The
flight test data obtained verified the wind tunnel test
data previously collected. As a result of the aircraft
performance The Boeing Company began preliminary design
of operational conformal carriage configurations for the
F-4 B/J and the F-4E. Funding was provided individually
by U.S. Air Force Contract F08635-74-C-0080 from U.S.
Air Force Armament Test Laboratory and by U.S. Navy
contract N00123-74-C-2011 from Naval Air Systems Command
through the Naval Weapons Center. The results of these
two contracts and some Boeing Company funded investiga-
tions are discussed in detail within the body of the
article. The complete technical reports for both contracts
have been published as references 0 and 9.

The historical background of the program is illus-

trated in Figure 1.

CONF• GUILA'rON COMIARISONS

The flight test aircraft shown in Figure 2 included a
conformal carriage which covered the entire lower surface
of the aircraft fuselage aft of the nose landing gear door.
.Figure 3 depicts the operation1 l conkonmnal carriage config-

905 P JAUkOTm ""
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uration for an F-4J. The operational carriage is approxi-
mately 50 inches wide as contrasted to the 96 inch wi.dth
of the carriage flight tested. Also, the operationai
carriage extends from the forward edge of the nose landing
gear door to the engine nozzle plane. This forward exten-
sion reduces the incidence angle of the carriage forward
fairing from that for the flight test aircraft and minimizes
the aerodynamic interaction effects between weapons in the
forward row and the adjacent fairing surface. An opera-
tional F-4E conformal carriage configuration was tested
in the NASA Ames 6 x 6 wind tunnel in April 1974. The data
obtained was used to develop a performance envelope for the
operational F-4E conformal carriage configuration. Figure
4 illustrates the performance improvement calculated for
the F-4E conformal carriage and its comparison to the flight
test data obtained with the F-4B conformal carriage.

194 196S 1966 1967 1968 196 1910 1971 i97n 1973 IF1974

W 6OEIG FUP MO STUDIES

)4IPASS NCOm tc.1t•O, OESIGN Of

SOTTHI WINO TUN OC KU AND AX OFERAVtINAL
RTEST TEDUNIrTL INSTALLAYTIN OESI(IN F-4 CWC

RIOR / OIN3GRT~ STUDIES DEY4MOMINY 677-2/NAV VYA AUAY1"oN j I FLIGHT TESTSrTUOIES M!(DIUM RANGEI To AX M=40 W F ;:-4 TEST N0 'k4€•1

YR. 7, 1.2 MGI6,I W STRIKE AIRCRAFT •I INSTALLAT"QN

1.t 3 1EAVY Al"TOU
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w k Ali TO "A$ V "11
A IR It V f tF "OROIP
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Figure 2 F-4B Conformal Carriage Flight Test Aircraft

Figuw .a Operationai F-4J
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CONFORMAL CONFORMAL
.. --- -_CARRIAGE CARRIAGE

1WITH 12MK-82 (NO WEAPONS)

U., F-48 FLIGHT
WITH TEST -i

S•Ut I••L . CLEAN F-4E
CA RI IIA E , -0LO ENO WEAPONS)- .,

00

-J'

11 tMACH
Figure 4. F-48 vs F-4E Confornma Carriage Speed Capability

AIRCRAFT LONGITUDXNAL STABILITY

Aircraft longitudinal stability is an important con-
sid•ration in selection of weapon loads and also weapon
suspension locations. For the F-4 series aircraft,
stability effects of external storea are most easily deter-
mined through the use of balance numbers and aft c.q.
limit curves. The data shown in Table I lists the balance
numbers for sevoraX weapons and suspension equipment as
abstracted from NAVAIR 01-245FDB-I. V-4B flight Manual.

Lonqitudinal stability of a conformal carriage ,-40
is compared to an P-413 with conventional weapon suspension
in Figure 5 and. Table IX.
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T•ae I. 8"W Numb=n

WiNG MOUNTEO WEAPONS WING STATION 1, 2, 8, OR 9
Single mounted fCluster mounted
lone weapon at (two or mor, weapons

WEAPON/TANK a station) Jat a station)

UNIT BALANCE NUMBER

Wing tank and pylon
(with weapons installed on stations 2 and 8) 29.8

Wing tank and pylon
(without weapons installed on stations 2 and 8) 20.0

MK 81 ISnakeyel and ldgp) 1.8 2.4

"MK 82 (Snakeyel and Idgp) 2.! 3.7

MK 83 Ldgp bomb 4.6 6.1

MK 86 Practice bomb 1.8 2.4

MK 87 Practice bomb 2.8 3.7

MK 88 PFactice bomb 4.6 6.1

MK 77 Mod 1 fire bomb 14.3 19.1

MK 79 Mod I fire bomb 9.5 --

AN-M57A1 Banded lug GP bomb 2.8 3.7

AN-M81 Banded lug fngnmentatkm bomb 1 1.5

AN-M88 Banded lug fragmentation bomb 11 15

LAU-3A/A or ,ro 70 rocket luncher 101 13,5

LAU-11]A rocket 1in• &0 10.6

LAU-32VAA or awo 6A..2 rockat ufnw 319 5.2

COUU-IAIA. CBU-2A. ew C8U-2AtA 10.0 13.3

WING MOUNTEO SUSPENS-ON EQUIPMENT

WING STATION 2 OR I UNIT bALANCE NUMBER

LAU-I 71nA pylon #___ ___ ____ ___

LAU-1 /A 'i'n o pnlw TER LAU,-7/A 1j

WING STATION ! OI o

Wi" nk p*D on MER adapur MER ro.* 11.4

Note .. Tanam *6op.. am me a eai' pom . ... ..
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Longitudinal stability Calcul4tLors

dt~f 
We 

* (4.i

Couvtcztiozial Aiircraft
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Installation of leading edge slats on the F-4E changes
the longitudinal stability of the aircraft as shown by the
maximum allowable aft c.g. limits given in Figures 6 and 7.

'ihe ma.ximum allowable aft c.g. position i.s shifted forwardl
approximately 1% M.A.C. by the addition of the leading edge
slats. Carriage of external stores on conventional pylons
further reduces the aircraft longitudinal stability by the
effect of increasing the balance tor stability index)
number faster than the forward shift in c.g. location due
to weapon weijht added forward of balance point.

Table III contains stability calculations for F-4E
"aircraft with conventional and conformal weapons carriage
systems.

Table III

F-4E Longitudinal Stability Calculations

CONFIGURATION SIN GROSS WEIGHT % MAC

CONVENTIONAL F-4 LBS.

OEW 0 31,930 26.1
FULL INT. FUEL 0 44,041 32.7
2 FULL 370 GAL. TANKS 40 49,467 33.2
PYLONS & TERs ON 2 & 8 103.6 50,005 32.94
PYLON & MER ON 5 103.6 50,275 33.00
6 MK82 ON 2 & 8 125.8 53,425 30.83
6 MK82 ON 5 125.8 56,575 30.35

CWC V-4

OEW 0 32,830 25.9
FULL INT. FUEL 0 44,941 32.44
2 FULL 370 GAL. WING TANKS 40 50,653 33.13
+ 12 MK82 BOMBS 40 56,953 32.67

F-4E aircraft with conventional armament 3uspension
equipment require very careful handling when fully loaded
with internal fuel and two 370 gallon external wing tanks.

34• Addition oL the weapons on stations 2, 8, and 5 increases
gross weight and adds to the stability index ntumbor but
moves the c.g. location forward out of the caution zone, as
shown in Figure 6.

0,
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Figure Z. F-4EAft C.G. Limits (After T.O. 7F-4,E-566 L.E. Slats)

Note that the conformal carriage F-4E aircraft c.g.
location never is within the caution zone and has a very
much enhanced stability margin. Qualitative evidence of
this enhanced stability margin arc the reports of the test-
pilots who flew the F-4B flight test aircraft. Their comi-
ments were: "The conformal carriage aircraft with installed
weapons flew and handled like a clean but heavy F-4."
Figure 8 depicts the pitching moment coefficient for three
F-4 cunfigurations.
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Figure 8. Pitching Moment Coefficient

The performance gains previously described are not
obtained without penalty. Installation of the operational
conformal carriage increases the clean aircraft OEW by 900
lbs. because the weapon suspension system cannot be removed
as in the case of conventional pylons where 960 lbs. of
pylons, adapters, and 4 TER's can be removed to clean up
the aircraft.

The weapon ejectors used on pylon mounted systems can-
not be used in operational conformal carriage installations
because the ejector access is severely restricted in the
conformal carriage installation. Furthermore safety con-
siderations presently require the ability to jettison an
ejector and its associated support structure if the ejector
malfunctions. Obviously such a method of jettisonning a
"hung" bomb is quite difficult in a conformal carriage
installation. Another perhaps better approach may be to
provide weapon jettison capability within the ejector
itself so that the malfunctioning ejector can be returned
for examination and analysis.

A third and most c;'itical consideration is that of
aircraft maintainability with an installed conformal
carriage.
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MAINTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

The F-4 aircraft is arranged for servicing through the
bottom of the fuselage. Such an arrangement is convenient
for the basic aircraft, but when the conformal carriage is
installed access to these service points becomes quite dif-
ficult. Consequently some servicing points must be relo-
cated and others paralleled with new fittings in locations
more accessible when the conformal carriage is installed.
The critical items are:

1. Pneumatic System

The system pressure gage, air charge valve, and canopy
emergency air pressure gages must be relocated to permit
access at any time.

2. Utility Hydraulic System

The service fittings must be retained in their existing
locations but parallel fittings are required in some more
accessible location. The system accumulator reservoir fluid
level indicator cannot be inspected when weapons are
installed on the conformal carriage therefore a parallel
fluid level indicator is required in another location.

3. LOX System

The F-4 LOX converter is too bulky to be relocated so
the conformal carriage must be designed to permit access to
this converter during a turn around operation.

4. Auxiliary Air Doors

The existing doors hinge downward approximately 450
about hinges located on the aircraft keel beam. The door
motion and location is such that interference exists
between the door znd the conformal carriage structure. As
a consequence the door function will be duplicated by a
rolling type door which fits within the carriaqe structure.
In the flight test program dual louvered doors were
employed. During installation, an interference between
door control l.nks, engine oil lines and throttle quadrants
was found, requiring deletion of the aft control links on
the louvered doors. Elastic deformation of the louvers
due to pressure loading during some flight conditions per-
mitted the door open warning light to come on which was
disconcerting to the pilots. The new system incorporates
both positive seals and overprossure relief provisions,
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5. F-4E Cartridge and Pneumatic Starter Access

Revisions to the ducts, cartridge breech, and exhaust
deflector have been devised to permit access with weapons
installed on the conformal carriage.

6. F-4 B/J Pneumatic Starter Access

The pneumatic starter duct fitting on the left side of
the aircraft is located directly above a potential weapon
tail fin assembly. Therefore the duct fitting must be
moved outboard on the bottom of the conformal carriage to
permit engine start. A similar situation existed on the
flight test vehicle so the access point was moved to the
side of the conformal carriage. No problems were encoun-
tered with this location unless the normal Navy F-4 cock-
pit checklist was followed. Normally, both engines are
started and the aircraft flight control systems cycled
while the starter hose is attached to the aircraft. Opera-
tion of the wing flaps with the hose in place damaged the
duct access door and the inboard corner of the left wing
flap. Several instances of this type of damage occurred
during the flight test program.

7. Ground Refueling Point

An interesting problem developed in the flight test
program which has been resolved in the operational design.
The ground pressure refueling point is located behind an
access door in the boundary layer bleed duct area on the
aircraft right side. The shutoff valve is opened by an
extension from the fueling nozzle which is operated by a
lever on the nozzle assembly. On the F-4 series aircraft
the nozzle can be inserted in three possible orientations
in the fitting with adequate clearance to rotate the locking
collar 15' to the locked position and subsequently operate
the valve handle. The close proximity of the conformal
carriage permitted nozzle insertion in only one of the three
possible orientations with locking collar rotation and
subsequent valve handle operation. It is not practical
to modify the nozzle to fit the F-4 conformal carriage
aircraft since the nozzle will then probably not satisfy
fueling requirements for other aircraft. Therefore the
nozzle receptacle on the F-4 must be reoriented to simplify
fueling wiLh the standard nozzles.

916
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Figure 9 depicts the ground servicing po~ints relocated
to the nose wheel well.

GROUND SERVICE POINTS
(NOSE WHEEL WELL)

3
45 7

1.AIR CHARGE VALVE 7.UTILITY HYD. RSVR LEVEL GAGE
2. PNEUMATIC SYSTEM 8.UTI LITY HYD. SUCTION RTN.

PRESSURE GAGE 9. UTILITY HYD. RSVR. FILL
3. CANOPY PRESSURE GAGES oUTLYSSEMPSUR
4. RSVR AIR BLEED VALVE 10UTLTSYEMPSUR
&. ACCUMULATOR GAGE 11. STATIC DRAIN
6. ACCUMULATOR CHARGE VALVE 12. PITOT DRUM

Figure R~ Nose Gear Well Sevvice Points

Figure 10 illustrates the modifi...ations required in the
F-4E servicing points and compartment drains, while Figure 11
depicts the changes required in an F-4 B/J.
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STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT

The operational F-4E conformal carriage design was
developed for a specified weapon suit provided by AFATL
while the F-4 B/J weapon suit was specified by NWC. Table IV
lists the weapon suit specified for the F-4 B/J conformal
carriage. Installation of one or two GAU-9A quns internally
in the conformal carriage was studied as one of the weapon
loads. The added depth required by an internal gun instal-
lation produced interference between catapult bridle and the
outer weapons in the forward weapon row. The results of the
trade study between internal GAU-9A gun and external GAU-9
gun pod is illustrated in Table V. The recommended gun
installation is an external pod mounted on the conformal
carriage centerline.

TABLB IV F-4B/J Conformal Carriage External Stores

Two GAU-9A guns plus ammunition storage located internally in
conformal carriage.

QUANTITY INSTALLED

STORE NWC FEASIBLE

DESIRED REQUIRED

I1K20 1OD 0 12 6 11
APAM 12 6 11
MK-82-GP/SE 12 6 12
MK-83-GP/SE 6 3 5
MK-84-GP/SE - - 3
CBU-72((HSFAE) 4 2 3
MK-77 12 6 6
14K-82LGB 4 1 5
MK-83LGB 2 1 3
MYK-84LGB 1 1 1
CTU-I 2 1 1
HARM 4 2
L.AU-69 4 2 3
LAU-10 4 2 3
SUU-40 4 2 4
SUU-44 4 2 4
CBU-58 - - 8
CBU-38 11
ASP - 6
SUU-25C/A - - 4
SUU-51 - - 6
B-57 - - 3
14K-84 EOGB - - 1
AGM-65 4
8-43, B-61 - - 1
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TABLL V. F-4h/J Conformial Carriage External Stores Tride
Study

Internal GAU-9A gun installation vs. External store quantities

QUANTITY INSTALLED

STORE With Internal GAU-9A Without internal GAU-9A
(From Table I)

MN-84LGB 1 .3
MX-84BOGi3 1 2
IMK-77 6 8
SUU-51 6 8
MR-82LGB 5 6
ASP 6 8
CBU-72 (iSFAE) 3 5
GALJ-9 POD -1

NOTE: Stores snown are those affected by the internal GAU-9A
installation. All other stores and quantities in
Table 12 can be carried with or without internal GAU-9A
instf- .1 at ion.

For m-issi~ons not requiring the gun additional bombs
can-be carried.

Typical of *Lhe weapon-arrangements developed is
Figure 12 where 6 A:ockeye II bombs and the GAU-9 gun pod
are integrated into a low drag weapon installation.
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Table VI summarizes the weapon suit for the F-4E.

TABLE VI. F-4E Conformal Carriage External Stores

QUANTITY INSTALLED

STORE DESIRED BY AFATL FEASIBLE

MK-82 12 12

MK-82 6 8 4
+ or

BLU-27 4 2 3

14K-82 6 8
+

CBU-58 6 4

LAU-61 9 6

MK-82 6 9
+

SUU-25C/A 2 2

SUU-45 5 4 2
+ or

MK-82 4 3 8

B-43 2 3

B-57/61 4 3

MK- 84EOGB 4 2

AGM-45 4 3
+

AGM-78 2 -

AGM-45 4 -
+

CBU-58 6 8

AGM-78 2
÷

Ci3U- 58 6 8

14K-20 MOD 0 - 11

CUU-38 -1

ASP 8
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TABLI,: Vi (Continued)

QUANTITY INSTALLED

STORE DESIRED BY AFATL FEASIBILE

AGM-65 6 6

A4K-84LGB 4 3
+

Pave Spike 1 1

M'- 82LGB 6 5
+

Pave Spike 1 1

CBU-58 6 6
+

SUU-25C/A 2 2

SUU-51 - 8

SUU-45 5

ASP 6 3
+ or

MK-82 4 8

DLU-27 2
+

CBU-58 4

LAU-10 3

LAU-69 3

CBU-72 6

AU- I O/LAU- 69 2

r4-~3~~
MR ,- 6 4 EOGU B

UR-•33L 3

Pavo Spike -

LAU-69 2
+

C-U-1 3
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TABLE V.i (Cont inued)

,vUA,,IIT~ I.,.,A ..... .. • ,

STORiC DLSIRED "i"* AI.ATL .EA.;' IL,!

StiU-44/SUO-40 *

ELL-27
+

M>-20 MOD 0

The fins on SUU-45 must bo folded to pc•rmit1 carrlaqjo
tangent, to a surface. Wing .;tations 2 s S are avaIlab~e
Cor acidiitional weapon installation at thd expense of draqCand stability.

A £natrix of ejector locations was developo!d fur the
weapnn suits given in Tables IV and Vi to mlnuzre ',arming
time. Necessarily no sin4le eje,,-tor pattern iMaximizes the
nwuber of weapons carried in each of tlhe- many., weap0-on Suits.
Some comitpromises are required. The ejector loc:ttion
pattern developed is shown in Picture 13 anvd is considered
optimal for the weapon suits given in Tables IV and VI.

ftb . -÷ 0t-... .i
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Besides the catapult bridle attachment hooks on the
F-4 B/J che navy aircraft also include a catapult holdbock
fitting. The fitting is located on the keel beam near
F.S. 439 and when used projects through the confformal
carriage aft fairing region. The fitting assembly must
be modified with a new link and snubber which absorbs the
shock loading associated with rupture of the "dogbone"
fitting during catapult launch.

Quick turnaround and maintenance access requirements
dictate a structural. arrangement permitting palletized
loading of weapons on to thM aircraft. Two choices were
investigated; an external pallet where the weapons are
loaded onto the conformal carriage with the pallet used
as a lifting platform, and a s'.±gmented conformal carriage
where weapons can be loaded onto a portion of the conformal
carriage and the entire assembly quickly attached to the
aircraft. This latter choice offered the best compromise
between structural integrity, quick turnaround arming time,
maintenance access, and installed conformal carriage
weight. The arrangement used is shown in Figure 14.

BOTTOM VIEW"

I. •VAY-SRACE FITTING LATERAL WEAPONS LOAD •" 7., AFT $AiRtWG(~REMOVASLEI I.FT3

2. PLUG-IN MAIN STRUCTURE, WEAPONS L.OAD I, FORWAR4D FAIRING II FT3
3. OI•JIW R•.• ASE FiTTING, MAIN STRUUTURE TO 0 • . NOSE LANDING GEAR DO(XR, CW(C'

AIRPLkr4E Yi TACI4MENT ¶o. LO FILL SLIDING ACCESS DOOR
4, MAIN CENTERLINE FITTING ¶1. LOX C.*INVERTERJ ACCESS 0OfOR

S5. SLIDING AUXILIARY AIR DOOR •..12, CWCK ENGINE ACCE.SS DOIOR
6. FITTING1 AFT FAIRING ATTAPsMENT

S- SPACE FOR 301" WEAPONS EJSC.TOR .
rn . SAUE FOR 14" WEAPON'S EJECTOR

Figure 74. &tructural Arrilngemene
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Built-in hoisting systems were incorporated in each of
the conformal carriage bays. The motive power for the

hoist units is external to the conformal carriage to

minimize cost and OEW. Any form of rotational power can

be used from an electrical motor- to a man with a speed

wrench. Figure 15 illustrates the detachable nature of the
conformal carriage modules. Loading and arming of weapons
and weapon ejectors are shown in Figures 16 and 17. The
ejectors are armed after the weapons have been locked in

place and before the assembly is hoisted onto the aircraft.
Safety considerations on airfields and aircraft carriers
dictate this sequence of aircraft arming. The quick dis-
connect and reconnect feature of the conformal carriage

weapon modules is provided by special manually operated
structural attachment fittings which can be quickly opened

or closed and locked. Sufficient length of umbilical cord
is required to permit electrical hookup and checkout

before the conformal carriage weapon module is hoisted

into final position.

FtuJm IiPe Confom i CmifAe Mo*duo
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Figure 1& Ordnance Loading on CL/A
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Figure 18 depicts a catapult launch of a conformal
carriage F-4J loaded with MK82 bombs. The envelope of
motion for the catapult bridle as the bridle rings come
off the catapult launch hooks is a critical weapon clear-
ance problem, which has been solved for the weapons given
in Table IV.

Figure Ma Catapult Launch Conformal Carriage-F-4J

Analysis of the F-4 servicing sequence indicates sorqe
changes in sequence will be required with conformal car-
riage F-4's.

Detailed changes in servicing procedure maintenance
card deck etc., are given in references 8 and 9. The
impact of the conformal carriage installation upon
servicing time will be minimal for both the FP-4-B/J and
the F-4E.

WEAPON EJECTORS

A key element in deployment of operational conformal
carriage technology on any aircraft is the weapon ejector
to be utilized. At,-the present time-noe~ctor in the
inventory is totally satisfactory. Several designs can
be readily modified to satisfy functional requiroments in
a conformal carriage. The special peculiarities'of a.-con-
formal carriage installation are:-

.2&
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1. Ejector rearming should be possible through either
top, bottom, or sides of the ejector. Preferable loca-
tion for the F-4 conformal zarriage is at the top center-
line of the ejector.

2. The manual release mechanism must be such that it can
be operated within the .5 inch portion of the ejector prc-
jecting from the conformal carriage lower surface.

3. Secondary release provisions must be incorporated in
the ejector. Jettison of the ejector itself from the con-
formal carriage may be acceptable although not desirable.
Preferably the normal release mechanism should include
some means of jettisoning the attached weapon if the
primary ejection mechanism fails to function.

4. Swaybracing should either be internal to the ejector
or should automatically retract when the weapon has been
released. The bracing system can either use the bomb luq
sides and top, the lugs and the bomb case, or the special
lugs required in the "T" lug and saddle/spigot concepts.
The swaybracing must be self adjusting to the weapon so
that manual adjustment is not required. There is inade-
quate clearance for manual tightening of sway brace feet
in a conformal carriage installation.

5. The energy source for the ejector should either be
non-corrosive, non-contaminating in nature or the ejector
must be capable of being quickly and completely cleaned
without removal from the conformal carriage.

6. The ejector safing pin must be manually removable
from the .5 inch protruding portion of the ejector or must
be an inflight operable ejector lock.

ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES

The F-4 conformal carriage design provides unused
volume within the forward fairing and the aft fairing as
well as within the removable weapon support modules. The
volume within the forward fairing can be used for installa-
tion of internal ECM equipment. Simulated conformal car-
riage installations of horn and multibeam array ECM
antennas were tested, by an ECM vendor on an over-water
range to determine their relative merits in a conformal
carriage installation. Figure 19 illustrates the field of
view for a typical horn antenna installed along one side
of the conformal carriage in an external pod. Figure 20
depicts the radiation pattern intensity variation with
azimuth in the -10O elevation plane for the typical horn
atitenna..

929
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p320 FOV 1

Figure 19. Horn Antenna Field of View

FREG: 10GHz
PO0L: H
GAIN: 5 D81
ANT. BORESITE
SQUINT:Il

AZ; 00
EL- -15P

Figure 2a Horn Arnima Rad~tion Pattern
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A multibeam array antenna was tested in a position
compatible with a conformal carriage instalia ion. The
antenna was aligned 50' to one side in azimuth and down
200 in elevation. The field of view obtained is shown by
the lightly shaded area in Figure 21. The :.Adiation inten-
sity variation with azimuth in the -10' elevation is shown
in the lightly shaded portion of the pattern in Figure 22.
Had a similar antenna been installed in a mirror image
position there would have been a 200 pattein overlap
directly ahead of the aircraft. The overlap area is
heavily shaded in Figures 21 and 22. Careful design to
minimize undesirable effects in the 200 area directly
ahead of the aircraft would be required for this type of
installation.

1200 FOV o

i/ -I/ i200 FOV

S I

S, -164

350 FOV

RFiu 27. Multi-Beam Antenna Fidd-of- View

Installation of ECM capability within the low dra1
conformal carriage can enhance the survivability of the
aircraft by reducing its electronic image cross section
without a decrease in aircraft performance.

Passive defensive systems can be installed in the
conformal carriage aft fairing in a low drag configura-
tion. Typical of these systems are the AN/ALE 40 chaff
and flare dispensers. The conformal carriage installa-
tion would provide less drag and better scattering of the
chaff with less impingement in the horizontal tail than
the presently authorized inboard pylon installation.
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FREQ: 10 GHz
POL: H
GAIN: 21 DBI
ANT. BORESITE SQUINT:

A Z : 50 ° .
EL: -20°

\ , ..,.. •

Figure 22. Multi-Beam Antenna Radiation Pattern

In addition to these defensive systems the conformal
carriage can include necessary elements of the JTIDS
system if desired. This system is a highly sophisticated
communication network which is now in development. Among
its important features are: secure data link, position
location capability within 200 ft., information inter-
change with all elements of the network including AWACS,
ground forces, and air forces.

VULNERABILITY ASPECTS OF THE F-4 CONFORMAL CARRIAGE

Installation of the conformal carriage under the F-4
fuselage covers a 52 in. wide strip centered on the aircraft
centerline. The additional structure contains beams,
ejectors, and skin panels with an average thickness of
T = .6 in.

The engine cavity is approximately 90 inches wide
therefore* the conformal carriage provides additional
protection over 57% of the bottom of the engine cavity.
During the attack phase of the mission the bombs under
the conformal carriage provide additional heavy material
through which projectiles must penetrate in order to
reach the engine cavity.
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The conformal carriage forward fairing covers the
pneumatic compressor, the LOX converter, and the utility
hydraulic accumulator reservoir; therefore, additional
protection for these systems is provided by the basic
conformal carriage with the option of adding armor plate
inside the fairing if desired.

Another less quantifiable vulnerability aspect of
the F-4 conformal carriage is the ability to penetrate
and attack at higher speeds. Although the existing F-4
weapon management system is inadequate for accurate
supersonic weapon delivery that capability could be avail-
able with installation of advanced avionics.

The low drag ECM installation possible with the con-
formal carriage also enhances aircraft survivability in
that the aircraft maximum speed is not restricted by
presence of the ECM equipment.

Integration of these possible system improvements in
a conformal carriage installation not only increases the
P-4 survivability but also greatly expands weapon carriage
and delivery envelopes.

CONFORMAL CARRIAGE DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Ideally the design of a high performance attack system
begins with definition of the targets to be attacked and
the defenses expected to be encountered. From these two
definitions, the weapon list and required flight envelope
are developed. Once the weapon suits and flight envelope
have been defined, the parent vehicle can be configured.
Historically the ground attack role has devolved upon
existing aircraft primarily designed as air to air rather
than air to ground vehicles and consequently the above
idealized development process cannot generally be adhered
to. The difference between applying conformal carriage
design methodology to new and existing aircraft designs
primarily liesin the aircraft maintenance area and in
weapons/aircraft integration.

The initial step in either case is development of
weapon suits. Assembly on a "light table" of a montage
composed of transparent scale drawings of weapons in types
and numbers required minimizes the effort necessary to
develop a composite weapon ejector location pattern.
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Superposition of the weapon ejector location pattern
upon the maintenance access requirements for an existing
aircraft provides the data for design choices between
changing aircraft service access requirements, service/
rearming oraer sequence, ejector location pattern, or some
combination of all three. The latter choice is usually
the optimal system performance choice for modifying
existing aircraft designs to conformal carriage systems.
Obviously design of a new aircraft system can be developed
around the weapon suits to be carried.

Rapid turnaround requirements may dictate a package
loading concept in which a structural element of the con-
formal carriage could be loaded with weapons independently
of the aircraft and subsequently quickly interchanged with
a similar element from which the weapons have been expended.
Attachment of the structural assembly to the aircraft must
then be simple, reliable, and self aligning. The optimal
method appears to be a hoist assembly integral with the
conformal carriage module and separate external power
source usable for loading/unloading many aircraft.

An ideal gear train concept for such a hoist is the
harmonic drive system developed by United Shoe Machinery
Corporation. Final attachment of the removable conformal
carriage structural modules to the aircraft should be over
center latches similar to weapon ejector hooks with align-
ment pins to transmit horizontal shear loads across the
conformal carriage/aircraft interface. The alignment pins
should be conical and fit into conical holes to provide
precise alignment of the conformal carriage modules with
the aircraft. They could also serve as master locating
points for factory assembly of the conformal carriage
modules.

The electrical interface between the aircraft stores
management system and the conformal carriage could be an
umbilical cord for each removable conformal carriage module.
The aircraft stores management system must be programmable
to release the weapons in one of several sequences to pro-
vide sufficient tactical flexibility. Generally release
should oegin with the aft most weapon in a given sequence.
Intervals between releases'from a conformal carriage may
be as low as 15 milliseconds without weapon to weapon col-
lisions. Such rapid release may be mandatory in supersonic
attacks since at Mach 1.5 at sea level and a standard day
the longitudinal distance traveled betwoen 15 millisecond
weapon releases is 25 feet.
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'he advent of guided qlide bombs with larcie wings
-ýesns conformal carriage problems peculiar to this type- .-ff
w (-,a; -)n . Either small pylons must be added to the conformal
car riage surface, the weapon wings folded, or the conformal
carriage surface specially shaped to adapt to the weapon
cross section. Drag data indicate small pylons on a con-
formal carriage are preferable to wing pylons for ,arrlaqe
of t-,hese large wing span weapons. The ma-ximum airý:raft
speed cnpa~jility is only attainable through f-rue conformal
:---rriage -f these weapons by wing folding or by q-ec~izi~ly
shaped conformal carriage surfaces. The solution clhoscn
for -he operational conformal carriage F-4 is wLoapon ;w±r;tj
fo,.Cit:i, --;taer than spocial shaping of the ofra
carriage.

Figure 23 depicts the operational conformal carriagec
F-4E as deployed to a TAG base.

Fig"~ 23. Gewtei&Wn sonforinuu Carnage F-4LE
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ALL WEATHER, SUPERSONIC ATTACK AVIONICS

The changes required in the F-4 avionics system to
provide all weather supersonic actlck capability and to
exploit the performance gains provided by confoermal car-
riage are listed in Table VII. All of these items are
required by F-4 ROC 12-72 and would be satisfied by the
capability inherent in the AN/ARN-10 system. Additional
capability could be obtained through incorporation of
the items given in Table VIII. True supersonic attack
capability for the F-4 cannot be obtained through incorpora-
tion of the items in Table VII unless the aircraft is
modified to a conformal carriage configuration or the
external stores are limited to only those carried on the
fuse lage.

TABLE VII

F-4 ROC 12-72 Avionics Changes

1. ASN-46 Navigation Computer

2. LN-12 Inertial System

3. ASQ-91 Ballistic Computer

4. ASG-22 Optical Display Unit

5. Associated Controls & Displays

Items i through 5 could be replaced by AN/ARN-101 installa-
tion which integrates items 6, 7, and 8 into a single system.

6. LORAN Navigation System

Ta Asystem is an integrated LOMA/ tinertial -prime sensor
syvatcm atwd includes the capability for bombing in both vai'sual
and all weather conditions. Release points can be determined

1thr•oug!h Radar, LOWIAN, Inertial, and LOMUN TInertial Naviqation
aand oromoing methods. In addition this system includes capa-
thlity for continuous computing the impact: point (CCIP)
OLvo., Dive-toss, and offset bombing modes. It also accepts
*nwut data from the air data vu~oputor, fire control. radar,
ane optical tar-iet trackers such as TISEC, Pave Pentny and
Pavi v iko . The expected weapon delivery capability of this
system for visual low speed subsonic releases is 7 mils or
oetter provided the weapons are released singly from each
axircraft store station. The errors induced by sequentially
releasing weapons from the saat pylon store station can be
v - tyr--reat due to the elastic behavior of the pylon frown
Which the store is released.



7. Diqgtal inertial Navigation Systemn

The digital 1.N.. is a highest state of the irt S,•t.:
with expected drifts less than i ONM,/hr for LO[hAh .a': L,;a-

tion System Sensors.

8. Digital Computur

This equipment may "o the.2 conmputation f:,:nm- tns
for ttie LORAN Navigation 5ycte.n anc 4eapýon Del',c'r, so ; .'
It requires low inuot power iiia has hard minory.. %4 -t'fl ,
read/wriL,.! ;apability and ca-in be ;-eadily doubled .i s't:
capacity.

TABLE VII
Additional Improvements Feasibln for F-4

1. Improved Air Data Computor with higher accuracy ",
ity measurements for Low altitude high speed fliqht.

2. Electronic HUD

Improved displays for precision weapon delivery at
supersonic speeds.

3. FtIR

Provides visual search and taarget acquisition Capabi l-
ity at night.

4. improved Radar Bombing Capability

Higher perforsmance aad resolution radar for w#aoun
delivery under all conditions except extremely low aW•t .....

3. Terrain irjllowing/Terrain Avoidance (T'/TA)

This equipmreunt is neee•sarv if the extrcune low 4-tvt
mifssions are to be Verfotned by the F-4.

6. VTAS/TISEO System

Slaviny TISEO to VTIAA (0-lio aA OI~C S4t W4
eahance system perfo•nrance whesn attacking targets o
oppor t ui ty.

7. DAIS Store-s 4nasemiut TocAholoqvy

The oAistinq F-4 stores manement sxIstc- .i :tct a
ital SyStemn and Could bit arepZ'aced by a system Moro ~tpt¶
wi th the digital equipmeunt in N;,APq.%l-l04#
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The improved capability inherrit in Table VTI itms
may be incorporated in the existinq F-4 fleet before the
aircraft become obsolete while the more developmental nature
of the Table VIII items might preclude their operational
use in the T-4's.

A preliminary design for ..a higih performance strike
fighter using conformal carriage methodology is illustrated
in Figure 24. The bottom of the aircraft is contoured to
providle conformal car-riage of the weapons shown in Table IX.
The desi(cn weapon suits were itoems I through 6 which set
the ejector location pattern. Addition of 4 obliqu,
moiunted 30 inch ejectors permits a maxiimum w¢eapon load of
6 MP-84 bombs. Weapon Suits 7 through 15 also fit within
the ejectr matrix.

TA.BLE TX
Advanced Strike Fighter Weapon Loads

1. Condor and Pod
2. 2 MK-84 Laser Guided Bombs
3. 2 Extended Range Walleyc II
4. 9 Rockeyc II or APAM
5. 9 MK-82 Bombs
6. 6 M1-83 Bombs
7. 6 MK-84 Dombs
8. 2 Harpoon
9. 5 MY-77 r100 4 Fire oiscbs
10. 5 CMJU-72/iB FA Bombs
i1. 6 SUU-30 Dispensors
l•. 6 ASP
13. 4 M F-8'1, La scr G d-i Bombs
I4. 4 M•-*,3 La:er Cuided BoinW;

_• A Co --z t t. •wo.

t~"S ", atn-#a• 3h€- b-oisw.s .... Q- ai it i

( 4 flŽ~~(f V rh~ A f- to oavidt 0 tnmtt fC tufk In* qo ath o

o t-rgi' t i -k- "M lt" thi"

ntt.na-" Vs -r .. il .rar th.• _t 'ma, :r~nc

epa4torýnce 4,7 thi Veicii "-- d o~ ~t thaot of n ttoi

in Viqure I., Fiquiten i tpac of'-cvn tor-ý catrwuriag týchhrfloqy
tl• A .. .it ,- . : ..<-- •- ..- V~ Tale X ,. t s-.

,'" L~onac of "tla .e~~ iv to tha za . . A-7 •
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on the payload range curve for an advanced strike fighter
is evident in Figures 27 and 28. At short ranges, aircraft
drag is unimportant and wing mounted multiple weapon
stations are optimal. As mission ranges increase weapons
must be traded for fuel and soon the lower drag of con-
formal carriage dominates the payload range calculations.

TABLE X
Advanced Strike Fighter

Vertical Horizontal
Geometry Wing Stabilizer Stabilizer

Area (Sq Ft) 518.3 69.1 73.2
Aspect Ratio 3.09 1.06 2.53
Taper Ratio 0.21 0.20 0.22
Sweep @ C/4 (Deg.) 38.0 34.5 26.5
Incidence (Deg.) 2.0 0.0 0.0
Dihedral (Deg.) 0.0 0.0 10.0
Root t/c (%) 5.5 5.5 5.5
Tip t/c (%) 3.5 3.5 3.5
Root Chord (Inches) 258.0 161.0 106.0
Tip Chord (Inches) 53.0 33.0 23.0
MAC (Inches) 178.02 111.08 73.40
Span (Feet) 40.0 8.54 13.62
Tail Arm (Inches) -- 181.5 236.2
Tail Vol Coeff. -- .054 .187
T/c @ MAC 3.5 3.5 3.5

Flap AreF 34.7 Sq Ft
Flaperon Area 55.6 Sa Ft
Speed Brake Area 148.0 Sq Ft
Rudder Area 19.8 SQ Ft

Operating Weight 24,400 Lbs
Armament Max. 1.3,83.0 Lbs
Internal Fuel Max. 15,800 Lbs

Max T.O. Gross Weight 47,41.' Lbs.

Propulsion F-101-100 30,000 S.L.S.T.
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Figure 24. Advanced Carrier Attack Fighter

FigureA St rucluWjrJ aingemern AoVwwed Cwsiref Attack Figh~ter
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CONCLUS IONS

Conformal carriage is considered a maLure technology
as applied to the P-4. Further engineering development
for the P-4 conformal carriage is unnecessary. Applica-
tions of the rechnology to other existing designs such as
F-5, F--14, F-15, F-16, F-18, and Mirage F-i, and Jaguar
requires development work and engineering design studies
prior to production modification. The technology will
undoubtedly be incorporated in all new high performance
long range attack aircraft. Although intrinsically the
same, each such application will be unique due to the
diversity in encTineerin( teams -hroughouc the industry.
However, all new designs will benefit from the use of
this technology.

Operational use of supersonic weapon delivery tech-
niques will require development of supersonic weapon
ballistic data Which therefore implies actual supersonic

-weapon releases. Presently aircraft capable of releasing
external stores at speeds above 1.3 in level flight are
not available for use in acquiring the necessary ballistic
data and will be required before the operational use of

*, the expanded flight envelope can be exploited.
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OBJECTIVES OF TILE
AGARD F.D.P. WORKING GROUP ON
DRAG AND OTHER AERODYNAMIC
EFSECTS OF EXTERNAL STORES

(U)
(Article Unclassified)

by

Clifford L. Bore

Hawker Siddeley Aviation Ltd.
Kingston-upon-Thames
England.

ABSTRACT (U)

Considerable work has been done in the U.N. towards reducing the
drag of external stores, but there are limits to the data that can be
produced, or the improvements that can be made in any single country of
NATO. Following a suggestion by the U.K. Ministry of Defence, the
Fluid Dynamics Panel of A(3AD set up a Working Group which now has
members from seven countries (with representatives from the FTP and S3'P)
to report on the drag and other aerodynamic effects of external stores.
This group is compiling recommendations on: drag, flying qualities,
delivery accuracy, structural integrity, performance and manoeuvrability,
for a report to be issued by the end of 1976.

This work has been carried out with the support of Procurement Execu-
tive, Ministry of Defence, United Kingdom

Approved for public release; distribution unlimited
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INTRODUCTION

When I was working on the basic design philosophy for the wing
of the "Harrier" VTOL fighter I was trying to determine the relative
importance of different features, so as to be able to devise the best
wing. We may wish to reduce the weight and drag of the wing, improve
manoeuvrability and so on - but as usual improving one feature may
worsen another (for example increasing the wingspan to improve
manoeuvrability increases the weight, and fitting leading-edge droop
would increase cost). How does one balance drag against weight, ride
quality or cost? Oze is driven back to the aim of the game: effective-
ness to cost ratio - even if these quantities are not always easy to
predict. The same conclusion applies to the various effects of
external stores, as we will see.

To any aerodynamicist who has struggled to optimise the wings of an
aircraft by careful design and meticulous attention to detail, it can be
galling to find that typical ground attack aircraft carry store drags of
the same order of magnitude as the drag of the entire clean aircraft.
So there has been considerable work towards reducing store drags.

Now, much more is known about reducing store drag (as well as other
effects) some of which you will learn from Mr. Barry Haines, and we have
the AGARD Working Group which is pooling the knowledge and work of seven
countries in an effort to recommend to NATO how external stores (includ-
ing their carriers) should be modified so our air forces will have more
effectiveness and less cost.

AIMS AND APPROACH OF THE WOKIG GROUP

Terms of Reference

The terms of reference adopted by the Working Group and approved
by the AGARD National Delegates' Board are as follows:

"To study means for reducing the drag and other aerodyuamic penalties
associated with carrying external stores on both current and future
aircraft, and thus improving their operational capability. To study
the effects of externally carried stores on the aerodynamic and
aeroelastic behaviour of the aircraft/store combination, including
release. To review the status of the relevant technological areas,
to assess future prospects and possibilities, and to identify
promiain areas fc research and dovelopssnt".

t 'P ES CIU M P A M rL a r ,;o T 0 1-I &
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It is intended to have the final report printed and delivered to
the Military Committee of NATO before the end of 1976. The members of
the Group are cleared to handle material classified NATO SECRET, but
the classification of the report has not yet been decided.

Membership

The membership comprises three groups: (1) the chairman and 6 or
7 members nominated by Fluid Dynamics Panel members of participating
countries, (2) two representatives nominated by the AGARD Flight
Mechanics Panel and (3) two representatives of the AGARD Structures and
klaterials Panel. Individual members may change, and deputising
arrangements are flexible, but at the moment the membership is as listed
in figure 1.

Format of Report

The provisional format of the eventual report and the members who
will compile and edit the chapters are shown on Figure 2. Apart from
the introduction and conclusions, each chapter of the report will be in
the nature of a critical review of the state of the art, leading to
conclusions and recommendations for that part of the field. Adequate
data will be quoted to illustrate each argument, but it is not intended
that the report will contain a compendium of data.

ASSESSMENT OF BENEFITS

Fach specialist working in his own area is liable to think (and
probably correctly) that an improvement in the quality he looks after
is "A GOOD THING": less drag, better stability, a more accurately
predicted trajectory, and so on. However, difficulties arise when
they try to get somebody else to invest money in achieving this new increase
of effectiveness or reduction of overall cost.

"I have no doubt that your 'planes would fly better after the stores
have been modified, but the stores on the shelves have cost a lot of
money, and altering them will cost a lot more" is the sort of response
one can imagine. Such a response is not unreasonable, so long as it is
recosnised that the whole idea of making improvements is to save money,
and there must be some particular amount of improvement which will make
it worthwhile to incorporate the modifications. Human nature being
what it is, the man who wants the improvements made had better start
talking in the right language: money. That is a bit tough, because no
one has given the aerodynamiciots any generally accepted conversion factors.
Consequently we have to try to arrive at nome approach for assessing
the value of various sorts of improvements.

In Europe, at least, it in common to assume that the effectiveness
should be assessed on the assumption of a short ind intenwive war (in
which most of our aircraft are lost), while the coats are asessed on the
asslumption of peace-time training.
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On this basis, the effectiveness relates to the number of targets
destroyed, and the cost relates to the cost of aircrift, supplies and
weapons lost or used up0

G7oinr through the list of chapters, one may see that each feature
considered can be related to targets hit or aircraft and weapons lost, in
a variety of possibilities.

(It should be noted that in Europe the ground-attack role is regarded
as primary). Reduced drar, for instance, could result in less cost
of fuel in peacetime or, in wartime, treater range and therefore more
target-opportunities, or shorter take-off distance for given range, or a
lighter and cheaper new design of aircraft. Flyin2 qualities affect
the accuracy of weapon delivery and also attrition rates (both in
practice and in war). Structural integrity affects accidental losses,
the margins of mass built in to allow for ignoranceor the cost of
computations or measurements to remove that ignorance. Performance
and manoeuvrability affect attrition and the capability of turning to
attack targets, as well as the area of potential targets.

Drag Reduction

To illustrate the problem of assessing drag reduction let us
consider various ways of cashing the benefit of a typical realistic
improvement: a reduction of 2O4 of the overall drag of an aircraft -

plus stores configuration.

If this reduction were achieved on stores carried only on the
outward leg of sorties, the fuel consumption is typically reduced by
about 6,., while if it were made on permanently-carried stores or pylons
the reduction of fuel consumption would be around 1?% for a given
short range. At present fuel prices these amount to roughly 1.3' to
2.6, of the cost of buying the aircraft - but it can be guessed that in
the next 10 years or so fuel prices may triple in real terms.

If the roduction of drag were applied to increase the radius of
action, the area coverage (and consequently the probable number of target
opportunities) would be increased by about 12' to 24C. Alternatively,
the drag reduction may be used to allow a higher penetration speed (by
perhaps 0.05 Mach number). Attrition rntes vary fairly sensitively
with speed, and this increase of speed on the oiittard legs of sorties
may 1low perhaps 6i to S. more missions before losing the aircraft.

Lower drag also implies more npeci ic .xcess power for manoeuvrint.
and this will afford inre capability of turning to attack targ;ets 4nd
more capability of avoidint attrition.

In addition to the cost red'ctions And ef ctivenss increases
junt disouned, there are anflitional cont'anvin-s available nt the
time of designing; a nui sircrafto A few Simple studieo suftest that
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designing for the reduced drag would reduce the mass, cost and lifetime
fuel of the new aircraft by roughly 2, to 4,, in addition to the benefits
previously discussed.

Clearly the improvements of effectiveness/cost vary according to
when they are made, how much of the time they are carried, and whether
they are applied to existing aircraft or new designs. Taking middle
values for the ranges quoted, and fuel at double present costs, the
improvement of effectiveness/cost ratio seems to centre around 31% for
existing aircraft and about 34-37 for new designs. There will be room
for argument about the magnitudes of the benefits discussed here - but
it seems fair to claim that a 20" reduction in overall drag may lead
to future improvements of aircraft effectiveness/cost ratio in the order
of 3u> or more.

The argument so far has not introduced the cost of modifications
designed to secure the benefits discussed. At a guess, the entire
stocks of external stores per aircraft costs around a quarter or a
third of the cost of the aircraft, and the modifications considered
could not cost more than a modest fraction of that amount - particularly
for new build. It follows that there are substantial net benefits
that could be achieved by drag reduction, particularly on new designs
of stores and aircraft. Hopefully, the Working Group will produce
recommendations which will clarify this situation further.

Accuracy of Delivery

In some circumstances the effectiveness of the air force is very
sensitive to accuracy. For example consider a Furopean ground-attack
scenario, in which the attrition rate is high, demanding very low level
attack at high speed. Under such circumstances the probability of
destroying a small target with unguided bombs after a perilous outward
run may be perhaps 5%. Clearly, any improvements of technique that
raise the probability to 10,1 or W,4 would multiply the effectiveness of
the airforce for such aissions by factors of 2 or 8 respectively.

Clearly there can be very big benefits for "smart" weapon delivery
systems, and it seems reasonable to suppose that as time goes on the
external stores will increasingly become "swarter", with all the
aerodynamic implications. However, it is not necessarily the store
itself that needs to get s-=rter - for there are many features of the
aircraft/store combination that may degrade or enhance the capability
of an aircraft to delivery weapons accuratoly: Such as etability, control
and gust ride on the way in; wanoeuvrability in the target irea; and
release disturbances both to the aircraft and the weap•n (vtcettbering that
there have been casAs where Sui'ded weapons lo3t "lock-on" due to role aseii: dieturbances).

The working group is not equipped to develop these notions into
defined operational analysia techniques, but it is felt that without them
the tsk of asse3 aet would be very v"~a.
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FUTURE PR~r RANCi OF THE WO.'IKIýG GROUP

The members of the working group are now planning their respective
chapters. They are looking out for all ideas relevant to the
recommendations they have to compile, both in their own countries and
at meetings (such as this one) where the experts come to share their
thoughts. By the middle of February next year, the members should
have sketched out the main themes of their chapters. By the end of
May (hopefully) a draft of the report should be emerging, which allows
the summer for mutual editing.

The members have knowledge from their own working backgrounds, but
forming knowledge and ideas can be like breeding plants that grow and
adapt by feeding on other ideas, and sometimes a new variety emerges.

That is why we are here. That is why I have "flown a kite" to
tell experts what we are trying to do. Like Benjamin Franklin, I hope
to attract some high-voltage sparks to my kite - that will help to s.
our conclusions. The more ideas we receive, the more will our
recommendations reflect them.
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FLIGHT TEST HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS
ON A PYLON MOUNTED STORE1

(Article Unclassified)

by

R. K. Matthews
ARO, Inc.

Arnold Engineering Development Center
Arnold Air Force Station, Tennessee 37389

and

Maj. J. C. Key, Jr.
Armament Development and Test Center

Air Force Armament Laboratory
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 32542

ABSTRACT. (U) The performance envelopes of some present-day aircraft
have been restricted by temperature limitations on the stores. A two-phase
program is currently in progress to provide the technology required to expand
aircraft/stores flight envelopes. The flight test phase of this project includes
temperature and heat transfer rate measurements on a BDU-12 mounted on the
inboard pylon of an F-111. These data will be used to substintiate the pro-
cedures for extrapolation of wind tunnel data io flight conditions. The extrapola-
tion procedures are discussed as well as the. test hardware and typical flight
test results.

1 The research reported heroin waa conducted by the Arnold Engineering
Development Center, Air Force Systems Command under sponsorship of the
Armamenit Dvolopmcnl• and Test Center. Results were obtained by personnel
of ARCO, Inc., contract operator of AEDC. Further reproduction is authorized
to satisfy ieids of the U. S. GoverimenL

Approvod for Public flWOese; Distrlbution Unlimited
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NOMENCLATURE

Cp Specific heat of air at constant pressure (-- 0. 24 Btu/Ibm-°R)

L BDU length, in.

Me Free-stream Mach number

n Exponent in correlation parameter (see equation 4)

StHeat-transfer rate, Btu/ft2 -sec

Re•, L Free-stream Reynolds numbee based on BDU length (118.5 in. for
flight, 7.9 in. for wind tunnel)

Reo,,X Reynolds number based on free-stream conditions and x.

St Stanton number, 4l/p,, V.. Cp (Tr - Tw)

Tr Recovery temperature, oR or OF as noted

To Total temperature, OR or OF as noted

Tw Model wall temperature, OR or OF as noted

T. Free-stream static temperature, OF

VQ0 Free-stream velocity, ft/sec

x Longitudinal centerline distance from BDU nose, in.

P, Free-stream density, slugs/ft3

Free-stream viscosity, lbm/ft-sec

Oray Circumferential position on BDU, deg (see Fig. 5)

SU BSCRIPTS

fit Flight conditions

wt Wind tuanel conditiops
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ILLUSTRATIONS

1. Performance Envelope of Present-Day Aircraft

2. Schematic Showing Extrapolation of Wind Tunnel Data to Flight
Conditions

3. Effect of Wall Temperaua,-e and Reynolds Number on Store Heating Rates

4. Parameter fliustrating E.•trapolation of Wind Tunnel Predictions to
Flight Conditions

5. VKF Instrumentation for BDU Aerodynamic Heating Test at Edwards
Air Force Base

6. Pre-Flight Photograph of BDU with Phase-Change Paint Applied

7. Post-FlIght Photograph of Phase-Change Paint after Mach 2.5 Flight

8. Comparison of Wind Tunnel and Flight Test Reynolds Numbers

9. Correlating Parameter for FLght and Wind Tunnel Data
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INTRODUCTION

At the first Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium, Epstein (Ref. 1) dis-
cussed supersonic carriage of conventional weapons. He pointed out that the
performance envelope of present-day aircraft can be severely limited by ex-
ternal stores as illustrated in Figure 1. Unfortunately, these limitations are
sometimes imposed by "arbitrary temperature limits on the store". Most
bombs and fuzes have, as their explosive charge, some form of TNT which
melts at about 178 0 F. To avoid this possibility the aircraft speed is restricted.
However, to predict the actual temperature of the TNT in flight, one must know
the following:

1. The maximum temperature attainable (i. e., Tr, see Fig. 1) and the
length of time at a given flight condition.

2. The rate at which heat is being transferred to the store (i. e., the heat
transfer rate, 4).

3. The thermophysical properties of the store so that a heat conduction
solution can be obtained.

Of these, the heat-transfer rate is the hardest to determine.

Within recent years, a wind tunnel technique has been developed to measure
heat-transfer rates on pylon mounted stores. This technique is described in
Ref. 2 and at the last Aircraft/Store Compatibility Symposium, Matthews, ot al
(Ref. 3) discussed the application of these wind tunnel results to actual flight
conditions. Figure 2 is a schematic illustrating the extrapolation procedures.
Determination of the proper aerodynamic scaling law is a vital link in these pro-
cedures. Theoretical considerations have been used to establish the scaling re-
lation-dip to extrapolate from wind tunnel conditions to flight conditions. How-
ever, to substantiate this scaling relationship a research project is presently in
progress at the von Kfrmrnb Facility (VKF) of AEDC under the sponsorship of
AFATL. The scope of this project includes both flight tests and wind tunnel
tests of a Bomb Dummy Unit (IIDU) mounted nn the inboard pylon of an F-Il1.
The wind twitel phase is being conducted in the 40 x 40-in. continuous flow tun-
nel of the VKF (I•tunnl A). The fligh&t test phase is being conducted at EdMwards
Air Force Base and is a "piggyback" effort connetexd with project DAME 1 (le-
termination of Airraft Missile Environments). This paper discusw.s the work
that is prewstly heing done at Edwards in terms of theoretical eOaisidoratiow,
experimetal qparatus, aid results to date.

1Project DAME was origimnted by Mr. Lee Meyer and is presently being moai-

tored by Lt. Michael Hkcid, AFAWL/MKRLA.
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A computer code for the solution of the store interference flow field is
presently being developed at Lockheed, Huntsville. The complexity of the flow
field was illustrated by the flow visualization photographs presented in Ref. 3.
Because of the flow field complexity these theoretical calculations arc ex-
tremely difficult. Conversely, the calculations of the flow field about a store

in an interference-free flow field are relatively straightforward and can pro-
vide an insight as to the proper aerodynamic scaling law.

To Investigate the significant parameters and to guide the experimental
work, the Spalding-Chi turbulent heating method (Ref. 4) has been utilized.
Calculation of the Stanton number distribution on the BDU were made for condi-

0, tions corresponding to those of the wind tunnel test and for conditions corre-
sponding to those of the flight test. These specific conditions are summarized
below.

parameter wind tunnel flight

M6 2.0 2.0

BDU length, in. 7. 90 (1/15 scale) 118. 5

L 6.32 x 106 47.2 x 106

Tw/TO 0.75- 0.96 0.60- 0.96

The results of these calculations are presented in Fig. 3 in terms of
Re x. The effect of wall temperature variation is within the estimated pre-

cision of the experimental data And therefore this effect can be neglected.

The Reynolds number difference attributable to the relatively small model
size can be correlated by use of the equation

S(le,,,n =coast (1)

or
S= [St (lXe., (2)wind hma niht

For turbulent boundary layers the classical value of n is 0. 2 (i.e., 1/5Y.
However, by utilizing the serW-emplrical <4Wding-Chi solutions, it is possibte
to determine the value of n for the specific couditious of curreut interest.

Consider a given umdlmensional location on the 3DU (e. g., x/L. 0. 3).
For this location

Li



Stilt = Stwt (Rea.,x Wtn

\ R e., xfl t

Since the Reynolds numbers are known and the Stanton numbers can be ob-
tained from the Spalding-Chi solutions, the only unknown in this equation is n.
The best value of n for 0. 05 < x/L :s 0.45 was determined to be 0. 17 and the
correlation obtained by using this value is illustrated in Fig. 4.

It should be emphasized that the above results are based on interference-
free flow field calculations and the actual correlating equation developed from
experimental data may be somewhat different than that shown in Fig. 4; how-
ever, the basic form should remain the same. That is

nStit = Stwt Re-,xwt (4)

where n g 0. 17.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

As mentioned in the introduction, the flight test phase of this project is be-
ing conducted on a "piggyback" arrangement with Project DAME at Edwards
AFB. Project DAME utilizes an internal data recording system to record inert
propellant stress and strain data. and some preliminary results of this project
are presented in Ref. 5.

Additional instrumentation has been installed by AEDC/VKF personnel so
that the heat transfer scaling law derived in the previous section can be sub-
stantiated. The location and type of instrumentation installed is illustrated in
Fig. 5. The primary instrumentation consists of 13 heat gages. Each gage
measures both the heating rate (4i, Btu/1t2 -hr) and the wall temperature. A de-
tailed description of these gages and the data reduction technique is presented
in Ref. 6. Secondary instrumentation consisted of coaxial surface thermo-
couples (dcsriLbd In Ref. 6) mid backside thermocouples to measure the temi-
perature differential across the "skin thickness" of the BDU. Also installed in
the HDV was u pressure pack•je for measuring the differential pressure in the
pitlh aid yaw planes at xfL - 0. 05. The purpose of th"se measuromiets is to
obtain relative flow anlarity data.

The data acquisition system is doscribed in Refs. I and 8; however,
several chwiges have been made since the system was originally installed. tn
geieral, ;he Iistrunientation output signals are connected to a pulse amplitude
morulatlon (PAN) system and recorded on tape. 1he tape system is mounted
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inside the BDU and controlled by an on/off switch on the co-pilots side of the
cockpit. There are approximately 12 minutes of record time available which
means that the recorder Is turned on only at discrete intervals during the flight.

A photograph of the BDU-12 installed on the left inboard pylon of a F-111D
is presented in Fig. 6. The peculiar looking radial strips on the front half of
the BDU are Tempilaq®- paint strips. Tempilaq paint changes phase from a
solid to a liquid (melts) at a specified temperature. The paints consist of cali-
brated melting paint materials suspended in an inert carrier. The specific
paint temperatures used in the photograph were 300, 250, 200, and 150 0 F.
These paints are commonly used in wind tunnel testing to obtain heat transfer
data (Ref. 9). The use of these paints in flight testing will be discussed in the
next section.

Perhaps one of the more important results of this project has been the ap-
plication of wind tunnel technology, such as the phase-change paint and the heat
gages, to the aircraft/store compatibility field.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To date only a limited amount of flight test data have been obtained and by
far the most dramatic has been the data obtained using the phase change paint.
These data are presented in Fig. 7. The most interesting aspects of these
pictures is not the temperature level but the flow patterns which are clearly
illustrated by the melted 150°F paint. These patterns correspond to local
streamlines and are produced as the paint melts and the local shear forces
cause the melted paint to flow. The paint melts when the wall temperature
reaches the specified temperature (e. g., 150 0 F) which, of course, does not
occur until the aircraft accelerates significantly above Mach 1 producing re-
covery temperatures greater than 150 0 F. Of particular interest are the flow
disturbance patterns produced by the shock off the pylon, and by the sway
braces. It is also important to note that the Maeh number reached during this
flight was 2. f5. This clearly demonstrates that supersonic carriage of large
stores can be accomplished with present-day aircraft. Surely, wao "arbitrary
restriction" of this capability should be avoided on the comning generatioa of
aircraft if the technology is available to remove this restrittim.

Illustrated In Fig. 8 is the difference between the Reynolds nPumber level
obtainable in the wind tunnel as compared to that of the full scale BDU at flight
conditions. Tls Reynolds number difference shows the significance of the
scaling relationship (equation 4). Also shown in Fig. 8 are the two test points
which have currently been completed by the flight test progranm. Typical datA
are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows a lUnilted amount o flight
test data compared to tte inter-erence-free SVplding-Chi -Aculations. The
relatively good agreement is wonsidered fatuitous. however, this figure does
Ulustrate the aplp•caUoa of the -.wrlatuo parameter, St (Re., X)0. 17.
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The temperature rise of the BDU which occurred during acceleration to
'Mach 2 is presented in Fig. 10. The temperature differential across the "skin
thickness" of the BDU was negligible. Also shown are the ambient temperature
and the calculated recovery temperature, Tr. It can be shown that

Tr ;z 0.96 To

where To is the measured total temperature. The main conclusion from these
data are that the BDU temperatures reached or excessed 178°F within the
4 minutes of sustained Mach 2 flight.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Flight tests of an instrumented BDU-12 are being conducted at Edwards
AFB on an F-111 aircraft. To date only a limited amount of data have been
obtained; however, the following general comments can be made:

1. These tests have demonstrated that supersonic carriage of large
stores can be accomplished with present-day aircraft up to Mach 2.5.

2. The application of wind tunnel technology to the aircraft/store com-
patibility field has been demonstrated.

3. The BDU temperatures reached or exceeded the temperature at which
TNT melts (1780 F) within the four minutes of sustained Mach 2 flighL

9
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ABSTRACT. (U) The PAVE PENNY Pod installation on the A-7D, located
only 18 inches from the 20 mm M-61 gun, places it in a very intense vibra-
tion environment which results from the blast pressure fields generated by
firing the gun.

Test level development is traced from predictions, to flight test mea-
surements, to laboratory simulation.

When the pod was subjected to the pvedicted gunfire vibration simulated
by discrete frequency sinusoidal components, severe damage to the pod re-
sulted. The decision was made to measure in flight tests the vibration
input to the pod at the attachment points. These data indicated a better
test simulation could be obtained by superimposing four sinusoids, the funda-
mental fire rate and the first three harmontcs, onto a broad-band random
background. Although the pod performed well d,.riog flight tests, this
laboratory simulation also produced pod damage. The final flight data in-
cluded response measurements on the internal pod structure. These internal
responses were used to establish response limits for the four sinusoids to
complete the definition of the gunfire simulation laboratory test.

"Approved for public release; distribution unlimited."
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INTRODUCTION

The Air Force's Target Identification Set, Laser AN/AAS-35(V) (PAVE

PENNY) is a miniaturized laser acquisition and tracking system. Designed
for adaptation to a variety of existing and future aircraft, this advanced

day/night system searches for, acquires, and tracks laser energy reflected

from targets designated by airborne or ground-based observers. For com-

plete fire control capability, the system can be integrated with aircraft

avionics.

In the development stages of the PAVE PENNY Pod, the Air Force chose

the A-7D to demonstrate the target acquisition capability of the pod. The
PAVE PENNY Pod installation on the A-7D, located only 18 inches from the 20

mm M-61 gun, places it in a very intense vibration environment which results

from the blast pressure fields generated by firing the gun. The location
of the pod relative to the gun muzzle is shown in Figure 1. It was apparent

that the Air Force had not considered these effects and had not planned on
the utilization of the gun during the demonstration. The evolution of the

laboratory qualification test representing the gunfire vibration environ-

ment is the subject of this paper. Test level development is traced from

predictions, to flight test measurements, to laboratory simulation.

Figure 1. Left Quartering View of A-7D Airplane

Nose Section with Pave Penny Pod Installed
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If the pod was to be procured for this location on the A-7D, it was
obvious that the gun would be utilized and the pod would be required to
survive the intense environment generated by the blast. The intensity of
the vibration environment was highlighted by the LTV environmental qualifi-
cation specification test levels for equipments on the aircraft located
within four feet of the gun. When subjected to these levels, failures
were experienced by the pod. These early failures and Air Force predictions
of the vibration environment prompted the Air Force to complete the flight
development prcgram prior to firing the guns or subjecting the development
pod to a gunfire vibration environment in the lab. After the concept of
target identification was successfully completed, the guns were fired in
flight. Failures resulted in the pod. As a result of the flight failures
and much discussion, the decision was made to conduct in-flight tests and
measure the vibration input to the pod at the attachment points. These
data indicated a better test simulation could be obtained by superimposing
four sinusoids, the fundamental fire rate for the first three harmonics,
onto a broad-band random background. This was consistent wiZh the environ-
ment and tests promulgated by the Air Force. Although the pod performed

well during flight tests, this laboratory simulation also produced pod
damage. The final flight data included response measurements on internal
pod structure. These internal responses were used to establish response
limits for the four sinusoids to complete the definition of the gunfire
simulation laboratory test.

GUNFIRE ENVIRONME]UT

LTV GUNFIRE VIBRATION TEST

The A-7D gunfire test was empirically Aelrived from gunfire vibration
measurements on the A-7D aircraft structure. The test levels depend on
distance from the muzzle and are entirely periodic vibration composed of
the discrete frequency sinusoidal components at the fundamental and each
harmonic of the gunfire rate up to 2000 Hz. This environment is illustrated
in Figure 2 for the high fire rate. The peak amplitude of the fundamental
was 10.6g, the peak of the first three harmonics was 21g, and the peak of
the higher harmonics decreased to less than 3g at 2000 Hz. The environment
excitation was generated using a pulse generator to produce a periodic pulse
train having a repetition rate equal to the gunfire rate. The output of

the pulse generator was applied to the input of the vibration equalization
system where the amplitude of each component in the spectrum was adjusted
to the allowable tolerance of the desired test level. The overall vibration
level waa measured after passing the control accelerometer output through
a 2500 Hz low pass filter. Attempts to impose this periodic gunfire vibra-
tion testing resulted in severe damage to the pod.

FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

It was then decided to measure the gunfire vibration environment via

an A-7D flight measurement program. Three seta of data were obtained in
the program. The initial set of data was obtained at Eglin AFB in November
1973. Accelerometers were located on the fore'and aft pod adapter plate to
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measure the input to the pod at its mounting points. Accelerometer locations
are illustrated in Figure 3. The primary conclusion from these data and an
industry survey of gunfire environments and testing was that the gunfire
vibration environment could best be simulated in the laboratory by super-
imposing four sinusoids, the fundamental firing rate and the first three
harmonics, onto a 300-2000 Hz broad-band random vibration. The resulting
recommended environmental definition for the vertical direction high-fire
rate is shown in Figure 4. The overall grms for this spectrum is 30.3 as
compared to the predicted environment of 36 grins.

300o FREOUENCV AVP" :JOE

100 - 200 HZ Z! DiiO'.T RISE
200 - 400 HZ 2?GpK
400- 100DHZ 6DPOCT ROLL OFF

1000 - 2000 HZ 9 OMiOCT 9OLL OFý
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are defined in Table I. Limits apply only to the sinusoidal components.
In recognition of variations in gunfire rates, the harmonics are varied by
±15 percent about the nominal firing rates. The inputs are notched in the
vicinity of the gimbal resonant frequency unless the resonance is within
5 percent of the nominal firing rate.

PITCH INTERNAL
GIMBAL MOUNTING

RING BRACKET

4, Y
1, X .. , • ,

2, YJ

ROL AFT RUL IOfHEAP
YO E FORWARD

BULKHEAD

<- Y
- ACCELEROMETER LOIATION

Figure 5. Accelerometer Locations

TABLE I

Test Levels

SINUSOIDAL:
I.ATERAL VERTICAL

(•OpK) ('GPK) LONGITUDINAL

- ----LIMIT LIMIT rPK1

FREQUENCY FORWARD AFT NO
IHZ) INPUTr BULKHEAD INPUT BULKHEAD INP T LIMIT

100 6 17 99 4
200 10 18 10 10 4

300 17 42 26 28 5
400 8 24 4 4 15

FREIQUENCY _ VERTICAL AND
0H9) LATERAL LONGITUDINAL

300 100 1 G2IHz oi 06 2jk
10002003 03EB/OTAVE j 4110AXTAVE

DukATIOW*~
26 MINU1ESIAXIS

THE LIMITS PERTAIN ONLY TO THE SINUSOIDAL PORTION,
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LAB SIMULATION

TEST SETUP

Simulation of the response limited gunfire environment requires con-
siderable electronics because the sinusoids must be generated and the res-
ponse of each sinusoid must be monitored. A flow chart illustrating the
technique used to generate and limit the sinusoids is shown in Figure 6.
Sinusoids are generated by the harmonic generator, then amplified and fed
into bandpass filters, one for each of the four harmonics. The ourp-it of
each filter was fed into a peak g detector which had been scr previously
to trip and shut down the shaker if the filtered accel~eratior level exce:!ded

- the response limit for its frequency.

rEHARMONIC ACCELEROMETER
GENERATOI4

-4 4POWER AMP GhAKER

FILTER DTCO

FALZE IF TýP E1 C :TOR Ft i&4

IDETECTOR172
1ARMON3 CHATGE

ANALYZER I L
E Q U A L Z E .R 5

HXI MMCTRfCARG

Considerable difficulty was encountered -in setting the detector cir-
cuitry so that it would trip at the desired level. The presence of randoms
vibration Introduced enough additional respo;ý'it to lovalidate trip levels
set under pure haraonie excitation. T~his problem UAS overcome by increas.-
ing the detector time- constant to 0.9 see and resetting tho tize levelS with
random vibr~ation present. final trip levelsi were set with the instrumenta-
tion installed on the pod (initial seatiags were made with the Instruinent'o
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mounted on the bare fixture). It was also necessary to set limits 3 dB
above the desired trip level to allow margin to run the test at the desired
levels.

An additional difficulty was imposed by the requirement to sweep ±15
percent about the nominal frequency while keeping the inputs and responses
within the desired levels. Trip levels were set at the frequency within the
±11 percent band allowing maximum amplification.

TEST RESULTS

An R&D PAVE PENNY (SIN 001) was exposed to two series of tests during
August and September of 1974. The first utilized an electrically functional
pod and was run at input excitation levels matching those measured in flight.
This resulted in internal response levels considerably in excess of the
flight data. The second series of tests was conducted utilizing the inter-
nal. response levels as limiters and adjusting the input excitation as close
as possible to the flight test data without exceeding the response limits.

A chart comparing desired inputs and limits to values obtained in the
se::ond of these tests is presented in Table 11. The test levels were estab-
lished by increasing the input until the response limit was reached or until
the desired input level was reached. Data presented in Table II are the
maximum values recorded in the tests as the fire rate was swept through a
±15 percent variation of fire rate. Beside each test value in Table II,
the fundamental gunfire frequency at which the maximum occurred is reconled.
The effects of response limited inputs are illustrated in Table II in the
vertical axis - high fire rate data. In this test the first three fre-
quencies are response limited. Random vibration levels are low due to
mechanical shaker limitations.

TABLE 11

Pave Penny Pod SIN 001 Vibration Test Data Summary
Reflecting Inputs and Control Limits

___________________ ____________LATIOM A1W
... .. vI CWfA- VA M I i 2"- pt.. . VAt- "".

StW y 1 i tO Gf sts t , W'r ts IoIit4a .gag it s lAlfwht i i

m JWO0 W II. 7 ,SI s ali
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Data presented in Table III compares flight test resjponses to labora-
tory test responses. Results are included for both vertical and lateral
axes and compare data at locations common to both flight and test. Instru-
mented locations at the mounting foot and bulkhead were thle basis for thle
test inputs and limit responses, therefore, there should be good correla-
tion and there is at the mounting foot and aft bulkhead. Coryclation at
the forward bulkhead and roll yoke location was not good. This could re-
suit from testing Pod IN 001 whose structural condition has deteriorated
due to a history of previous testing.

TABLE III

Test Level Comparison
00

PULSE RESPONSE LIMITED
TEST SINUSOIDS ON

LATERAL AND RANDOM BACKG ROUND

FREQUENCY VERTICAL LATERAL VERTICAL

HIGH too 10.6 87
FIRE 200 21 27
RATE 30D 21 17 11

1 400 21 a8

LOW 67 10a6 5 7
FIRE 1421 7 a
RATE 0121 5 20

268217 3

'DATA IN THE NOISE LEVEL

The reduction in the low frequency Input is summariz~ed in Table 111,
where the final test level is compared to the early pulse test predictions
for the first four frequencies. in each case the final input is lower thtan
that spcified for' the pulse test. Th-e final overall grzs. howuver, is
comparable to the early prediction.

S1110"Y

The aibove diiscussion suwrlzes the evolution of the PAVE PMT, Gunfire
Vibration Etovireutmertt Qualification Tests anid the test results on the 960
Pod demnstrates that a Meaningful x'cspouse laited swtiire vibratio" test
"cn be conducted in the laboroatory.

The vibration input, cansisting of four sio"uoids su )Lizpoiaed over a
ranndom backgroutsd, simulated the guotire vibration tnivironment seen by cite
PAVE PE'MY Pod lwhea carried by the it-ID aireraft. tile- siniisoids vere at
the basic gunfire ftfquency for both high -and lov vates of .Fire- ;Ad their
harotonitet. The high gunfire rate sinusoids ate 100, 200, 300. and 400 11z
and the. 1tv gunf he rate sinuaoida ate 67, 134, 201, and 268 fiI: The tinu-
soidu wutru swept. uynchronously over AS. percent bandutidth of the gunfiro
rates and their harcouics baginduia at the lov* ead and eading at the bigh1
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limit. Accelerometers were used for both control input to the pod in both

axes and for response limiting in the vertical and lateral axis.

RECOMMENDATION

Tests based on inputs only can produce internal responses in excess of
those experianced in flight; therefore, when aircraft stores are exposed
to severe gunfire environment as is PAVE PENNY, it is recommended that res-
ponse limited qualification tests be defined based on in-flight measure-
ments of internal pod responses.

It should be pointed out that the Air Force has the only vi'iration
prediction technique to date. This prediction along with the test require-
ments are contained in the new MIL-STD-810C, Method 519. Pod response
limit is unique to the PAVE PENNY Pod for this type of test. Response
limiting tests are, however, contained in 810C and recognized as the
acceptable test method for stores when vibration tested for normal environ-
ments.
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